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PREFACE 
The fixed point theory is an important and one of the most rapidly 
growing areas of nonlinear analysis and concerned with the study of the 
functional equation f(x) = x in metric or topological spaces. After 
axiomatic development of'metric spaces' due to French mathematician 
Frechet [35 , 1906], the study of contractive mappings plays a central role 
in metric Fixed point theory. The first metrical fixed point theorem for 
contractive mappings is classical Banach contraction principle established 
by a Polish mathematician Stefan Banach in the year 1922 and by now it 
has become one of the basic tools of nonlinear analysis as it has wide 
range of applications to various nonlinear equations arising in various 
physical and biological processes for establishing the existence as well as 
uniqueness of the solutions. Though Banach proved his classical theorem 
as early as 1922 its extensions and generalizations started only at the 
begining of the last three decades .when Kannan [63 ] made a break through 
in 1968 and derived a fixed point theorem for self- mappings of a metric 
space satisfying a very tricky contraction condition. The salient feature of 
these extensions and generalizations lies in the fact that unlike Banach 
contraction principle the mapping under consideration is not essentially 
continuous. After the publication of Kannan's paper, a good number of 
research papers appeared in the last three decades and by now there exists 
a vast literature on the subject. 
The present work revolves around Jungck's theorem [53 ,1976] which is 
essentially one of the most significant generalizations of classical Banach 
(vii) 
contraction principle. The purpose of the present study is four fold: 
(I) To study the common fixed points of five or six single- valued map-
pings satifying certain conraction conditions(Chapter II. Chapterlll. 
Chapter IV). 
(II) To study the coincidence and fixed points of generalized non-linear 
hybrid contractions.(Chapter V) 
(III) To study the common fixed points in Banach and metric linear spaces 
(Chapter VI). 
(IV)To study the common fixed points of non-self mappings in complete 
metrically convex spaces ( Chapter VII). 
As usual Chapter I is elementry in nature where we have tried to de-
scribe the preliminary concepts and some important results used through-
out the text. This chapter is mainly aimed at making the thesis as self-
contained as possible. 
In Chapter II, as an application of a fixed point theorem of Rhoades 
et al.[114], we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for the exist-
ence and uniqueness of common fixed point for five mappings which gen-
eralizes earlier results due to Jungck [53]. Fisher [30 ]. Rhoades et al.[l 14]. 
Imdad [47] and others whereas in Section 2.3, we show that sufficient 
part of earlier result( Theorem 2.3.1) can be proved under less 'continu-
ity' and 'commutativity' requirement. In the last section, as an application 
of one of earlier result we prove a common fixed point theorem in best-
approximation theory which generalize as several previously known re-
sults due to Singh [126], Sahab et al.[l 17], Shahzad [122 ] and others. 
Chapter III is devoted to some fixed point theorems via rational in-
(viii) 
equalities for six mappings which generalize and unify earlier results due 
to Ahmad and Imdad [2 ]. Fisher [29 ]. Pande and Dubey [93], Kannan[63.64] 
Hardy and Rogers [42] and several others. In the last section we furnish 
example to demonstrate the validity of the hypotheses and degree of 
generality of our results over earlier ones. 
In Chapter IV we introduce the notion of weakly compatible mappings 
of type(P) and utilize it to prove a common fixed point theorem satisfying 
a general functional inequality which generalizes earlier results due to 
Jungck [56 ]. Lai. Murthy.Cho [87].Sessa. Rhoades and Khan [121]. Khan 
and Imdad [76 ]. Fisher [27.32]. Kang. Cho and Jungck [62] and others.while 
introducing the notion of weakly compatible mappings of type(P) we derive 
some related results and gives examples to discuss the inter-play with some 
related notions such as compatible mappings of type(P) and others. The 
last section is devoted to prove some results for the stability of fixed points 
related to our main theorems which generalizes earlier results due to Iseki 
[49], Khan and Imdad[76 ] Husain and Sehgal [45] and several others. 
Chapter V deals with the common fixed point theorems for 
generalized nonlinear hybrid contractions of two pairs which generalize 
earlier results due to Kaneko and Sessa [61]. Pathak [99]. Pathak et al.[103 
], Nadler [90]. Kubiak [86] .While proving our results we use some weak 
commutativity conditions of Hadzic and Gajic[41]. Hadzic [40 ] and 
Pathak [99]. In Section 5.4 . some related common fixed point theorems 
for single- valued mappings are derived. The last section of the chapter is 
devoted to illustrative examples for the results proved herein. 
(ix) 
In Chapter VI. we present common fixed point theorems in Banach 
and metric linear spaces. For proving our first result, we introduce the 
notion of composite involution and exhibit by means of suitable examples 
that composition of two non-involution maps may be an involution .Thus 
our first main theorem, which makes use of composite involutions 
generalizes several previously known results due to Goebel and Zlotkiewicz 
[37]. Iseki[48 ], Kannan [64,65], Khan and Imdad [74,75], Aqeel and Shakil 
[1] and others .The second main result of the chapter is proved in metric 
linear spaces which generalizes earlier results due to Rao [106], Khan. 
Imdad and Sessa [80 ], Khan [73] and several others. 
The last chapter deals with common fixed point theorems for nonself-
mappings in complete metrically convex metric spaces. Our first result 
of the chapter is proved by altering distances between the points which 
generalizes several previously known results due to Assad [6 ]. Kannan 
[63] .Khan , Swaleh and Sessa [ 79] and others. Motivated by Rhoades [109] 
we prove a common fixed point theorem for four non-self mappings which 
are not completely comparable to the related results but seems to be 
situationally useful. The last section deals with related examples which 
are utilized to demonstrate the validity of the hypotheses and degree of 
generality of the main results of the chapter. 
In the end. a bibliography, which can by no means be regarded as 
exhaustive one. is given which contains only those books and papers which 
have been referred to in this exposition. 
ABBREVIATION 
T(x) : Image of x under T. 
T (X) : Rang of map T defined on the set X. 
e : Belong to. 
cj) :The empty set. 
c :A subset of. 
(J :Union. 
fj :Intersection. 
X x Y : Cartesian product. 
T"' : Inverse of function T. 
dimX : Dimension of X. 
D(A, B) : Distance between the sets A and B. 
D (x,A) : Distance between the point x and set A. 
|| T j| : Norm of T. 
—> : Strong Convergence. 
I : Identity operator on set X. 
C[0,1 ] : The space of continuous functions. 
R : Set of real number 
R4 : Set of non-negative real numbers 
Rn : Real arithmetic space. 
rr> : Implication and logical equivalance 
d(x,y) : Distance from one point to another 
V : For all. for every 
A list of accepted / communicated, papers 
1 -Six mappings satisfying a rational inequality, Radovi.Math (accepted) 
2-A common fixed point theorem for six mappings satisfying a rational 
inequality . Indian Journal Math (accepted) 
3- A general common fixed point theorem for six mappings.. Alig. Math. 
Bull, (accepted). 
4- A common fixed point theorem for six mappings in metric spaces 
(communicated) 
5-Generalized like contractions involving five mappings(communicated). 
6- Fixed point theorems for generalized hybrid contractions(communicated 
7- Common fixed point theorems for non-self mappings b> altering 
distances (communicated) 
8- Common fixed point as best approximants(communicated) 
9- On fixed and coincidence points of certain composite invoutions in 
Banach spaces (communicated). 
10- Some common fixed point theorems for non-self mappings 
(communicated) 
11-A common fixed point theorem in metric linear spaces (communicated). 
12-An addendum to "A general common fixed point theorem for six 
mappings (Communicated). 
CHAPTER -1 
PRELIMINARIES 
CHAPTER-1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
Fixed point theory is an interesting rich and exciting area of research. 
It is a quite developed but still a hot area of research. The study of fixed 
point theorems fall within various domains such as : functional analysis, 
classical analysis, operator theory and topology . Fixed point theorems 
are widely used in fluid flow , theory of games, approximation theory, 
ordinary and partial differential equations and initial and boundary value 
problems. 
We quote an excellent expression due to M. Hazewinkel( Editor's 
preface to the book of Istratescu [5 1]) on the current status of fixed point 
theory. 
" Fixed point and Fixed point theorems have always been a major 
theoretical tool as widely apart as diffrential equations, topology, eco-
nomics, game theory, dynamics, optimal control and functional 
analysis. Moreover, more or less recently , the usefulness of the concept 
for applications increased enormously by the development of accurate 
and efficient techniques for computing fixed point methods a major 
weapon in the arsenal of the applied mathematician". 
The fixed point theory is concered with the study of functional equa-
tion T(x) = x in a metric or non-metric setting. The earliest fixed point 
theorem is that of L.E.J Brouwer [12] who in 1912 proved that a continu-
ous mapping T of the closed unit ball in Rn has at least one fixed point i.e. 
2 
a point x such that Tx = x. Several proofs of this classical results can be 
found in the existing literature . Out of which the proofs due to 
Hirsh [44 ,1963]. Milnor [89 ,1978] and Rogers [115 ,1980] are quite 
recent. In 1930.Schauder [119 ] extended Brouwer fixed point theorem to 
infinite dimensional spaces by proving that a continuous mapping of a com-
pact convex subset of a Banach space has at least one fixed point which 
was further improved by proving that compact map of a closed bounded 
convex subset of a Banach space has at least one fixed point. In 1935 
Tychonoff [134] extended Brouwer's result to compact convex linear topo-
logical spaces. 
This chapter is elementary in nature where we discuss some prelimi-
nary notions of relevance to later chapters. For a comprehensive account 
of fixed point theory books by Aksoyand Khamsi [3].Dugundji and Granas 
[26 ],Goebel and Kirk [36 ].Istratescu [51], Rus [116] and Smart[130] are 
of special recommendation. 
1.2. FIXED POINT PROPERTY 
A topological space X is said to have fixed point property (abbrevi-
ated as F.P.P) if for any continuous function T :X-»X , there exists x(ieX 
such that Tx0 = x0. 
LEMMA 1.2.1. If h be a homomorphism from a topological space X into Y. 
then if X has the F.P.P. Y also has the F.P.P. 
An interesting and important way to obtain spaces with F.P.P is to use re-
tracts. 
THEOREM 1.2.2. If a topological space X has the F.P.P and X, is any retract of 
3 
X, then X, also has the F.P.P. 
It sounds that a set with F.P.P should be compact and contractible. If a set 
lacks one of these properties, a mapping without fixed point can usually be pro-
duced. For more details one can consult Smart [130]. However, the conditions of 
compactness and contractibility are neither necessary nor sufficient for a set to 
have F .P .P . An interesting example of a space without F.P.P was given by 
Kinoshita [81]. The space is popularly known as ' a can with a roll of toilet paper' 
and can be mathematically described as follows: a cylindrical can with a bottom 
but no top plus the part of solid cylinder which lies above a spiral on the base 
converging to the edge of the base. In fact results due to Kinsohita [81 ] is as 
follows: 
THEOREM 1.2.3.([ 81]) The "can with a roll of toilet paper' is a contractible 
space but does not have F.P.P. 
1.3.BANACH CONTRACTION PRINCIPLE 
Indeed the most fundamental result of fixed point theory was given by 
S. Banach in 1922. This result is popularly known as Banach contraction principle 
and is very useful in the existence and uniqueness theories. It's setting is very 
natural and proof is very simple which never uses sophisticated topological no-
tions as needed in the case of Brouwer fixed point theorem. 
A mapping T from a metric space (X.d) into itself is said to be a contrac-
tion if d(Tx, Ty) < k d(x,y) for all x,y in X and 0<k< l . Clearly a contraction 
mapping is continuous but the converse need not be true. 
The Banach contraction principle states that a contraction map 
4 
ping of a complete metric space into itself has a unique fixed point. 
This theorem is significant in many ways. It is the simplest of all the 
fixed point theorems and its setting is very natural . The fixed point is 
always unique, and can be obtained by explicit calculation, as the sequence 
of iterates of every point in the space converges to this unique fixed point. 
The only disadvantage attached with the contraction principle is that the 
condition of contraction map is very restrective. 
By now there exists an extensive literature on the generalization of 
the Banach contraction principle . Chu and Diaz [ 17] and Bryant [15] ob-
served that it is sufficient for some iterates T" to be a contraction in 
order to ensure a unique fixed point. Some researchers, such as Rakotch 
[105], Boyd and Wong [10] have attempted to replace Lipschitz constant 
by some real valued functions taking values less than 1. Motivated by the 
fact that a fixed point of a mapping is a common fixed point of that map-
ping and the identity mapping Jungck [53] obtained the most significant 
generalization of Banach contraction principle which has been general-
ized and extended in various ways in recent years and the entire work of 
this thesis revolves around this theorem. In order to accomodate a wider 
class of continuous and discontinuous function , attempt were made to 
replace the contraction condition by some more general conditions whose 
details can be found in a survey articles of Rhoades [110,111,112]. It is 
not possible to mention all existing contraction conditions here we opt to 
record only those contraction conditions which are relevant to the con-
5 
tents of the present work. 
(1) Jungck[53]: 
d( Ax. Ay) < a d(Ix,Iy) 
(2) Fisher [30]: 
d(Ax,Ay) < a d(Ix.Jy) i f a < l . 
(3) Kannan [63]: 
d(Tx,Ty)<a[d(x,Tx) + d(y,Ty)] i f a < 1/2. 
(4) Hardy and Rogers [ 42 ]: 
d(Tx,Ty) < a[d(x,Tx) + d(y,Ty)] + b[d(y,Tx) + d(x.Ty)] + c d(x,y), 
f o r a l l x , y e X , a.b.c>0 , 2a+2b+c <l. 
(5) Ciric [18 ]: 
d(Tx,Ty)<amax{d(x.y),l/2[d(x,Ty) + d(y,Tx)],d(y,Ty),d(x,Tx)}. 
for all x,y
 e X and a e [0,1). 
(6) Ahmad and Imdad [ 2 ]: 
[d(Ax,Ix)]2+[d(Sy,Jy)]2 
(a) d(Ax, Sv)<ot{ } + Bd(Ix,Jy) 
d(Ax, Ix) + d(Sy, Jy) 
if d(Ax, Ix) + d(Sy, Jy) * 0, a,B >0, a + p < 1, or 
(b) d(Ax,Sy) = 0 if d(Ax,Ix) + d(Sy,Jy) - 0. 
(7) Fisher [29]: 
b[d (x, Ty)]2+ c[d (y, Sx)]2 
(a) d (Sx. Ty) < 
d(x, Ty) + d(y, Sx) 
ifd(x, Ty)+d(y, S x ) * o , 0< b,c, b + c < l , or 
(b) d(Sx, Ty) = 0 if d(x, Ty)+d (y,Sx) = 0 . 
6 
(8 ) Nesic[91]: 
[ 1 + p d(x,y)] d(Tx,Ty) < p[d(x,Tx)d(y,Ty) +d(x,Ty)d(y,Tx)] 
+ q max {d(x,y),d(x.Tx).d(y,Ty). 1/ 2 [d(x.Ty) + d(y.Tx)]',. 
for all x,y e X , where p > 0, and 0<q <1. 
1.4. WEAK CONDITIONS OF COMMUTATIVITY IN SINGLE-
VALUED C O N T E X T ; 
Sessa [120 ] initiated the tradition of improving commutativity 
conditions in metrical common fixed point theorems which can be stated 
as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.4.1.([120]) Let S and T be mappings of a metric space 
(X,d) into itself.Then(S,T) is said to be a weakly commuting pair if 
d(STx,TSx) < d( Tx,Sx) 
for all x
 e X. 
Clearly . a commuting pair is weakly commuting but the converse is 
not generally true as shown by the following example (Sessa [120]). 
EXAMPLE 1.4.2.( [ 120]) Consider the set X = [0,1 ] with the usual metric 
. Let us define self- mappings S and T on X by Sx = x / 2 and 
Tx = x /(2+x) for every x eX. Then for all x in X.one gets 
x x-
4+x (4+x)(4+2x) 
X X 
- - — = d(Sx.Tx) 
2 2-x 
So, S and T are weakly commuting.But. for any non-zero x
 eX .we have 
d(STx,TSx) = 
4+2x 
x2 
4+2x 
7 
X 
T(S(x))= > = S(T(x)) 
4+x 4+2x 
Hence ST* TS. Thus S and T are not commuting mappings. 
Inspired by Sessa [ 120]. Jungck [54] proposed an extension to the con-
cept of weak commutativity by introducing the notion of compatible map-
pings which is defined as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.4.3. ([54]) Let S and T be mappings from a metric space 
(X,d) into itself. The pair(S.T) is said to be compatible mappings on X if 
lim
 v ^d(STx . TSx ) = 0.whenever{x ! is a sequence in X such that 
lim
 v Sx = lim v Tx = z for some z in X. 
n —^ 00 n n —> 00 n 
Any weakly commuting pair is compatible but not conversely as dem-
onstrated by the following example ( Jungck [54] ): 
EXAMPLE 1.4.4.([54]) Let Tx = x3 and Sx = 2-x with X = R.then 
I T(x ) - S(x )| = j x - 11 I x2 + x + 2 I _>0 , iff x _> 1 and 
1 v n7 v n ' I I n I I n n I n 
I ISx - Six I = 6 1 x - 11 2-» 0 if x ^ 1. Thus S and T are compatible 
but are not a weakly commuting pair . 
Later on, Jungck et al. [57] introduced the concept of compatible 
mappings of type (A) ,as follows : 
DEFINITION 1.4.5.([57]) Let S and T be mappings from a metric space 
(X,d) into itself. The pair (S,T) is said to be compatible oft\pe(A)on 
X if lim _^ d(STx .TTx ) = 0 and lim ^ d(TSx . SSx )= 0. 
i) —> 00 n n n —> X x n n 
whenever{x } is a sequence in X such that lim
 v Sx - lim v Tx = z 
v
 n ' ' ii —> or n n —> x " 
for some z in X. 
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Recently Pathak and Khan [100] introduced the concept of compat-
ible mappings of type (B) and compared it with compat ib le compat ib le of 
type (A) which is del ineated below. 
DEFINITION 1.4.6. [100] Let S and T be mappings from a metric space 
(X,d) into itself .The pair (S,T) is said to be compat ib le of type ( B) on X if 
lim d(STx n ,TTx n) < 1 / 2 [lim d(STxn ,Sz) + lim d(Sz , SSx p ) ] , 
n —»oc n —> co n—>cc 
and 
lim d ( T S x n , S S x n ) < 1/ 2 [ l im d (TSx n ,Tz ) + l im d ( T z , T T x n ) ] , 
n —»cc n —> GC n—>oc 
whenever{x } is a sequence in X such that lim
 v Sx = lim , Tx = z 
1
 n > ' n —> OC n n —> X n 
for some z in X. 
Moreover. Pathak et a l . f 101] introduced yet another class of mappings 
called compat ib le mapp ings of type ( P ) , which run as fol lows: 
DEFINITION 1.4.7. ( [101]) Let S and T b e mappings from a metric space 
(X,d) into itself .The pa i r (S ,T) is said to be compa t ib le of type(P) on X if 
lim
 v d(SSx ,TTx ) = 0,whenever{x } is a sequence in X such that 
lim Sx = lim
 v Tx = z for some z in X. 
n —> GO n n —> oo n 
Further Lai et a l . [87] introduced the concept of weakly compat-
ible mappings of type (A) and discussed some p roper t i e s of these map-
pings which can be stated as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.4.8. ( [87]) Let S and T be mapp ings from a metric space 
(X,d) into itself .The pair (S,T) is said to be weakly compat ib le of type (A) 
if 
9 
l i m d ( S T x n . T T x n ) < d (Sz .Tz ) < lim d (Tz ,TTx n ) , 
n —> oc n —> oo 
and 
lim d(TSx n ,SSx n )< d ( S z , T z ) < lim d (Sz ,SSx n ) , 
n -> cc n —> oo 
w h e n e v e r { x } is a sequence in X such that l im
 v Sx = lim v Tx = z. 
' n ' • TI —> cC ii n —^ OC n 
for some z in X. 
Very recently Pathak et al. [102] introduced the concept of compat-
ible mappings of type(C), as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.4.9. ([102]) Let S and T be mappings from a metric space 
(X.d) into itself.The pair(S.T) is said to be compatible mappings of type 
(C)onX if 
limd(STxn.TTxn)< 1/3 [lim d(STxn.Sz)+lim d(Sz.SSxn)+limd(Sz.TT\n) 
n —> oo n —»cc n—>cc n —»x 
and 
l imd(TSx n ,SSx n )< 1/3 [lim d (TSx n .Tz )+ l im d(Tz .TTx n )+ l im d(Tz.SS.\ n) 
n —> co n —> cc n —»cc n —> x 
w h e n e v e r i x } is a sequence in X such that lim . Sx = lim
 v Tx = z. 
1
 n ' ^ ii —> OC ii » — > X " 
for some z in X. 
Now, we give propositions establishing various inter relations 
amongst compatible mappings, compatible mappings of type(A). compat-
ible mappings of type (B). compatible mappings of type (P).weakly com-
patible mappings of type (A) and compatible mappings of type (C). 
PROPOSITION 1.4.10.([57]) Let S and T be continuous mappings from a 
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metric space (X.d) into itself. If S and T are compatible, then they are 
compatible of type(A). 
PROPOSITION 1.4.11.([57]) Let S and T be compatible mappings of type 
(A) from a metric space (X,d) into itself .If one of S and T is 
continuous,then S and T are compatible. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.12.( [57 ]) Let S and T be continuous mappings from 
a metric space (X.d) into itself. Then S and T are compatible, if and only 
if they are compatible of type(A). 
PROPOSITION 1.4.13.([100 ]) Let S and T be continuous mappings from 
a metric space (X.d) into itself. If S and T are compatible . then they are 
compatible of type (B) . 
PROPOSITION1.4.14([100]) Let S and T be continuous mappings from a 
metric space (X.d) into itself. If S and T are compatible of type (B). then 
they are compatible . 
PROPOSITION1.4.15.([100]) Every pair of compatible mappings of 
type(A) is compatible of type(B). 
PROPOSITION 1.4.16.([101]) Let S and T be continuous mappings from 
a metric space (X,d) into itself. Then S and T are compatible, if and only if 
they are compatible of type(P). 
PROPOSITION 1.4.17.([101]) Let S and T be compatible mappings of 
type (A) from a metric space (X.d) into itself .If one of S and T is con-
tinuous, then S and T are compatible of type (P). 
PROPOSITION 1.4.18.([87]) Let S and T be continuous mappings from a 
metric space (X.d) into itself. If S and T are weakly compatible of type(A). 
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then they are compatible of type(A). 
PROPOSITION 1.4.19.([87]) Let S and T be continuous mappings from a 
metric space (X.d) into itself such that 
d(Sz,Tz) < limn^>ood(Tz,TTxn), 
d(Sz,Tz) < limn_^ood(Sz, SSxn). 
whenever{x } is a sequence in X such that lim
 v Sx = lim Tx - z 
n ' i n —> CO I' 'i —> CC » 
for some z in X. If S and T are compatible of type (A), then they are weakly 
compatible of type (A).But the converse is not true. 
PROPOSITION 1.4.20.([102]) Let S and T be continuous mappings from a 
metric space (X.d) into itself. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) S and T are compatible mappings. 
(ii) S and T are compatible mappings of type (A), 
(iii) S and T are compatible mappings of type (B), 
(iv) S and T are compatible mappings of type (C). 
DEFINITION 1.4.21.([ 41 ]). Let K be a nonempty subset of a metric space (X.d) 
and F,T: K -»• X.Then the pair (F,T) is said to be weakly commuting if for every 
x
 e K implication F x .Tx e K => d(FTx, TFx) < d(Tx,Fx) 
One may note that for K = X, this definition reduces to that of Sessa[ 120]. 
DEFINITION 1.4.22. ([40]) Let K be a nonempty subset of a metric space (X.d) 
and F,T: K -» X.Then the pair (F,T) is said to be compatible if 
lim _^ d(FTx.TFx )-> 0, 
n —> OO v n n ' ' 
whenever{xj is a sequence in K for which {Fxn},{Tx } c K and Fx .Tx -» t for 
some tGK. 
One may also note that for K = X. this definition reduces to that of Jungck [54]. 
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1.5. WEAK CONDITIONS OF COMMUTATIVITY IN HYBRID CON-
TEXT 
Kaneko and Sessa [61] extended the notion of weak commutativity 
for single-valued mappings to the setting of single-valued and multi-val-
ued mappings whereas for compatible mappings the same is done by 
Singh et al. [124] .Now we need to recall relevant definitions for future 
use. 
DEFINITION 1.5.1.([61]) The mappings T and f are said to be weakly commut-
ing if for all x
 e X. fTx e CB(X) and H(Tfx.fTx)<d(fx.Tx). where H is the 
Hausdorff metric defined on CB(X). 
The Housdorff metric H on CB( X) induced by the metric d is defined as 
H(A.B) = max { supd(x.B). sup d(y.A)} 
x
 e A V e B 
for all A.BeCB(X). whered(x,A)= infd(x.y). 
y
 e A 
It is well known that (CB(X)JH) is a metric space, and if a metric space (X.d) is 
complete , then so is (CB(X).H). 
DEFINITION 1.5.2.([61 ]). The mappings T and f are said to be compatible if and 
only if fTx
 eCB(X)forx e X and H(Tfxn.fTxn)-»0 as n-> x . whenever (xj C X 
such that Txn -> M e CB(X) and fxn -> t e M as n ->• x • 
Kaneko and Sessa [61 ] has furnished an example which shows that compat-
ibility does not implies weak commutativity. 
Recently. Pathak [99] introduced the concept of weakly compatible map-
pings for a hybrid pair of single-valued and multi-valued mappings as follows: 
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DEFINITION 1.5.3.([ 99]) The mappings f and T are said to be f-weak compat-
ible if fTx
 e CB(X) for all x e X and the following limit exists and satisfy the 
relevant inequalities. 
lim _ ^ H(fTx .Tfx )< lim _ ^ H ( T f x ,Tx ). 
n —> CO v n i i ' — n — > 00 v n n ' 
lim __^
 r d(fTx . fx ) < lim ^ ^ H ( T f x .Tx ). 
n —> CC v n n ' — 11 —> 00 v n n ' 
where {x j is a sequence in X such that f(xn)-^t and Tx -»M eCB(X) 
as n -> 00 • 
Compatible pairs are weakly compatible but not conversely.Examples 
supporting this fact can be found in Pathak [99 ]. 
If T denotes a single-valued mappings in Definition l .5.2 and Defini-
tion 1.5.3,then we deduce the concepts of compatible mappings [cf.54] 
and weak compatible mappings[cf. 97.98] for single-valued mappings. 
For future references we also need the following definitions : 
DEFINITION 1.5.4.([41]) Let K be a non empty subsets of a metric 
space(X.d) where F:K-»CB(X) and T:K-»X .Then the pair (F.T) is said to 
be weakly commuting if for every x.y in K such that x
 eFy and Ty e k.imply 
thatd(Tx,FTy)<d(Ty,Fy). 
DEFINITION 1.5.5. Let (X.d) be a metric space.A mapping T:X _> CB(X) 
is said to be continuous at x(l e X if for any <= > 0 there exists a 5 >0 such 
that H(Tx,Tx0) < e whenever d(x.x(1) <5 . If T is continuous at every point 
of X. then we say that T is continuous on X. 
DEFINITION 1.5.6.([58]) A pair of mappings (S,T) is said to be coincidently com-
muting (resp. weakly compatible) if they commute at coincidence points. 
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1.6. SOME DEFINITIONS 
In this section. we collect some more definitions which will be used in our 
subsequent discussions. 
DEFINITION 1.6.1. Let C be a bounded convex subset of a Banach spaces X. of 
diameter d, then a point x
 e X is said to be diametral for C if 
sup { J) x - y | / y
 e C } = d 
In C[0,1], every point of the bounded, convex subset 
C= { f e C[0, l ] / f (0) = 0,f( l )=l ,0<f(x)<l ,0< x<lJ 
is a diametral point. 
DEFINITION 1.6.2. A convex set B in a Banach spaces X is said to have normal 
structure if for each bounded convex subset C of B containing more than one 
element, there exists a point x
 e C which is not a diametral for C. 
A compact, convex subset of a Banach space as well as every uniformly 
convex Banach space has normal structure whereas a reflexive Banach space need 
not have normal structure. 
DEFINITION 1.6.3. A Banach space X is said to be uniformly convex if for each 
e > 0 there exists 5( e )>0 such that for x, y <= X the condition j; x •  -^  1. j y < 1 
and |[ x-yjj >,
 e imply (l/2)|j x+y| < l - 5 ( e ) . 
DEFINITION 1.6.3([25J) A subset K of a linear space X is said to be starshaped if 
there exists one point p
 e K such that for each x e K and t e (0.1). (1 -t)p + tx 6 K. 
We use -> to denote strong convergence whereas-, to denote weak convergence. 
DEFINITION 1.6.4.([25]) Let X be a linear space and K a non-empty closed 
subset ofX.AmappingT:K->XissaidtobedemicIosedif{x i <- K x -»\<= k 
and Tx -> y
 eX imply that Tx = y. 
1 5 
DEFINITION 1.6.5. A metric space (X.d) is said to be metrically convex if for 
any distinct points x.y
 e X there exists z e X . x # z , y * z such that 
d(x,z) + d(z,y) = d(x,y) 
1.7. NON- EXPANSIVE MAPPINGS 
A mapping T from a Banach space X into itself is said to be non-expansive 
if (J Tx - Tyjj < | x - yj! for all x. y in X . A translation, an identity and an 
isometry map are examples of non-expansive mappings. 
Some of the fundamental properties of contraction mappings can not cany 
over to nonexpansive mappings . For example, the sequence of iterates of such 
mapping need not converge to a fixed point even in compact spaces and the 
existence of fixed point can not ensure its uniqueness. Therefore in order to en-
sure the existence of fixed point of such a mapping some restrictions have to be 
imposed either on the domain of the mapping or on the mapping itself. The first 
ever fixed point theorem for non expansive mappings in Banach spaces has its 
origin in papers by Browder [13 .14 J.Gohde [ 38 ] and Kirk [82] all of which 
appeared in 1965. 
If X is a uniformly convex Banach space or more generally X is a 
reflexive Banach space with a normal structure then a non-expansive map-
ping from a closed bounded convex subset into itself has a fixed point. Of 
course every non-expansive mapping need not have a fixed point. For such exam-
ples one can be referred to [13.14, 82 ]. 
As indicated earlier the sequence of iterates of non-expansive mappings 
T :X -^ . X need not converge to a fixed point of T Therefore one considers a 
mapping of the form 
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T. = XI + (1-X)T, 0< X<\ (1.6.1) 
then sequence of iterates { V\ (x)} under suitable conditions converges to a 
fixed point of T . These iteration methods have extensively been studied by 
Kransnoselskii [85]. Schaefer [118], Kirk [82 ], Petryshyn and Williamson [ 104]. 
Das - Singh and Watson [22], Kannan [66 ], Ishikawa [50], Mann [88] and several 
others. 
CHAPTER - II 
GENERALIZED LIKE CONTRACTIONS INVOLVING 
FIVE MAPPINGS 
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CHAPTER II 
GENERALIZED LIKE CONTRACTIONS 
INVOLVING FIVE MAPPINGS 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
A self- mapping T of a metric space (X,d) is said to be a general-
ized contraction (cf.[18] ) if for every x,y
 e X there exists a positive 
number q < 1 such that 
d(Tx,Ty)< qmax {d(x,y),d(x,Tx),d(y,Ty),l\2[d(x,Ty)+d(y,Tx)]j. 
Generalized contractions have been extensively studied by Ciric 
[18,19,20] , Rhoades [ 110], Pal - Maiti and Achari [92], Khan and Imdad 
[77]. S.Park [95] and others. The foregoing contractive definition is one 
of the most general definitions in metric spaces (e.g Rhoades[110] ).It 
was proved by Ciric [18] that a generalized contraction on a T-orbitally 
complete metric space has a unique common fixed point. 
In this chapter, we study problems related to the existence of 
common fixed points for five mappings satisfying a functional type in-
equality involving generalized contractions for five mappings.The con-
traction condition considered in Section 2.2 is essentially patterned after 
Rhoades et al.[l 14]. Here it is worth mentioning that results in this sec-
tion are obtained as an applicati on of the theorem of Rhoades et al.[l 14]. 
In Section 2.3 motivated by Fisher [30],we exhibit that sufficient part of 
earlier result remains true under relaxed conditions.In the end of this chap-
ter, as an application of Theorem 2.2.1, we prove a common fixed point 
theorem in best approximation theory which generalizes some earlier 
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results due to Singh [126,127], Sahab et al. [117], Shahzad 
[122 .123] and others either partially or completely. 
2.2. RESULTS ON GENERALIZED LIKE CONTRACTIONS 
Recently Rhoades et al.[l 14] improved the theorem of Fisher 
[30] by employing a generalized like contractions and compatibility of in-
volved mappings by proving the following result: 
THEOREM 2.2.1.([ 114]) Let A and S be continuous self- mappings of a 
complete metric space (X,d). Then A and S have a unique common fixed 
point if and only if there exists a continuous map F : X ^ A(X)fjS(X) 
which is compatible with A and S and satisfies: 
d( Fx,Fy) < M(x,y) - o(M(>uy)) ,where 
M(x.y)= {d(Fx,Ax),d(Fy,Sy).d(Ax.Sy). 1\ 2[d(Fx,Sy) + d(Fy.Ax)] j . 
for all x,y e X. Moreover F, S and A have a unique common fixed point. 
In this section, as an application of Theorem 2.2.1 .we derive a 
necessary and sufficient condition on common fixed points for five map-
pings which improve relevant results due to Jungck [53,54], Fisher [30], 
Bryant[15],Rhoadesetal.[114],Imdad [47].Khan and Imdad[77]and others. 
In what follows $ : R' ->RJ denotes a continuous function such 
that 0 < o ( t ) < t for all t > 0. 
We prove the following: 
THEOREM 2.2.2. Let A ,B,S and T be self- mappings of a complete met-
ric space(X,d) with AB and ST being continuous.Then AB and ST have a 
unique common fixed point if and only if there exists a continuous map 
F of X into ST(X)r|AB(X) with pairs(AB.F) and (ST,F) are compatible <£ 
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satisfies the inequality 
d(Fx,Fy)<M(x,y)-o(M(x,y)), (2.2.2.1) 
with 
M(x,y)=max{d(ABx,STy),d(Fx,ABx),d(Fy,STy),l/2[d(Fx,STy)+d(Fy,ABx)]} 
for all x,y eX.Then F,AB and ST have a unique common fixed point.Further 
if the pairs(F,A),(F,B)-(F,S).(F,T),(A,B) and (S,T) commute at the forego-
ing fixed point then F,S,T, A and B have a unique common fixed point. 
PROOF. For proving necessary part, define ABz = z = STz for some z in 
X and a mapping F :X -» X by Fx = z. Obviously F is a continuous mapping 
of X into AB(X)fl ST(X) and F(STx) = z = (ST)Fx and F(STz) = z = (ST)Fz 
for all x in X. 
To establish the sufficient part .we use Theorem 2.2.1.We note 
that all the conditions of Theorem 2.2.2 for mappings F, AB and ST are 
satisfied ensuring a unique common fixed point v for maps AB. ST, and F. 
For proving v to be the unique common fixed point of both the pairs (AB.F) 
and (ST.F) let on contrary that they have different fixed point v and w 
respectively.Then 
d(v,w) < max{ 0,0,d(v,w). l/2[ d(v,w) + d(v,w)]} 
-omax { 0.0,d(v,w), l/2[ d(v,w) + d(v,w)]} 
< d(v,w) - cd(v,w) < d(v,w), where o<c<l 
yielding thereby v = w. 
Now it remains to show that v is also the unique common fixed 
point of F,A,B,S and T separately . For this 
Av = A( ABv) = A(BAv) = AB(Av), 
Av = A(Fv) = (AF)v = (FA)v = F(Av), 
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Bv = B(ABv) = BA(Bv) = AB(Bv), 
Bv = B(Fv) = BF(v) = (FB)v = F(Bv), 
Sv = S(STv) = S(TSv) = ST(Sv), 
Sv = S(Fv) = (SF)v =(FS)v = F(Sv), 
Tv = T(STv) = TS(Tv) = ST(Tv), 
Tv = T(Fv) = (TF)v = F(Tv). 
which shows that Av and Bv are the common fixed point of the pair (AB,F) 
whereas Sv and Tv are the common fixed point of the pair (ST,F). 
Now consider 
d(Av, Sv) = d(F(Av), F(Sv)) 
< max{0,0,d(Av,Sv),d(Av,Sv)}-d) max{0,0,d(Av,Sv),d(Av,Sv)j. 
yielding thereby Av = Sv. Similarly Bv = Tv. 
Since v be the unique common fixed point of the pairs (AB,F) and (ST,F),we 
get 
Av = Bv = Tv = Sv = v = ABv = STv = Fv, 
which shows that v is the unique common fixed point of A, B, S,T and F. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.2.3. Theorem 2.2.2 remains true if we replace contrac-
tion condition ( 2.2.2.1) with the following generalized contractions 
involving five mappings: 
d(Fx,Fy)<kmax{d(ABx,STy),d(ABx,Fx),d(STy,Fy), 
l/2[d(Fx,STy)+d(Fy,ABx)]}. 
PROOF. If we define o • R+ ->R+as <j>(t) < ct where 0< c<l , then 
d(Fx,Fy)< M(x,y) - cM(x,y) 
= (l-c)M(x,y) 
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< k M(x,y). where 0<k<l. 
therefore this corollary follows from Theorem 2.2.2. 
COROLLARY 2.2.4. By choosing F.A.B.S and T suitably and modifying 
all the conditions accordingly . the derived conclusions of Theorem 2.2.2 
remains true if we replace the contraction condition( 2.2.2.1) by any one 
of the following: 
(A) d(Fx.Fy)< M,(x.y)-^(M^x.y)). where (2.2.4.1) 
M,(x,y) = max{d(Ax.STy),d(Fx,Ax).d(Fy.STy).l/2[d(Fx,STy)+d(Fy.Ax)]j 
(deduced by setting B = Ix). 
(B)d(Fx.Fy) < M,(x.y) -o(Mn(x.y)) .where (2.2.4.2) 
M,(x.y)= max{d(ABx.Sy),d(Fx.ABx).d(Fy.Sy),l/2[d(Fx,Sy)+d(Fy,ABx)]J 
(deduced by setting T= Ix). 
(C)d(Fx.Fy)< M,(x.y)-(D(M,(x.y)). where (2.2.4.3) 
M,(x.y) = max{d(Ax.Sy).d(Fx.Ax).d(Fy.Sy).l/2[d(Fx.Sy)+d(Fy.Ax)JJ 
(deduced by setting B = T= Ix). 
(D) d(Fx,Fy) < M4(x.y)-d, (M4(x.y)). where (2.2.4.4) 
M4(x.y) = max{d(Ax.Ay).d(Fx,Ax).d(Fy.Ay).l/2[d(Fx.Ay)+d(Fy.Ax)]j 
(deduced by setting A = S and B = T = Ix). 
(E) d(x.y) < M,(x,y)-(D (M,(x.y)). where (2.2.4.5) 
M,(x.y) = max{d(Ax.Sy).d(x.Ax).d(y.Sy).l/2[d(x.Sy)+d(y.Ax)]) 
(deduced by setting F = B = T= Ix), 
(F) d(x.y) < M6(x.y)-CD (M6(x.y)). where (2.2.4.6) 
M6(x.y) = max j d(Ax.Ay).d(x.Ax).d(y.Ay). l/2[d(x.Ay)+d(y,Ax)] | 
(deduced by setting F = B = T = = IX and A= S). 
(G) d(Fx.Fy) < M(x.y)-<D (M7(x.y)). where (2.2.4.7) 
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M7(x,y) = max {d(F2x,F2y),d(Fx,F2x),d(Fy,F2y), 1 /2[d(Fx,F2y)+d(Fy,F:x)] J 
(deduced by setting F = A = B = S - T), 
(H) d(x,y) < Mg(x,y) - o (M8(x,y)), where (2.2.4.8) 
M8(x,y) = max{d(A2x,A2y),d(x,A2x),d(y,A2y),l/2[d(x,A2y)+d(y,A2x)]} 
(deduced by setting F = I and A= B = S = T). 
REMARK. The above mentioned corollaries corresponding to various 
contraction conditions present necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the existence of unique common fixed point.The corollaries correspond-
ing to the contraction conditions(2.2.4.1) and (2.2.4.2) are new in the 
literature as we are not aware of any such result involving four 
mappings.The corollary corresponding to contraction condition (2.2.4.3) 
was proved by Rhoades et al.[l 14] which in turn generalizes such results 
due to Fisher [30] and Jungck [54 ].Also corollary corresponding to con-
traction condition(2.2.4.4) presents a sharpend version of a theorem of 
Jungck[53]. 
We note an obvious omission in [Corollary 2; p.409,114 ]which runs 
as follows: 
COROLLARY 2.2.5. [Cor.2; p. 409,114]. Let F be a continuous self-
mappings of a complete metric space (X,d).Then F has a unique common 
fixed point if and only if. 
d(x,y) < M(x,y)-<D(M(x,y)), where 
M(x,y) = max{d(x,Fx),d(y,Fy),d(x,y),l/2[d(x,Fy)+d(y,Fx)]} (2.2.5.1) 
for all x,y eX. 
Corollary 2.2.5.([114]) is not correctly deduced as it contains the 
omission of the condition ' X
 c F(X)' which is not the case except F is an 
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onto map.Also'd(x,y)'on the right hand side of (2.2.5.1) appears to be 
d(Fx,Fy) .In fact the following example supports our view point. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.6. Consider X = [ 0,oo ) equipped with the usual metric. 
Define F : X ^ X as F(x) = 2x +1, then for all x.y
 e X (x > y) 
x - y =d(x,y) 
< max{ x+1 , y+1 . x - y , l/2[ 2x+l-y + x- 2y -1 ]} 
-0) max{ x+1 , y+1 , x -y , l/2[ 2x+l-y + x- 2y -1 ] j . 
If we set o (t) = kt , o< k <1, then 
x - y = d(x,y) 
, (1-k) max { x - y +y + 1, 3(x-y) } , if x > 2 y + l 
Ml - k) max {x - y + y +1, (x -y) + 2y + 2}. if x < 2y + 1 
Since every term on the right hand side is greater than x - y , there-
fore it is straight forward to choose o < 1- k < 1 such that the contraction 
condition(2.2.5.1) is satisfied and thus all the conditions of Corollary 2.2.5 
are satisfied, yet F(x) has no fixed point . Also similar omission can be 
noted in [Corollary 2 ; P.402,114 ]. 
2.3. RELATED RESULTS 
On the lines of Fisher [30] , we prove the sufficient part of 
Theorem 2.2.2 under less' continuity' and 'compatibility' requirements. In 
doing so, we are motivated by Jeong and Rhoades[52]. 
THEOREM 2.3.1. The sufficient part of Theorem 2.2.2 remains true if 
compatibility and continuity of the involved mappings are further relaxed 
as follows (retaining the rest of the hypotheses): 
Moreover if (a) (F,AB) are compatible, F or AB is continuous and (F,ST) 
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are coincidently commuting or 
(a1) (F,ST) are compatible, F or ST is continuous and (F,AB) are 
coincidently commuting . 
PROOF.Let x0 be an arbitrary point in X.Since F(X) c AB(X), there ex-
ists a point x, in X such that Fx0 = ABx,.Also, since F(X)c ST(X), we can 
choose a point x_,with FXj= STx,. In this way we can construct a sequence 
(x } in X such that 
1
 n ' 
\' = Fx, = ABx, ,. y, , = Fx. . = STx, _,, . 
• '2ii 2n 2n+l •' 2n+1 2n-M 2n+2 
Now on the lines of Rhoades et al.[l 14 ], it can be shown that {Fx J 
is a Cauchy sequence and converges to z
 e X. Thus lim Fx2n = lim ABx,n 
= lim STx = z as n-> co .Now ,suppose that ST is continuous then the 
sequences {(ST)2x,n+|} and {ST(Fx,n+|)} converge to STz. Since the pair 
(ST,F) is compatible, therefore {F(STx,n+1)} also converges to STz. 
Now 
d(Fx2n,F(STx2n+1))<max{d(ABx2ii,ST(STx2ii+,)),d(Fx2B,ABx2ii),d(F(STx2nM). 
ST(STx2n+I)),l/2[d(Fx2n,ST(STx2n+I)) + d(F(STx2n+1).ABx2n)]} 
-cD(max{d(ABx2n,ST(STx2n+1)),d(Fx2n,ABx2n),d(F(STx2nH). 
ST(STx2n+I)),l/2[d(Fx2B,ST(STx2n+1)) + d(F(STx2nH).ABx2n)]}), 
which on letting n-^ ce , reduces to 
d(z,STz)< max (d(z,STz), 0,0, l/2[d(z,STz) + d(z,STz)]) 
- o(max {d(z, STz),0,0, l/2[d(z,STz) + d(z,STz)]}), 
yielding thereby STz = z. 
Now 
d(Fx2n,Fz)<max{d(ABx2n,STz),d(Fx2n,ABx2n),d(Fz,STz), 
l/2[d(Fx2n,STz)+d(Fz,ABx2n)]} 
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-o(max{d(ABx2n,STz),d(Fx2n,ABx2n),d(Fz,STz). 
l/2[d(Fx2n,STz)+d(Fz,ABx2n)]}), 
which on letting n -> oo , reduces to 
d(z,Fz) < d(z,Fz) -cd(z,Fz) < d(z,Fz), ( 0 < c < 1) 
yielding thereby Fz = z. 
Since F(X)C AB(X), there exists a point z' in X such that Fz = z = ABz'. 
Then 
d(Fz',Fx2n+])<max{d(ABz,,STx2n+|),d(Fz',ABz,),d(Fx2n+|,STx2n+|). 
l/2[d(ABz\Fx2n^)+d(STx2n+1,Fz')]} 
-<D(max{d(ABz,,STx2n+1),d(Fz,,ABz,),d(Fx2n^.STx2^1), 
l/2[d(ABz,,Fx2n+1)+d(STx2BTl,Fz')]}), 
which on letting n -> oo , reduces to 
d(Fz',z)<d(Fz\z) - cd(Fz',z) < d( Fz', z) = 0. (0<c<l) 
yielding thereby Fz' = z. 
Since (AB,F) are coincidently commuting , therefore 
ABz = AB(Fz') = F( ABz') = Fz . 
so that ABz = STz = Fz = z. 
Next, if we take F to be continuous so that F2x, and F(ABx, ) con-
2n v 2 n ' 
verge to Fz as n->oo .Also, since the pair (ST,F) is compatible therefore 
{ST(Fx,n^)} also converges to Fz. 
Now, 
d(Fx2n,F2x2n+,) < max {d( ABx2n,ST(Fx2n+, )),d(ABx2n,Fx2n), 
d(F 2 x 2n+rS T(F x2n+ 1)) '1 / 2[d(ABx2 n ,F^1) + d(ST(Fx2n^).Fx2n)]J 
-o(max{d(ABx2n,ST(Fx2n+1)),d(ABx2n,Fx2n),d(F2x2n^.ST(Fx2nH)). 
l/2[d(ABx2n,F2x2n+1) + d(ST(Fx2n+|),Fx2n)]}), 
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which on letting n —>• oo , reduces to 
d(Fz,z) < d(Fz,z) - cd(Fz,z) < d(Fz,z) (0<c<l) 
yielding thereby Fz = z. 
Since F(X)
 c ST(X), there exists a point z' in X such that Fz = z = STz'. 
Now. 
d(Fxnii,Fz')<max{d(ABx2n,STz'),d(ABx2n,Fx2n),d(Fz,,STz'),l/2[d(ABx:n.Fz') 
+ d(STz',Fx2n)]}-(p(max{d(ABx2n,STz,),d(ABx2n,Fx2n),d(Fz'.STz'). 
l/2[d(ABx2n.Fz') + d(STz\Fx2n)]}). 
which on letting n -> co , reduces to 
d(Fz\z)<d(Fz',z)-cd(Fz' ,z)<d( Fz', z) - 0, (0<c<l) 
yielding thereby Fz' = z. 
Since the pair (ST,F) is compatible, hence weakly compatible so one 
can have 
d(Fz ,STz) = d(F(STz'),ST(Fz',)) < d(STz',Fz') < 0. 
yielding thereby Fz = STz and hence STz = Fz = z. 
Since F(X)
 c AB(X), there exists a point z" in X such that Fz = z = 
ABz". 
Now 
d(Fz",Fx2nH)<max{d(ABzM,STx2nTl),d(FzM,ABz,,),d(Fx2n+1,STx2n.I). 
l/2[d(ABz",Fx2n4I)+d(STx2nH>Fz")]} 
-<p(max{d(ABz",STx2n+1),d(Fz",ABz"),d(Fx2n+1,STx:n.I), 
l/2[d(ABzM,Fx2n+1)+d(STx2B+1,Fz")]}), 
which on letting n —> cc , reduces to 
d(Fz",z)<d(Fz",z) - cd(Fz",z) < d( Fz", z) = 0, (0<c<l) 
yielding thereby Fz" = z. 
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Also, since (AB,F) are coincidently commuting therefore 
ABz = AB(Fz") = F(ABz") = Fz. 
so ABz = STz = Fz - z. 
The rest of the proof is identical as that of Theorem 2.2.2 hence it is 
omitted. 
THEOREM 2.3.2. Theorem 2.3.1 remains true if we replace 
'compatibility' condition by any one of the following ; 
(a) Compatibility of type (A) , 
(b) Compatibility of type (B), 
(c) Compatibility of type (C), 
(d) Compatibility of type (P), 
(e) Weak Compatibility of type (A), 
PROOF(d) .The proof of this theorem is identical to that of 
Theorem 2.3.1 except some minor but obvious changes where particular 
compatibility condition had a role to play . As a sample we opt to indicate 
the proof for compatible pair of type(P). 
On the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.3.1 one can show that the 
sequencef z (with z. = Fx^ - ABx, ^ , and z, = Fx, ,^ = STx, , converses 
n
 L iv 2n 2n 2n+l ' 2n+l 2n+l 2n+2 — 
to z and so does the subsequences {ABx, ,} and STx, ,. 
^
 l
 2n-i-l J 2n+2 
Let us assume that ST is continuous so that the sequences {(ST)2x,n (} 
and {ST(Fx2n+1)} converge to STz. Also due to compatibility of type(P). 
for the pair (ST,F),{FFx2n+1} also converges to STz. 
Now on the lines of Theorem 2.3.1,one can show that Fz = STz = z. 
Since F(X) c AB(X), there always exists a point z' such that ABz' = z.Now 
using the coincidently commuting property of (F,AB) on the lines of 
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Theorem 2.3.1 one can show that ABz = Fz = z. Thus we have shown that 
ABz = STz = Fz = z. 
Now suppose that F is continuous so that the sequences {F2x,n} and 
{F(ABx2n)J converge toFz. Since the pair {F,ST}is compatible oftype(P).it 
follows that {ST(Fx2n+|)} also converges to Fz .Now again on the lines of 
Theorem 2.3.1 one can show that Fz = z. Since F(X)c ST(X), there exits a 
point z' such that Fz = STz' = z. Again on the lines of Theorem 2.3.1. we 
get STz' = Fz' = z . Since the pair (F,ST) is compatible hence weakly 
compatible .therefore Fz = z = STz .Also.Since F(X)c AB(X). there is a 
point z" such that Fz = ABz" = z. Again on the lines of Theorem 2.3.1. we 
can show that ABz" = Fz" - z . Since the pair (F,AB) is coincidently 
commuting therefore. Fz = z = STz . 
Thus we have proved that z is a common fixed point of F. AB and ST. 
Now using the procedure of the Theorem 2.3.1 we can show that z 
remains the common fixed point of F, A. B.S and T. 
. THEOREM 2.3.3. Theorem 2.3.1 remains true if we retain commutativity 
instead of weak conditions of commutativity and replace F. AB and ST 
respectively by F",(AB)P and (ST)q for positive integers n,p,q provided 
the pairs (F.A),(F.B).(F.T),(A,B) (F.S) and (S.T) commute at the common 
fixed point of F, AB, and ST. 
PROOF. Since F commutes with AB (resp.ST), Fn commute with (AB)P 
(resp.(ST)q), thus all the conditions of Theorem 2.2.2 are satisfied ensur-
ing a unique z
 e X such that 
z = Fnz = (AB)<1z = (ST)'<z. (2.3.3.1) 
Also 
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Fz = F(F"z) = Fn(Fz), 
Fz = F(AB"z) =(AB)p(Fz), 
Fz = F(ST"z) = (ST)«»(STz). 
which shows that Fz (as well as ABz and STz) satisfies (2.3.3.1) .Thus Fz. 
ABz and STz are other fixed points of Fn, ABpand STq,which due to the 
uniqueness of the common fixed point of Fn ,ABr and STq ,yields z = ABz 
= STz = Fz .The rest of the proof is identical to that of Theorem 2.2.2. 
hence it is omitted. 
REMARKS. 
(i)Theorem 2.3.3 generalizes fixed point theorems of Bryant[ 15]. 
Jungck[53],Imdad [47 ] and others. 
(ii) By suitably restricting n,p,q,F,A,B,S and T one can deduce corollaries 
which may be of interest situationally. Here one may note that by setting 
n = p = q= 1, F = A =B = S = T we get Corollary 2.2.4 corresponding to 
the contraction condition (2.2.4.7). 
Our next example presents a situation establishing utility of Theo-
rem 2.3.3 over Theorem 2.3.1. 
EXAMPLE 2.3.4. Consider X = (x, y, w, z} equipped with the metric d 
given by 
d(x,y) = 2, d ( x , w ) = l , d(x,z) = 3, 
d(y,w) = 4, d(y,z)=7, d(w,z) = 3. 
Define self-mappings F,A,B,S and T as 
Fx = w, Fy = z, Fw = y and Fz = z, 
Ax = x. Ay = Aw ~ Az = z, 
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Sx = Sy = Sw = Sz = z, 
Tx = Ty = x, Tw = Tz = z and B = Ix . 
A straight forward calculation shows that 
AB = BA, ST = TS, F4 A - AF4 , 
F4B = BF \ SF4 = F4S, F4T = TF4, 
(ST)F4 = F4(ST), 
and 
F4(X)C AB(X) whereas F4(X)C ST(X). 
A routine calculation shows that restricted contraction condition with 
n = 4,p = q = 1 is satisfied, but contraction condition (2.2.2.1) fails.Other-
wise for x = x and y = y, one must get 
3 < 3 - <D(3), 
which is a contradiction. Also, note that 
F(X)= { z,y,w} ex AB(X)= {x,z} andF(X)= { z,y,w}<z:ST(X)= {x,z}. 
2.4. FIXED POINTS AS BEST APPROXIMANTS 
If x be a point of a normed space X and C a subset of X, then 
set B ( x ) of best C-approximant to"x consists of those points y in C such 
thatI v - x | = inf{| z - x | :z eC} . A subset C of X is said to be starshaped 
([25]) with respect to a point q
 g C, if for all x in C the segment joining x 
to q is contained in C. Clearly a convex set is starshaped with respect to 
each of its points but not conversely. 
Brosowski [11] proved that if T is non-expansive with x
 eF(T) and 
T(C)c C and Bc("x ) is nonempty compact convex, then T has a fixed point 
in Bc(x). Subrahmanyam [132 ] substituted requirement of non-voidness 
of B( ( x ) by the finite dimensionality of C(as a subspace of X) whereas 
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Singh [126] observed that Brosowski's result remains true if Bc( x ) is 
merely starshaped. Later on Singh [126] noted that the non-expansive prop-
erty of T on Bc( x )|J { x } is enough for his earlier results. Hicks and 
Humphries [43] observed that Singhs([126] ) first result remains true if 
one replaces T(C)
 c C by T( ^C) <z C where c>C denotes the boundary C 
in X. Smoluk [131 ] substituted finite dimensionality of C in Subrahmanyams 
[132 ] result by ' linearity of T' and compactness of T(D) for every bounded 
subset D of C,which was later improved by Harbiniak [ 39 ] by relaxing 
linearity of T . In an attempt to unify and generalize results due to Hicks et 
al. [437 a nd Singh[l26.127], Sahab, Khan and Sessa [117] proved the fol-
lowing. 
THEOREM 2.4.1.([117]) Let X be a normed space, I and T self- maps of 
X and x
 €
F(T,I) with T(^C)c C and q
 6 F(I ) , D = Bc(x ) is compact and q-
starshaped, 1(D) = D, I is continuous , linear and commuting on D and T is 
I-nonexpansive(i.e. |j Tx - Ty | < | Ix - Iy || ) on DIJ {x },then I and T 
have a unique common fixed point. 
Recently Shahzad [122] attempted to improve Theorem 2.3.1 by em-
ploying the notions of R-weak commutativity due to Pant [94] but soon 
realized ([123]) that R-weak-commutativity does not present a suitable 
framework for such results. Here we employ different weak commutativity 
conditions namely compatible mappings(cf.[54])and coincidently com-
muting mappings(cf.[24] )(or weakly compatible(cf.[58])) which appears 
to present a relatively more natural framework to common fixed points as 
best approximantS.. 
As an application of Theorem 2.3.1 we prove the following fixed point 
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theorem,employing the notion of best approximation,which generalizes 
earlier results due to Brosowski [11], Hicks and Humphries[43 ] 
Singh[ 126,127], Sahab et al.[117] ,Shahzad[122] and others (either fully 
or partially). 
THEOREM 2.4.2. Let A , B , T , I and J be self- mappings of a normed 
space X and C be a subset of X such that A : <^ C -> C with 
x
 e F(A)nF(B)nF(T)nF(I)DF(J).IfA,B,T, land J satisfy the condition 
I A x - A y | < cM(x,y) (2.4.2.1) 
with 0< c<l and 
M(x,y)= max {|| BIx-TJy| ,|| BIx-Ax] ,|| TJy-Ay| , | 1/2[|| BIx-Ayj 
+ || T J y - A x | ]}, 
forallx.y
 e D' = DU( x }. 
Further suppose that the pairs ( A,BI) are compatible, A or BI is 
continuous and ( A,TJ) are coincidently commuting ( or resp.(A,TJ) are 
compatible, A or TJ is continuous and (A, BI) are coincidently commut-
ing). I fDbe nonempty, compact and starshaped with respect to a point 
q
 €
 D. BI and TJ are linear on D and BI(D) = D = TJ(D) then 
DnF(A)f lF(B)nF(T)nF(I)nF(J) * o , 
provided the pairs (B,I),(T,J),(A,B),(A,I),(T,A) and (A,J) commute at the 
common fixed point of BI,TJ and A. 
PROOF. Let y
 e D, then BIy e D as BI(D) = D and for y e <?C , Ay e C as 
A(^C ) c C .By condition 2.4.2.1 we have 
|| Ay - x|| =|| Ay - Axjj < c M( x", y ). 
yielding thereby Ay
 e D. Thus A is a self- mapping of D. 
Let {tn} be a sequence of real numbers such that 0 < t < 1 and con-
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verges to 1 .Define a sequence of mappings {An} as 
A x = t Ax + (l-t )q 
for all x
 e D and for each n. 
S e D is starshaped with respect to q,{An} maps D into itself. 
Since Bl is linear, one can write 
((An)BI)xm = tn((A)BI)xm + (l-tn)BIq, 
B I ( A n x J =tBBI(Axni) + (l-tn)BIq, 
which in turn yields that 
I  ((A )BI)x -((BI)A )x I  = 1 t (ABIx -BIAx ) | . 
II v v n ' ' m v v ' n' mil II n v m m ' II 
Now taking the limit of both the sides as m-»oo ,( keeping n fixed) 
and making use of compatibility of(A,BI), we get 
lim _ ^ || ((A )BI)x -((BI)A)x I  = 0 , 
m — > 00 II v v n ' ' m v v ' n ' m II ' 
whenever lim
 v _ BIx = lim v ^ Ax = t e D, for all m . 
Ill —> 00 III 111 —> 00 111 ' 
Hence BI and An are compatible.Similarly it can be shown that TJ and A 
are compatible on D. Further, from 
|| A x - A y || = t || Ax - Ay || < t c M(x,y) < M( x,y) 
II n n J II nil J II — n \ >J / \ IJ / 
for all x.y <= D. As D is compact and hence completers a normed space) 
therefore by Theorem 2.3.1, we have 
F(A n )nF(BI )nF(TJ)={xJ 
for each n . Also since D is compact {xm} has a convergent subsequence 
{xm } converging to z in D.Then 
x = A x = t Ax + (1-t )q 
mj n, m, n, mi v n j ' ^ 
which on letting m ^ oo ,( keeping n fixed) reduces to 
Az - z, 
yielding thereby z
 e D fl F(A). 
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Now , since A(D) c BI(D), there exists a point z' in X such that 
Az = z = BIz'. 
Now, as A(D)c: BI(D)HTJ(D), one can construct a sequence, {Axmi 
described by Ax2m = BIx2m+1, Ax2m+1= TJx2m+2for xQ e D(cf. Fisher [30] ). 
Now 
I Az'-Ax2m+||| <cmax{| Biz' -TJx2m+1|| ,|| BIz'-Az'| ,|| TJx2m+1 - Ax2m+1|i 
1/2[| B i z ' - A x ,
 +1|| + I  TJx, + , -Az ' l ]}, 
L
 II 2 m + l II II 2 m + l II -" 
which on letting m -> co , reduces to 
1 Az' - z|| < c | A z ' - z | 
yielding thereby Az' = z. 
Since (A,BI) are compatible hence weakly compatible so 
d(Az,BIz) = d(A(BIz'),BI(Az'))< d( Biz', Az') = d(z,z) = 0 
yielding thereby Az = Biz . Thus Biz = Az = z . 
Also, since A(D) e TJ(D), there exists a point z" in X such that Az = z = 
TJz". 
|| Ax, -Az" I  <cmax!|| BIx, -TJz"|| ,|| BIx, -Ax, I  ,|| TJz"-Az' l 
II 2 m II — - I I 2 m II II 2 m 2 m II ' II II 
1/2[|| BIx, - Az" I + I TJz"-Ax, | ]}, 
L
 II 2m II II 2m II J ' ' 
which on letting m->oo, reduces to 
| z - Az"|| < c | z - A z " | 
yielding thereby z = Az" = TJz" . 
Since (A,TJ) are coincidently commuting therefore 
TJz = TJ(Az")= A(TJz") = Az. 
Now on the lines of proof of Theorem 2.3.1, it can be shown that z also 
remains the unique common fixed point of A,B,I,T and J. 
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Hence DflF(A)n F(B)flF(T)nF(I)nF(J) * o -
This completes the proof. 
REMARK. By choosing A,B,T,I and J suitably and modifying the remain-
ing hypotheses accordingly one can derive a multitude-of known and 
unknown fixed point theorems on best approximation.We are not aware of 
any common fixed point theorem involving more than two maps(cf.[39 ]) 
.However, the corollaries for two maps from Theorem 2.4.2 present sharper 
versions of existing results due to weak conditions of commutativity, less 
continuity requirement and improved contraction conditions . 
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CHAPTER III 
COMMON FIXED POINT THEOREMS VIA RATIONAL 
INEQUALITIES 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, several authors have endeavoured to prove fixed point 
theorems via rational inequalities and by now there exists an extensive 
literature on the subject. For a comprehensive account of work of this 
kind one can be referred to Rhoades [112], Rhoades and Jeong [52]. 
Khan [69], Fisher [29.30 ]. Ahmad and Imdad [2] and others. 
In Section 3.2 of the present chapter, we make an attemptto generalize 
some of the results of Ahmad and Imdad [ 2 ], Fisher [29], Jeong and 
Rhoades [52], Pande and Dubey [93] by proving common fixed point 
theorems for six mappings employing the product of mappings and 
optimally general contraction condition. In process related results due to 
Fisher [28,29,30]. Kannan [63,64], Ahmad and Imdad [2], Jeong and 
Rhoades[52], Hardy and Rogers [42], Pande and Dubey [93] and several 
others are generalized and improved. 
Section 3.3 is devoted to examples which are furnished to illustrate 
the validity of the hypotheses and degree of generality of the main theorems 
proved in this chapter. These examples also exhibit the genuineness of the 
extensions of our results over earlier ones. 
3.2. FIXED POINT THEOREMS VIA RATIONAL INEQUALITIES 
The result presented below generalizes the main result of 
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Ahmad and Imdad [2] by employing an optimally general contraction 
condition and increasing the number of mappings from four to six . In 
process results due to Fisher [28.30], Kannan [63,64], Hardy and Rogers 
[42], are generalized and improved. 
We prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.2.1. Let A,B,S,T,1 and J be the self-mappings of a complete 
metric space (X,d) satisfying AB(X) c J(X). ST(X) c I(X) and for each 
x.y e X. either 
{d(ABx,Ix)}-+ (d(STy,Jy)}2 
d(ABx, STy)<a ( [ ] 
d(ABx, Ix) + d(STy,Jy ) 
+a,d( Ix. Jy)+a,[d(ABx.Jy)+d(STy,Ix)] (3.2.1.1) 
provided d(ABx, Ix) +d(STy, Jy) *0. a t > 0, (i =1,2,3) with at least one «i 
non zero and a 1+a,+2a, <1 
or d(ABx, STy) = 0ifd(ABx, Ix)+d(STy. Jy) = 0. (3.2.1.2) 
(a) Moreover if {AB.I} are compatible. I or AB is continuous and (ST. J) 
are weakly compatible or 
(a') {ST, J} are compatible, J or ST is continuous and (AB, I) are weakly 
compatible. 
Then AB. ST. I and J have a unique common fixed point. Furthermore.if 
the pairs (A,B). (A.I). (B.I). (S.T), (S.J) and (T.J) commute at the earlier 
common fixed point then A ,B ,S ,T ,1 and J also have the same unique 
common fixed point. 
PROOF. Let x(i be an arbitrary point in X. Since AB(X) c J(X), we can 
find a point x, in X, such that ABx(| = Jx r Also since ST(X) a I(X). we can 
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choose a point x2 with STx,= Ix2. Using this argument repeatedly one can 
construct a sequence {z } such that z^  = ABx^ - Jx, ,, z0 , - STx^ . = 
~ ' n ' 2n 2n 2 n + 1 ' 2 n + I 2n+ I 
Ix2n ., for n = 0,1,2 For the sake of brevity let us put 
u, = d(ABx, , STx,
 +I) and u, +1 = d(STx, +I, ABx, _) for n = 0,1.2 
2n v 2n' 2n+l' 2n+l v 2n+l' 2n+2' 
Now we distinguish two cases : 
Case (i)suppose u2n+ u2n+1 ^ 0 for n = 0,1,2 Then on using inequality 
(3.2.1.1), we have 
un 4_. = d(z, ., z1 ..) = d(STx, ., ABxn ^ ) 
2n+l v 2n+l 2n^27 v 2?i-i-1 ^  2 n + 2 ' 
{d(ABx,n^, \x^)y + {d(STx,n+1, Jxnn+1)}2 
<
 a j 1 ^ _ ^ _ : : L ] 
d(ABXl ., lx„ +n) +d(STx, .,, Jx1+1) 
v
 2n+2' j n + 2 7 v 2n+l 2 n + l 7 
+ a,d(Ix,
 +?,Jx, +1) +a,[d(ABx, +„Jx, +1) + d(STx? . .,Ix, ,)] 
2 v 2n+2 2 n + l ' 3 L v 2n+2 2 n + l ' v 2 n + l 2 n ^ 2 ' J 
v
 2 n + l / v 2 n ' 
u, ^ < a. [ J + a,u, + a,(u, +u, ) 
2n+l — 1 L , . + i i 2 2n 3V 2n+l 2 n ' 
so that 
(1-a -a,)u2, . + ( l -2a -a,)u_ ,IJL - ( a + a + a , ) u % < 0 . 
v
 3 I 7 2n+l v 3 2' 2n+l 2n v 1 2 3 y 2n — 
The positive root K of the quadratic equation 
(l-o^-a^t2 +(l-2a3-a,)t -(a,+a,+a3) = 0 is 
[{(l-2a3-a,)2 + 4 ( a 1 + a 2 + a 3 ) ( l - a r a 1 ) } n 2 - ( l - 2 a r a , ) ] / 2 ( l - a r a , ) 
and since a .+a .+a , < 1, it follows that K <1. Thus u, , < K u , . 
1 2 3 2n^l — 2n 
Similarly if u2n + u2n.,*0, n = 0,1,2,3 Then using the inequality 
(3.2.1.1), we have 
(u, ,)2 + (u, ) : 
v
 2 n + l ' v 2n / 
u,
 +, < a.[ 1 + a,u7 + a,(u, ,+u, ) 
2n+l — 1 L J 2 2n 3V 2n+i 2 n 7 
2n+1 2n 
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similarly one can also deduce that 
u, < K u, . 
2n — 2ti-1 
Thus in general, we have shown that for m = 0,1,2. 
(u ): + (u ,)2 
v
 m' v m * 1 
u < a, [ ] + a,u + a,(u +u ,). (3.2.1.3) 
ni-!-I — I L J _ m 3 V ni m-t-17 v u + u 
m nn l 
Havinii this we see that u ,<Ku which yields u < Kmun.Now it follows 
~ m+1 — m J ni — 0 
that the sequence 
{ABxfl,STx„ABx, STx, ,,ABx, , STx, , } (3.2.1.4) 
' O 1 2 2 n - l 2n 2n^ I ' v 
is a Cauchy sequence in the complete metric space (X,d) and so has a limit 
z in X. Hence the sequences ABx^ = Jx, , and STx, , = Ix, which are 
1
 2n 2n+I 2n-1 2n 
subsequences, also converge to the point z. 
Let us now assume that I is continuous so that the sequences !l2x.,J 
and {IABx2n} converge to Iz. Also in view of the compatibility of (I. AB). 
{ABIx,n} also converges to Iz. 
Now, 
{d(ABIx3nJ2x2n)}=+{d(STx:n+1,Jx,n_,){ = 
d(ABIx:n,STx2nH)<a,[ ] 
d(ABIx, . Px, )+ d(STx, ,. Jx, ,) 
v
 Jn 2 n / v 2n+1 2n- 1 ' 
+a„d( l2x, ,Jx,
 +,)+ a,[d(ABIx, ,Jx, +,)+d(STx, ,.l :x, )] 
2 v 2n 2 n + 1 ' J L x 2n 2 n + l v 2 n * l 2 n / J 
which on letting n->x . reduces to 
d(Iz,z)<(a2+2a,)d(Iz,z) 
yielding thereby Iz = z. 
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Now 
{d(ABz, Iz)| : + {d(STx,nH,Jx,nil)J-
d(ABz,STxln+1)<a,[ ' ] 
{d(ABz, Iz)} + !d(STx2nTl,Jx2n+1)} 
+a :d( IzJx2p+|) + a3[d(ABz,Jx2n+1 ) + d(STx2n+|,Iz)] 
which on letting n—>x and using Iz = z. reduces to 
d(ABz,z) < (a,+a3) d(ABz,z) 
yielding thereby ABz = z . 
Since AB(X) c J(X) .there always exists a point z' such that Jz' = z. 
so that ABz = Jz' = z. Now7 
d(z.STz') = d(ABz. STz') 
{d(ABz, Iz)}2+ {d(STz', Jz')}: 
< a [ ] 
d(ABz, Iz) + d(STz', Jz') 
+ a2d(lz . Jz')+a, [d (ABz, Jz')+d(STz'.Iz)] 
_< (a^a .^dlSTz ' .z ) , 
yielding thereby STz' = z - Jz' which shows that z' is coincidence point oi 
ST and J. Now using the weak compatibility of (ST.J), we can have 
STz=ST(Jz') = J(STz') = Jz, 
which shows that z is also a coincidence point of the pair (ST.J). Now 
d(z,STz) = d(ABz.STz) 
{d(ABz,Iz)}:+{d(STz,Jz)}: 
< a j ] 
d(ABz,lz)+d(STz.Jz) 
+a,d(Iz.Jz)+ a . [d(ABz. JzRd(STz.Iz)]. 
< ( a,+ 2a,)d(z,STz), 
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yielding thereby z = STz = Jz which shows that z is a common fixed point 
ofAB,I,STandJ. 
Now suppose that AB is continuous so that {(AB)2x2n} and {ABIx,n} 
converge to ABz. Since(ABJ) is compatible it follows that {I(ABx2n)} also 
converges to ABz. Thus 
{d((AB)2x^lABxJ}2+{d(STxw Jx^, )f-
d((AB)2x,n,STx„n+1) < a, — ~ 
d((AB)-x;n, IABx2n)+d(STx2n+p Jx2n„ ) 
+a:d(IABx2nJx2i]H)+a3[d((AB)2x2n, Jx2n+|)+d(STx2nH,IABx2M)] 
which on letting n-»x, reduces to 
d( ABz,z) < (a2+2a3) d(ABz,z), 
yielding thereby ABz = z. 
As earlier there exists a point z' in X such that ABz = z = Jz'. Then 
{d((AB)-x2n,IABx2n)}2+{d(STz',Jz')r 
d((AB)2x2n.STz')<a,[ ] 
d((AB):x:n.IABx2n)+ d(STz',Jz') 
+ a2d(IABx2n,Jz') + a,[d((AB):x2n,Jz') + d(STz',IABx2n)] 
which on letting n—>oo, reduces to 
d(z,STz')<(a,+a,)d(z.STz') 
giving thereby STz' = z = Jz'. Thus z' is a coincidence point of (ST.J). Since 
the pair (ST,J) is weakly compatible ,one can have STz = ST(Jz') = J(STz') 
= Jz ,which shows that STz = Jz. Further 
{d(ABx,n. Ix,n)}: + {d(STz,Jz)}: 
d(ABx,n,STz)< a,[ ] 
d(ABx, ,Ix, ) +d(STz,Jz) 
In' J.n' 
+a.d(Ix2n,Jz)+ a,[d(ABx,n,Jz)+d(STz. Ix,n)] 
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which on letting n—>oc, reduces to 
d(z,STz)< (cc2 +2a3)d(z,STz) 
yielding thereby STz = z =Jz. 
The point z therefore is in the range of ST and since ST(X) c I(X),there 
exists a point z" in X such that Iz" = z. Thus 
{d(ABz",Iz")}2+ {d(STz,Jz)}: 
d(ABz",z) = d(ABz",STz)< a, [ ] 
d(ABz",Iz") + d(STz,Jz) 
+a, d(Iz",Jz)+ a,[d(ABz",Jz)+d(STz,Iz")] 
< (a1+a,)d(ABz",z) 
which shows that ABz" = z. 
Also, since (AB.I) are compatible hence weakly compatible therefore 
d(ABz.Iz) = d(AB(Iz").I(ABz")) = 0 
which amounts to say that ABz = Iz= z. 
Thus we have proved that z is a common fixed point of AB,ST,I and J. 
If the mapping ST or J is continuous instead of AB or I then the proof 
that z is a common fixed point of AB.ST.I and J is similar. 
Now if v is any fixed point of ST and J, then we have 
d(ABzJz) + d(STv.Jv) = d(z,z) + d(v,v) = 0. 
But then (3.2.1.2) implies 
d(ABz.STv) = d(z.v) = 0, or z = v. 
We have shown that (*) z is the only fixed point of the pair (ST.J).Switching 
the roles of the pairs (ABJ) and (ST.J) above, we know that(**) z is the 
only fixed point of the family F = {A,B,S.TJ,J} .when the 
pairs(A,B),(A,I),(B.I).(S,T),(S,J),(T,J) are commuting pairs. For this event 
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we can write 
Az = A(ABz) = A(BAz) = AB(Az), Az = A(Iz) = I(Az), 
Bz = B(ABz) = (BA)(Bz) = AB(Bz), Bz = B(Iz) = I(Bz), 
which shows that Az and Bz are common fixed point of (AB.I). Then (**) 
above implies that Az = z = Bz = Iz = ABz.Similarly,(*) implies Sz= z = Tz 
= Jz = STz, and we can conclude that z is a common fixed point of the set 
F .Since any fixed point of F is a fixed point of the pair (ST.J) and is thus 
zby (*). 
Case (ii) suppose d(ABx, Ix)+d(STy,Jy)=0, which implies d(ABx, STv) 
=0,then we argue as follows: 
Suppose that u +u , = 0 for some n.Then z = z = z ... Ifn = 2k. we 
" ' ii n+1 n n+1 n+2 
have z,k+.,= ABx 2 k , = Ix2k+2' s 0 t n e r e exist v,.w, such that v, = ABw, = 
Iw .Similarly ,there exists v,,w2 such that v, = ST\v; = Jw r Since d(ABw,.Iw,) 
+ d(STw„ Jw,) = 0, from (3.2.1.2) d(ABw,. STw,)= 0, i.e. v,=ABw, = STw, 
= v,. Note also that Iv, =I(ABw,) =AB(Iw,) = ABv,. Similarly STv, =J\\. 
Define y, =ABv,. y,=STvv Since d(ABv1.Iv1)+d(STv2,Jv2) = 0. it follows 
from (3.2.1.2) that d(ABv,,STv2) = 0 i.e. y,=y2. Thus ABv, =Iv, =STv,=Jv,. 
But v ^ v2. Therefore AB,1,ST and J have a common coincidence point. 
Define w=ABv , it then follows that w is also a common coincidence point 
of ABXST and J. If ABw * ABv,= STv,. then d(ABw,STv,)>0. But. since 
d(ABw Jw) + d(STv, Jv,) - 0, it follows from (3.2.1.2) that d(ABw. STv,) 
=0. i.e. ABw =STv |. which is a contradiction. Therefore ABw = ABv, = w 
and w is a common fixed point of AB.ST. I and J. 
The rest of the proof is identical to the case (i), hence it is omitted. 
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This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.2.2. Theorem 3.2.1 remains true if contraction 
conditions(3.2.1.1 and 3.2.1.2) are replaced by any one of the following 
conditions: 
{d(ABx, Ix)}2+{d(STy,Jy)}2 
(i) Either d(ABx,STy)< a. 
d(ABx, Ix) + d(STy, Jy) 
+ a,[d(ABx,Jy) +d(STy,lx)] 
provided d(ABx, Ix) + d(STy,Jy)*0, a,, a ,>0, a, +2a,<l (A) 
or d(ABx. STy)=0 if d(ABx. Ix) + d(STy,Jy)= 0. 
{d(ABx, Ix)j2+{d(STy, Jy){2 
(ii) Either d(ABx.STy) <a. + a,d(Ix.Jv) 
d(ABx. Ix) + d(STy, Jy) 
provided d(ABx, Ix)+d(STy.Jy)*0, a,,a2>0, a ,+a 2 <l (B) 
or d(ABx, STy)= 0 if d(ABx, Ix) + d(STy,Jy) - 0. 
{d(ABx. Ix)}2+{d(STy. Jy)}2 
(iii) Either d(ABx,STy)< a, 
d(ABx, Ix) + d(STy, Jy) 
provided d(ABx. Ix) + d(STy,Jy) * 0, a,>0,a,<l (C) 
or d(ABx, STy)= 0 if d(ABx, Ix) + d(STy,Jy) = 0. 
(iv) d(ABx,STy) < a, [d(ABx? Ix) +d(STy, Jy)] 
+ a,d(Ix,Jy)+a,[d(ABx,Jy) +d(STy,Ix)], if a, +a,+2a,<l (D) 
(v)d(ABx.STy) < a, [d(ABx. Ix) +d(STy, Jy)] ,if a,<l/2 (E) 
(vi) d(ABx,STy) < ou[d(ABx,Jy)+d(STy,Ix)], ifa,<l/2 (F) 
(vii; d(ABx,STy)<a :d(Ix,Jy). i f a ,< l . (G) 
PROOF. Corollaries corresponding to the contraction conditions (A). (B) 
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and (C) can be deduced directly from Theorem 3.2.1, by choosing a : =0. 
a, = 0 and a,= a, = 0, respectively. The corollary corresponding to the 
contraction condition (D) also follows from Theorem 3.2.1 by noting that 
{d(ABx, Ix)}2 +{d(STy, Jy)}2 jd(ABx. Ix) +d(STy, Jy)!2 
< 
d(ABx, Ix) +d(STy. Jy) d(ABx. Ix) +d(STy. Jy) 
< [d(ABx, Ix)+d(STy, Jy)]. 
Finally one may note that the contraction conditions (E), (F) and (G) 
are special cases to the contraction condition (D). 
REMARK. Corollary 3.2.2 corresponding to the contraction condition (A) 
unifies the results of Fisher [30] and Kannan [63.64] and appears to be 
new in the literature whereas Corollary 3.2.2 corresponding to the 
condition (B) extends a theorem of Ahmad and Imdad [2].Corollary 3.2.2 
corresponding to the condition (C) extends a theorem of Fisher [30] to 
six mappings whereas the sane corollary corresponding to the condition(D) 
extends a theorem of Hardy and Rogers [42] to six mappings. It is simple 
to note that the corollaries corresponding to contraction conditions (F), 
(F) and (G) extends the results of Kannan [63.64] and Fisher [30] to six 
mappings. One may note that conditions (E).(F) and (G) are special cases 
to the contraction condition (D). 
Motivated by Fisher [29] and Jeong and Rhoades [52], we present yet 
another extension of a theorem due to Fisher [29] by improving contraction 
conditions optimally, improving weak commutativity conditions and 
increasing the number of mappings from two to six. In the process results 
due to Fisher[29]. Kannan [63.64]. Hardy and Rogers [42 ]. and others are 
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generalized and improved. 
We prove the following: 
THEOREM 3.2.3. Let A,B,S,T,I and J be self-mappings of a complete 
metric space (X,d) satisfying AB(X) c J(X), ST(X) c I(X) and for each 
x,y e X, either 
{d(ABx,Jy)}-+{d(STy,Ix)} 2 
d(ABx, STy) < a, [ ] 
d(ABx, Jy) + d(STy,Ix) 
+a2 [d(ABx, Ix)+ d(STy, Jy)]+a,d(Ix, Jy) (3.2.3.1) 
provided d(ABx, Jy) +d (STy, Ix) *0. a, > 0, (i =1,2,3) with at least one a, 
non zero and 2a,+2a +a, <1 
1 2 J> 
or d(ABx, STy) = 0ifd(ABx, Jy)+d(STy, Ix) = 0. (3.2.3.2) 
Moreover if (a) {AB, 1} are compatible, I or AB is continuous and (ST. J) 
are weakly compatible or 
(a') {ST, J} are compatible, J or ST is continuous and (AB, I) are weakly 
compatible. 
Then AB, ST, I and J have a unique common fixed point. Further-
more, if the pairs (A,B), (A,I), (B,I). (S,T), (S,J) and (T,J) are commuting 
mappings then A ,B ,S ,T ,1 and J have a unique common fixed point. 
PROOF. Proceeding as in Theorem 3.2.1, one can construct a sequence 
{z } such that z, = ABx, = Jx, ., z, . = STx, = Ix, , for n = 0.1.2 
1
 n ' 2n 2n 2n^ I 2n+l 2n+l 2n-2 
For the sake of brevity let us put 
u, = d(ABx?n,STx, , )andu, , = d(STx,+ I , ABx, ,) for n = 0,1,2.... 
2n v 2n 2n^ 1 7 2n~l v 2n+1 2n + 2y 
Now we distinguish two cases : 
Case(i) suppose u2n+ u * 0 for n = 0,1,2 Then on using inequality 
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(3.2.3.1), we have 
U 2 n + 1 = d ( Z 2 n + P Z 2 n + 2 ) = d(STX2n+1> A B X 2 n J 
{d(ABx2n+2,Jx2n+|)}^{d(STx2n+|,Ix2n+2)}2 
<
 a j ] 
d(ABx2n+2,Jx2n+|)+d(STx2n+|,Ix2n+2) 
+ a2[d(ABx2n+2,Ix2n+2) +d(STx2B+1,Jx2n+1)]+a3d(Ix2n+2,Jx2n+1), 
a ,+a,+a 3 
or d(z^ ,,z, _) < d(z^ , z, ^,1 
v
 2n+l 2n+2 ' — v 2n 2 n + l ' 
l - a , - a 2 
Similarly one can show that 
d(z 1 , z l 4 . . )< : d(z, ,,z, ). 
x
 2n 2 n + l ' — i v 2 n - ! ' 2 n ' 
l - a 1 - a 2 
Thus for every n we have 
d(z ,z , )<kd(z ,,z )....< < < < < (3.2.3.3) 
x
 n n + 1 7 — v n-1 n ' — — — — — v ' 
which shows that {zn} is a Cauchy sequence in the complete metric space 
(X,d) and so has a limit z in X. Hence the sequences ABx2n = Jx2n+1 and 
STx = Ix which are subsequences, also converge to the point z. 
Now on the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, one can show that 
AB, ST, I and J have a unique common fixed point. 
Case (ti) suppose d( ABx , Jy ) + d( STy , Ix ) = 0 , which implies 
d(ABx. STy) = 0, then we argue as follows: 
Suppose there exists an n such that z = z ,. Then, also z = z , 
because if it not so then from (3.2.3.2),we have 0 < d(z ,,z ,) < kd(z ,z ,) 
v
 • " v n+1 n+2' — v n ' n+J 7 
yielding thereby z = z _. Thus z = z
 A1 for k = 1,2, It then follows 
that there exist two points w) and w2 such that \^ = ABw] = Jw\ and v2 = 
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STw, = Iw,. Since d(ABw,,Jw2) + d(STw,, Iw,) = 0, from (3.2.3.2), d(ABwp 
STw2)= 0, i.e. v,=ABw, = STw2 = v2. Note also that Iv, =l(ABw,) =AB(lw,) = 
ABv,. Similarly STv2 = Jv2. Define y, = A B v p y2=STv2. Since 
d(ABv,,Jv2)+d(STv2,Iv,)= 0, it follows from (3.2.3.2) that d(ABv],STv1) = 
0,i.e. y = y,. Thus ABv, =Iv, =STv2=Jv2. But v,= v,. Therefore AB,I,ST and J 
have a common coincidence point. Define w =ABv,, it then follows that w 
is also a common coincidence point of AB,I,ST and J. If ABw * ABv =STv,. 
then d(ABw.STv,)>0. But, since d(ABw,Jv,) + d(STv,,Iw) = 0. it follows 
from (3.2.3.2) that d(ABw, STv,) = 0,i.e. ABw = STv,, a contradiction. 
Therefore ABw = ABv, = w and w is a common fixed point of AB,ST. 1 and 
J. 
The rest of the proof is identical to the case (i), hence it is omitted. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.2.4. Theorem 3.2.3 remains true if contraction conditions 
(3.2.3.1 and 3.2.3.1) are replaced by any one of the following conditions: 
{d(ABx,Jy)}2+{d(STy,Ix)} : 
(i)Either d(ABx,STy) <a. 
d(ABx, Jy) + d(STy, Ix) 
+ a2[d(ABx,Ix)+d(STy,Jy)] 
prvided d(ABx. Jy)+d(STy, Ix) *0, a,, a2>0, 2a, +2a2<l (A) 
or d(ABx, STy)= 0 if d(ABx, Jy) + d(STy, Ix)= 0, 
{d(ABx, Jy)}2+{d(STy, Ix)} : 
(ii)Either d(ABx.STy)<a + a,d(Ix.Jv) 
d(ABx, Jy) + d(STy. Ix) 
provided d(ABx. Jy)+d(STy ,lx)^0. a , ,a 3 >0,2a ,+a ,<l (B) 
or d(ABx, STy) = 0 if d(ABx, Jy) + d(STy, Ix) = 0. 
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{d(ABx.Jy)}2+{d(STy, Ix)}-
(iii) Either d(ABx.STy)< a, — 
d(ABx, Jy) + d(STy, Ix) 
> 
provided d(ABx, Jy)+d(STy,Ix)*0. a,>0,a,<l/2 (C) 
or d(ABx, STy)= 0 if d(ABx, Jy) + d(STy,Ix)=0. 
(iv) d(ABx,STy) < a, [d(ABx, Jy) +d(STy, Ix)] 
+a,[d(ABx,Ix) +d(STy.Jy)]+ a,d(Ix,Jy), if 2a, +2a : +a ? <l (D) 
PROOF. The proof is essentially the same as that of Corollary 3.2.2. hence 
it is omitted. 
REMARK. Corollary 3.2.4 corresponding to the contraction condition (A) 
unifies the results of Fisher [29] and Kannan [63.64] and appears to be 
new in the literature whereas Corollary 3.2.4 with the contraction 
condition (B) unifies the theorems contained in Fisher [29.30]. Corollary 
3.2.4 with the contraction condition (C) extends a theorem of Fisher [29] 
to six mappings whereas the Corollary 3.2.4 with the contraction 
condition(D) extends a theorem of Hardy and Rogers [42] to six mappings. 
Our next result we present an extension of the theorem of Pande 
and Dubey[ 93] by improving the commutativity as well as continuity 
conditions and increasing the number of mappings from three to six. which 
unifies certain well known fixed point theorems due to Kannan [63.64]. 
Fisher[27], Hardy and Rogers [42] and others. 
THEOREM 3.2.5. Let A.B.S.TJ and J be self-mappings of a complete 
metric space (X,d) satisfying AB(X) c J(X), ST(X) c I(X) and for each 
x.y e X. either 
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d (Ix, Jy) d (STy, Ix) 
d(ABx, STy) < a, [ ] 
d(Ix,Jy) + d(STy,Jy) 
+a2 [d(ABx, Ix)+ d (STy, Jy)]+a3[d(ABx,Jy)+d(STy,Ix)] 
+ a4d(Ix. Jy) (3.2.5.1) 
provided d(Ix, Jy) + d (STy, Jy) *0, a, > 0, (i =1,2,3) with at least one a, 
non zero and a,+2a,+2a,+a4 <1 
or d(ABx, STy) =0 if d(Ix, Jy)+ d(STy, Jy) = 0. (3.2.5.2) 
Moreover if (a) {AB, 1} are compatible, I or AB is continuous and (ST. J) 
are weakly compatible or 
(a') {ST, J} are compatible, J or ST is continuous and (AB, I) are weakly 
compatible. 
Then AB, ST. I and J have a unique common fixed point. Further-
more if the pairs (A,B), (A,I), (B,I), (S.T), (S,J) and (T,J) commute at the 
earlier common fixed point then A ,B ,S ,T ,1 and J also have the same 
unique common fixed point 
PROOF. The proof follows on the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.2.1. 
when case (i) d(Ix,Jy) + d(STy,Jy)* 0, hence it is omitted. 
Case(ii) suppose d(Ix. Jy) + d(STy,Jy)= 0 which implies d(ABx. STy) = 
O.then we argue as follows: 
Suppose there exists an n such that z = z ,. Then, also z ,= z , 
1 1
 n n»l n-i-l n- 2 
because if it not so then from (3.2.5.2),we have 0 < d(z ,z ) < kd(z ,z ) 
'
 v
 n+l n + 2 ' — v n • n - I ' 
yielding thereby zn^= zn+,. Thus zn= zn k for k = 1,2, It then follows 
that there exist two point w, and w, such that v] = ABWj = Iw and \\ = ST\\\ 
= Jwv Since d(Iw,,Jw2) + d(STw2, Jw2) = 0, from (3.2.5.2), d(ABw,. STwJ=0. 
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i.e. v^ABw, = STw\ = v2. Note also that Iv, =I(ABw,) =AB(Iw,) = ABv,. 
Similarly STv2=Jv,.Definey, =ABv,.y2=STv2. Since d(Iv1JvJ+d(STvrJv2)= 
0, it follows from (3.2.5.2) that d(ABv,,STv2) = 0,i.e. y,= y2. Thus ABv, 
=Iv =STv,=Jv7. But v,= v2. Therefore AB,I,ST and J have a common 
coincidence point. Define w = ABv,, it then follows that w is also a 
common coincidence point of AB,I,ST and J. If ABw * ABv,= STv,. then 
d(ABw.STv,) >0. But, since d(Iw, Jv() + d(STv,Jw) = 0. it follows from 
(3.2.5.2) that d(ABw. STv,) = 0, i.e. ABw =STv,, a contradiction. Therefore 
ABw = ABv = w and w is a common fixed point of AB.ST. 1 and J. 
The rest of the proof is identical to the case (i). hence it is omitted. 
This completes the proof. 
REMARK.We can deduce a corollary from Theorem 3.2.5 which is similar 
to the Corollary 3.2.2 and Corollary 3.2.5, hence it is omitted.By setting 1 
= J and B= T = Ix in Theorem 3.2.5 ,we get Theorem 1.1 due to Pande and 
Dubey[93 ] whereas by choosing oc, = a, = a, =0, B = T= I and A = S in Theorem 
3.2.5.we get the theorem of Fisher [30], and also by setting A= S. B = T= I = J ^ 
Ix and a, = a2 =a 4 = 0 in Theorem 3.2.5,we get the theorem of Fisher 
[27]. Finally by setting A = S, B = T= I = J= I and a = 0 in Theorem 3.2.5.we set 
A 1 w 
the theorem of Hardy-Rogers[42].Several other related results can also be 
deduced. 
THEOREM 3.2.6. Theorem 3.2.1. Theorem 3.2.3. Theorem 3.2.5, remains 
true if we replace 'compatibility' condition by any one of the following: 
(a) Compatibility of type (A). 
(b) Compatibility of type (B). 
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(c) Compatibility of type (C), 
(d) Compatibility of type (P), 
(e) Weak compatibility of type (A). 
PROOF(a).The proof follows on the lines of the proof of Theorem 2.3.2 
( Chapter II), hence it is omitted. 
3.3. RELATED EXAMPLES 
In this section we furnish examples to demonstrate the validity of the 
hypotheses and degree of generality of our main results proved earlier. 
Our first example demonstrates the validity of the hypotheses and 
degree of generality of Theorem 3.2.1. 
EXAMPLE 3.3.1.Consider X = [0.1] with the usual metric.Define self 
mappings A,B,S.T.I and J as Ax= 2x/3. Bx= 3x/4,Sx = x/4.Tx = 4x/5. 
Ix = x/4andJx = 3x/4 . Clearly AB(X) = [0,1/2] <=J(X) =[0,3/4]. ST(X) = 
[0,1/5]
 c I(X) = [0,l/4].Also,the pairs of mappings (AB,1),(STJ),(A,B). 
(B,I).(S,J)and (T.J) are commuting hence compatible or weakly compatible. 
For all x,y in X(x>y) with a,= 1/5. a,= 1/20 and ot^  = 1/3 we have 
x /2 - y/5 = d(ABx,STy) 
| x/2 - x/4 | 2 + | y/5 - 3y/4| 2 
< t t | + a , | x/4 - 3y/4 
| x/2 - x/41 + | y/5 - 3y/4| 
+ a,[ | x /2-3y/4 | + | y/5 - x/4 I ] 
n u • a2 + b2 a2 +b2 +2ab 
By observing < u = ( a + b ) 
a+b _ a+b 
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x/2 > x/4 > x/5 > y/5 and 3y/4 > y/5 .one can get 
| x/2-y/51 < a , [ | x/2-y/51 + | x/2-y/51 ] + a 2 | x /2-y/5 j 
+ a3 [| x /2-y/5 j + | x/2-y/51 ] = (2a,+a,+2a_,) | x /2- y/5! 
which verifies the contraction condition ( 3.2.1.1). Clearly 0 is the unique 
common fixed point of A,B,S,T, I and J. 
However, our unification is genuine because for x = 1, y = 0. the 
contraction condition (3.2.1.1) with a, = a, = 0 implies 1/2 < a, 1/4 or 
a > 2, which is a contradiction. Secondly for x =1, y = 2 the condition 
(3.2.1.1) with a, = ou = 0 implies 2/5 < a, 1/8 or a , > 16/5 which is 
again a contradiction. Finally for x = 2/3, y = 1/3 the condition (3.2.1.1) 
with a = a , = 0 implies that 16 < a J 1 or a , > 16/11. which is also a 
contradiction. 
Our next example exhibits the validity of the hypotheses and degree 
of generality of Theorem 3.2.3. 
EXAMPLE 3.3.2 Let X= {M,N.O,P} be a finite set of R3 with 
Euclidean metric d, where M=(0,0,0), N= (0.0,2). O=(0.1,0). 
P = (0,0,1/4). Then clearly (X,d) is a complete metric space. 
Now define A,B.S,T,I and J on X as follows. 
AM =AN =AO=AP=M, 
BM=BN=BO=M, BP=N, 
SM=SN=SP=M. SO=0, 
TM=TN=TO=M, TP=0, 
1M=IN=M, IO=N,IP=0. 
JM=JO=M, JN=JP=N. 
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Note that AB(X)={M}c{M,N}=J(X) and ST(X)={M.O}c {M,N,0} 
= KX). 
S i n c e d ( A B I ( M ) , I A B ( M ) ) = d ( A B I ( N ) , l A B ( N ) ) 
=d(ABl(0),IAB(0))=d(ABI(P),IAB(P)) =0 and d(JST(M).STJ(M)) 
=d(JST(N), STJ(N)) =d(JST(0),STJ(0)) =d(JST(P),STJ(P)) =0, the 
pairs {AB,I} and {ST,J} are compatible mappings. 
A routine calculation shows that inequality (3.2.3.1) is satisfied 
if we choose a ,= 1/6, a2=l/4, a,= 1/10. Thus all the conditions of 
Theorem 3.2.3 are satisfied and M is a unique common fixed point 
of A,B,S,T,I and J. 
However. Theorem 3.2.3 is a genuine extension to the theorem 
of Fisher [29] if we set B=T=I=J=IX and take x = M, y = 0,then the 
inequality (3.2.3.1) transforms into 2<b+c which is a contradiction to 
b+c<l . For establishing the degree of generality of Theorem 3.2.3 
over the theorem of Kannan [63], if we set B = T = I = J = Ix and 
A= S,a ]=a3=0 .and choose x=P, y=0, the inequality (3.2.3.1) reduces 
to l < l / 4 a , or a , > 4, giving a contradiction . Finally we note that 
Theorem 3.2.3 is a genuine extension of Fisher [30] because if we set 
A=S. B = T= Ix and x = P, y = O and a, = a ,= 0,then the inequality 
(3.2.3.1) reduces to 1<OL, which is a contradiction. 
We also utilize Example 3.3.2 to discuss the validity of the 
hypotheses and degree of generality of Theorem 3.2.5. 
A routine calculation shows that inequality (3.2.5.1) is satisfied 
if we choose cc,= l/5. a,= 1/6. a,= 1/8, a4= 1/10. Obviously all other 
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conditions of Theorem 3.2.5 are also satisfied and M is a unique 
common fixed point of A,B,S,T,I and J. 
However, Theorem 3.2.5 is a genuine extension to the theorem 
of Pande and Dubey [93](obtained by setting B = T =IX and I=J) because 
for x = M. y = 0,then the inequality (3.2.5.1) reduces to a,+ a, > 1 which 
is contradiction .For establishing the degree of generality of Theorem 3.2.5 
over the theorem of Kannan[63] (obtained by restricting B= T = I = J = lx 
and A= S,a = o^= a4 = 0)we choose x = P, y = 0,then the inequality 
(3.2.5.1) reduces to l< l \4a , or a ,>4 which is a contradiction .Also 
establishing the degree of generality of Theorem 3.2.5 over the 
theorem of Fisher [27](corollarized by choosing B = T = I = J= Ix and A 
= S, a = a,=a4=0 )we choose x=M. y=0,then the inequality (3.2.5.1) 
reduces to a, >_ 1/2 , which is contradiction.Finally we note that 
Theorem 3.2.5 is a genuine extension the theorem of Fisher[30] because 
by setting A = S. x = P. y = 0 and a, =a ,=a , = 0,then the inequality 
(3.2.5.1) reduces to l<a 4 ,which is also contradiction. 
It is interesting to note that Example 3.3.2 satisfies the requirements of all 
three theorems proved herein with suitably choosen control constants whereas 
Example 3.3.1 fails to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 3.2.3 and 3.2.5. 
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4.1. INTRODUCTION 
There exists an extensive literature on common fixed 
point of self-mappings sa t i s fy ing contract ion condit ions 
controlled by a non-negative real-valued function from [0.x ) to 
[0,oc).ln such results suitable conditions on control function 
ensure the existence of fixed point. For this kind of work one 
can be referred to Singh and Meade [128], Husain and Sehgal 
[45],Khan[72],Khan and Imdad [76] and several others. To stud> 
the common fixed point of more than one mappings some weak 
conditions of commutativity are needed to prove the results.In an 
attempt to generalize the notion of commutativity, Sessa[120] 
introduced the idea of weak commutativity. later on Jungck [54] 
made an extension of weak commutativity by introducing 
compatible mappings. Jungck. Murthy and Cho[57]introduced 
another class of mappings called compatible mappings of type 
(A) and established a relation between compatible and compatible 
mappings of type (A) .Pathak et al.[101] introduced another class 
of mappings by defining compat ib le mappings of t \ p e 
(P).Recently, Lai et al.[87] generalized the compatible mappings 
of type(A) and introduced weakly compatible mappings of 
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type(A) and considered a more general contraction condition 
than those considered by earlier authors.For further technical 
details regarding weak conditions of commutativity one can see 
(Chapter I Section 1.4 ). 
In Section 4.2 we introduce the concept of weakly 
compatible mappings of type(P) and show that under certain 
cond i t ions compatible mappings of type(P) and weakly 
compatible mappings of type (P) are equivalent. 
In Section 4.3 we utilize the notion of weakly compatible 
mappings of type(P) to prove a general common fixed point 
theorem involving six mappings.Here it is worth noting that all 
known resul ts of this kind involves four or less 
mappings.Besides this, "weak compatibility of type (P)" of one 
pair is replaced by "weak compatibility" due to Jungck and 
Rhoades[58] which accomodates a wider class of mappings. 
In Section 4.4 we prove results on convergence of 
sequences and their common fixed points which generalize 
several previously known results due to Husain and Sehgal[45] 
Kh an and Imdad [76], Iseki [49] and others. 
4.2. WEAKLY COMPATIBLE MAPPINGS OF TYPE(P) 
In this section we introduce the concept of weakly 
compatible mappings of type(P) and use the same to derive a 
relation with compatible mappings,compatible mappings of 
type(A),compatible mappings of type(P) and furnish examplesto 
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illustrate the inter-play. 
Now we introduce the definition of weakly compatible 
mappings of type(P). 
DEFINITION 4.2.1. Two self-mappings S and T of a metric 
space(X,d) are said to be weakly compatible of type (P) if 
lim d(SSxn, TTxn) < d(Sz,Tz)< lim d(Tz, TTxn) 
n—>oo n—>oo 
lim d(SSxn , TTxn)< d(Sz,Tz)< lim d(Sz,SSxn) 
n—»oo n—»oo 
whenever (x } is a sequence in X such that lim Sx 
lim Tx = z for some z e X . 
n —> v. n 
PROPOSITION 4.2.2. Let S and T be continuous mappings of a 
metric space (X,d) into itself such that 
d(Sz,Tz) < l im^cKTz, TTxn), 
d(Sz,Tz) 1 l im n^d(Sz, SSxn), 
whenever (x lis a sequence in X such that liiri Sx = liiri Tx = 
=z,for some ZeX .If S and T are compatible of type (P), then 
they are weakly compatible of type (P) but its converse is not 
true. 
PROOF. It follows from Definition 4.2.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2.3. Let S and T be continuous mappings from 
a metric space (X,d) into itself such that S and T are weakly 
compatible of type (P), then they are compatible of type (P). 
PROOF. Suppose that {xn} is a sequence in X such that 
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lim^^Sx^ lim^^Tx^z, 
for some z
 e X . Since S and T are continuous , we have 
lim _^ d ( S z , S S x ) = 0 , and lim _^ d(Tz,TTx ) = 0. 
n —> CO v n ' n —> CO v n ' 
From the definition of weakly compatible mappings of type ( P) it follows 
that d(Sz ,Tz) = 0 and so 
lim _^ d(SSx ,TTx ) =0, 
n —> CO v n ' n 7 ' 
which show that S and T are compatible of type (P) . 
Now we give two examples establishing the inter-play between 
"compatibility of type(P)" and "weak compatibility of type (P)". 
EXAMPLE 4.2.4. Let X = R be the set of real numbers with the usual 
metric d(x,y) = x-y .Define two mappings S,T : X ->X by 
l \x 4 
Sx = i 
v
 1 
for x * 0, 
for x - 0> 
1/x2 
T x = { 
x
 2 
for x^0» 
for x = 0. 
respectively. Note that S and T are not continuous at z =0 .Consider a 
sequence{xn} in X defined by xn= n , as n->oo , we have 
Sx = l \ n 4 ^ z = 0, Tx = l\n2-> z = 0, 
n n 
lim _^ d (STx TSx ) = lim __, d (n8,n8) = 0, 
n — > CO v n. n' n — » c O v / 
lim ^ d (SSx TTx ) = lim _^ d (n,6,n4) = co, 
n — > CO v n, n 7 n —» CO v ' 
and d(Sz,Tz)= 1, 
therefore S and T are compatible.But they are neither compatible 
of type (P) nor weakly compatible of type(P). 
EXAMPLE 4.2.5.Let X=[0,2]be a metric space with the usual 
metric d(x,y)= I x-y I .Define two mappings S,T: X—»X by 
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(l/2)+x for x$ [0,1/2) (l/2)-x for x *[0 , l /2 ) 
Sx = | 2 if x - 1/2 Tx = | , if
 x = 1/2 
1 if xe ( l /2 ,2 ] 0 if x e( l /2 ,2] 
Note that S and T are not continuous at z = 1/2. Now we assert 
that S and T are weakly compatible of type (P). But they are 
neither compatible nor compatible of type (P). For this suppose 
that {xn}c [0,2] and that Sxn,Txn->z = 1/2. By definition of S 
and T, z e {1/2} so we can suppose that xn-»0 as n-»<x>, then 
Sx = (1/2) + x - » l / 2 from the right and Tx = ( l /2)-x -»l /2 
n v / n a n v / n 
from the left. Also 
lim d(STx ,TSx ) = lim d(l-x ,0)->l * 0. 
Further, we have 
lim d(SSx ,TTx ) = lim d(l,x ) = 1 * 0, 
d(Sz,Tz) = 2-1 = 1, 
lim d(Tz,TTx ) = lim d(l,x )= ll-x I = 1, 
therefore S and T are weakly compatible of type (P). But neither 
compatible nor compatible of type (P). 
PROPOSITION 4.2.6. Let S and T be weakly compatible mappings of type 
(P) from a metric space (X ,d) into itself. If Sz = Tz for some z
 e X, then 
STz = TTz = TSz=SSz. 
PROOF. Suppose that {x } is a sequence in X defined by x = z for n = 1 2 
and Sz = Tz . Then we have 
" " W o o S X n = S 2 ' l i m n - > o o T X n = T z . 
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Since S and T are weakly compatible of type (P), we have 
d(SSz, TTz) < limn ^ d(SSxn,TTxn) < limn ^ ( S z , Tz)=0, 
which implies that SSz = TTz. Similarly TSz = SSz. On the other 
hand, Sz = Tz implies TTz = TSz. Therefore 
STz = TTz = TSz = SSz. 
PROPOSITION 4.2.7. Let S,T : (X,d)-»(X,d) be mappings such that 
S and T are weakly compatible mappings of type (P) and let Sxn, Txn -> z as 
n-> oofor some z<=X. Then we have the following : 
(i) lim SSx = Tz if T is continuous at z. 
(ii) lim TTx = Sz if S is continuous at z . 
(iii) STz = TSz and Sz = Tz if S and T are continuous at z. 
PROOF. Let{x }be a sequence in X such that lim Sx = 
lim Tx = z for some z e X. Since T is continuous 
n—>=r. n 
lim d( Tz, TTx ) = 0, 
and so, from the definition of weakly compatible mappings of 
type (P) it follows that 
lim d(SSx , TTx ) = 0 , 
Thus lim d(SSxn,Tz)< lim d(SSxn,TTxn)+ lim d(TTxn,Tz),we have 
n—>QO n->oo n—»oo 
lim d(SSx , Tz) = 0. 
(ii) Similarly, if S is continuous then lim TTx = Sz. 
(iii) Suppose that S and T are continuous at z. Since Txp-> z as 
n-*oo and T is continuous at z by (i), SSxn->> Tz as n-><x>. On the 
other hand S is also continuous at z, TTx -> Sz as n->oo . Thus 
6 2 
we have Sz = Tz by the uniqueness of the limit and so by 
Proposition (4.2.6), STz = TSz . 
4.3. A GENERAL FIXED POINT THEOREM 
Let R+ denotes the set of all non-negative reals and y be the 
family of mappings <j> from (R+)5 into R+ such that 
(i) (j> is non-decreasing, 
(ii) $ is upper semi-continuous in each coordinate variable, 
( i i i ) r ( t ) = d>(t,t,a,t,a2t,t) < t,where p 'R+ - • R+ is a mapping 
with r ( 0 ) =0 and a, + a2 = 2. 
The following lemma due to Singh and Meade [128](also 
see Chang[16] ) is the key in proving our main result. 
LEMMA 4.3.1. ( [128 ]) For all t > 0 , r ( t ) < t if and only if 
lim r n ( t ) = 0,where p " denotes the n-times composition of p . 
The following result is essentially inspired by Nesic [91] 
S.N.Lai, P.P.Murthy and Y.J.Cho [87]. 
THEOREM 4.3.2. Let A,B,S,T,I and J be self- mappings of a 
complete metric space (X,d) satisfying the following : 
(a)AB(X) cJ(X) and ST(X) C I (X) and for each x,y e X,p>0, 
Moreover if (b){AB,I} are weakly compatible of type (P), I or 
AB is continuous and {ST, J} are weakly compatible or 
(b' ){ST,J} are weakly compatible of type (P), ST or J is 
continuous and {AB,I} are weakly compatible . 
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(c)[l+pd(Ix,Jy)]d(ABx,STy)< p max{d(Ix,ABx)d(Jy,STy) 
d(Ix,STy)d(Jy, ABx)} +d, (d(Ix,Jy), 
d(Ix,ABx),d(Jy,STy),d(Ix,STy),d(Jy,ABx)) (4.3.2.1) 
Then AB,ST,I and J have a unique common fixed point. 
Moreover,if the pairs (A,B), (A,I),(B,I), (S,T), (S,J) and (T,J) 
commute at earlier common fixed point then A,B>S,T,I and J have 
the same unique common fixed point. 
PROOF. As argued in Theorem 3.2.1, one can always construct a 
sequence {yn} in X with 
y2n = A B X 2 n = J X 2 n + 1 > ™* y ^ = S T X 2 n + I = I x ^ ( 4 . 3 . 2 . 2 ) 
For simplicity, let 
a ; n = d(ABx2n,STx2B+1), a2n+,= d(STx2n+1,ABx2n+2) 
for n=0,l ,2 Now using (4.3.2.1), we have 
[l+pd(Ix2nJx2n+])]d(ABx2n,STx2n+])<p max{d(Ix2n,ABx2n) 
d ^ A B x ^ J x ^ 
which implies that 
( l+pa 2 i M ) a2n < pa^^a^+cD (a2n.1,a2ll.1,a2n,a2B.1+ a2ii ,0). 
Thus, it follows that 
a 2„<o(a 2 n , , a 2 n , , a 2 „ ,a 2 n ,+a 2 n ,0 ) . 
If a2n > a2n , for some n, then a2n < r «2n< a2n,which is a 
contradiction.Thus,we have a2n < r a , n . , for n=l ,2 , Similarly, 
we have a2n+)< r « 2 n . Proceeding in this way, we have 
<*„ < r a „ , < r2an . , < r
n ( a 0 ) 
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and by Lemma 4.3.1 since lim r n a =0 lim a = 0 if a =0 wehave 
J 1
 0 n o 
n—»cc n—>oo 
lim a = 0, (4.3.2.3) 
since a = 0 for n=l ,2 ,3 , 
n 
Now, we will show that the sequence {yn} defined 
by(4.3.2.2) is a Cauchy sequence in X. For this it is sufficient 
to prove that {ABx2n} is a Cauchy sequence in X. Suppose that 
this is not true. Then there exists an e > 0 and a sequence 
{n(k)} of even integers defined inductively with n( l )=2 and 
n(k+l), the smallest even integers greater than n(k) such that 
d(ABxn(KrABxn(K+1)) > e (4.3.2.4) 
so that 
d(ABxn(K),ABxn(K+1).:) < e. (4.3.2.5) 
It follows that (4.3.2.4) and (4.3.2.5) that 
e < d(ABxn(K),ABxn(„+1)) < E + an (K+1)_2+ an(K+1)_, 
for k= 1,2 which by (4.3.2.3) implies that 
limn_d(ABxn(K),ABxB(K+I).2) = *• (4.3.2.6) 
Now it follows from (i), (4.3.2.1) and (4.3.2.5) that 
H+Pl an(K+1). r d(ABxn(k+I),ABxn(k))|]d(ABxn(K),ABxn(k+])) 
=[l+pld(STxn(K+1)_pABxn(K+1))-d(ABxn(K+I)ABxn(K))|] 
d(ABxn(k) ABxn(K,n) 
<[l+pd(STxB^1K.1,ABxn(K))][an(Ii)+d(ABxn(k+1)STxii(K)+1)] 
= [ l + p d ( S T x n ^ n _ r A B x t i < k ) ) ] a i U K ) + [ l + p d ( S T x n ( K + , M , A B x ^ K ) ) ] 
d(ABx„ (K+.,STxn(K)+1), 
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<[l+p(d(STx
 cv 14 ,,ABx ,K+n,)+d(ABx ,.. n , A B x ,..,))] a ,.. 
+[l+pd(Ix ,k + n J x (tl+1)]d(ABx ,..+11STx ,..,+ 1) 
L
 "
 v
 n ( K + l ) . n ( K ) + l / J v n (K+ l ) . n (K. )+ l 7 
in+P(an ( K + 1 )_ :+€]an ( K+p max{d(Ixn(K+l)ABxn(K+1)) 
d ( J X n , K , + I ' S T X n , M + . ) ' d ( I X n ( K + l ) S T X n ( M + l ^ J X n ( K , + , ' A B X n , K + l ) ) } 
+ o(d(Ixn(k+1),Jxn(k),,),d(Ixn(k+1),ABxn(k+1)),d(Jxn(k)+1,STxn(k)4l), 
d ( I X n ( ^ , r S T X n , K ) + , ) ' d ( J X „ ( k ) + r A B X n , k + , ) ) 
< [ 1 + P ( a n ( K + » - 2 + e ) ] a n ( K ) + P m a X { a n ( W + 1 ) - i a n ( W ) ' d ( S T X n ( k + 1 ) - P S T X n , W ) + 1 
d(ABxn(k),ABxn(k+]))}+o(d(STxn(k+1H,ABxn(k)), 
a
„ ( k - . > - . a n ( k r d ( S T X n ( ^ . , - P A B X n ( W ) ) ' d ( A B X n l k r A B x „ ( k + l ) ) -
<n+P(an(k+1) .2+e)]an(k )+p max{an(k+IHan(k),(an(k+I).2+G+an(k)) 
d ( A B X n , L ) . A B X „ ( k + l ) ) + < I > ( a n ( | f + l ) . 2 + e ' a n < k + . ) . r ° W 
a n ( k ) - : + e + a n ( k ) d ( A B X n ( k r A B X n ( k + . , ) ) -
Letting n—»ao in the above inequality and using(ii), (iii), (4.3.2.3) 
and(4.3.2.6) 
e + p e 2 < pe :+(j) ( e , 0 , 0 , e , e ) 
and so it follows that 
e< o (6,0,0,6,6) < r e < e , 
which is a contradiction. Hence{ABx2n} is a Cauchy sequence in 
X. Similarly we can show that {STx ,} is also a Cauchy 
sequence in the complete metric space (X,d) and has a limit z in 
X .Hence the subsequences ABx, = Jx, , and STx, , = Ix, „ of 
2n 2n+ l 2n+l 2n+2 
{yj also converge to the point z. 
Now, suppose that I is continuous then I(Ix )->Iz as 
n-»oc. Since (AB,I) are weakly compatible mappings of type 
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(P),by Proposition (4.2.7), AB(ABx2n)-» Iz as n->oo . 
Now 
[l+pd(I(ABx2D),Jx2n+I)]d(AB(ABx2n),STx2nH) 
< p max{d(I(ABx2n),AB(ABx2n))d(Jx2n+1,STx2n+I), 
d f l C A B x ^ T x ^ J x ^ , ^ 
d(Jx2nM,STx2n+]),d(I(ABx2n),STx2n+1),d(Jx2n+1,AB(ABx2n)), 
which on letting n—»oo, reduces to 
d(Iz,z) < <D(d(Iz,z),0,0,d(Iz,z),d(Iz,z))<rd(Iz,z)<d(Iz,z) 
yielding thereby Iz = z. 
Now 
[l+pd(Iz,Jx2nH)]d(ABz,STx2n+1) < pmax{ d(Iz,ABz)d(Jx2nH,STx2ntl), 
d(Iz,STx2n+!)d(Jx2n+1,ABz)}+o(d(Iz,Jx2n+1),d(lzABz). 
d(Jx2n+1,STx2n+1),d(Iz,STx2n+1),d(Jx2n+1,ABz)). 
which on letting n—»oo, reduces to 
d(ABz,z)< o (0,d(z,ABz),0,0,d(z,ABz))<
 r d(ABz,z)<d(ABz,z) 
yielding thereby ABz =z. 
Since AB(X)e J(X),there exists a point u in X such that ABz =Ju 
= z. Now, 
[l+pd(Iz,Ju)]d(ABz,STu)< p max{d(Iz,ABz)d(Ju,STu). 
d(Iz,STu)d(Ju, ABz)} + o (d(Iz, Ju),d(Iz,ABz),d( Ju,STu),d(Iz,STu),d( Ju, ABz)) 
d(z,STu) < o(0,0,d(z,STu),d(z,STu),0) < d(STu,z) 
yielding thereby STu = z = Ju .But since (ST,J) are weakly 
compatible, STz = ST (Ju) = J(STu) = Jz. 
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Now 
[l+pd(lz,Jz)]d(ABz,STz)< p max{d(Iz.ABz)d(Jz,STz).d(Iz,STz) 
d(Jz,ABz)}+(j,(d(Iz,Jz),d(Iz.ABz),d(Jz,STz),d(lz.STz).d(Jz,ABz)) 
which reduces to d(z,STz)< d (z.STz). 
yielding thereby STz = z = Jz, which shows that z is a common 
fixed point of AB,ST, I and J. 
Now.suppose that AB is continuous so that AB(Ix,n)-»ABz 
as n-»cc .Since (AB,I) are weakly compatible of type (P).by 
Proposition 4.2.7. I2x^ ->ABz as n—»x. Now 
[l+pd(I :x2 nJx : n i l)]d(AB(Ix : n).STx ; n . ,) 
< p max{d(I2x2n,AB(lx,n))d(Jx:niI STx,n+|), 
d(I :x ;n.STx2n+1)d(Jx2n,1.AB(Ix :n))) + <D(d(I2x2nJx;n.l). 
d(I-x2n_AB(Ix,n)).d(Jx,fi.,.STx,n. |).d(I2x2ii.STx2nTl),d(Jx2nt|,AB(lx2ii)). 
which on letting n-»oc. reduces to 
[1+ p d(ABz,z)]d(ABz,z) < p max{0.d(ABz.z)d(ABz.z)}, 
+ O(d(ABz.z).0.0.d(ABz,z),d(z.ABz)) 
yielding thereby ABz = z. 
As earlier there exists a point z' in X such that ABz=z=Jz'. Then 
[l+pd(l :x2n,Jz')]d(AB(Ix2n).STz')<pmaxid(I2x2ii,AB(Ix2n))d(STz',Jz',). 
dd^^.STz^dCJz'.ABdx^^.^ + oCdCFx^.Jz^.diPx^ABdx^^.ddz'.STz'). 
d(I2x2n.STz').d(Jz'.AB(Ix2n)). 
which on letting n ->
 x . reduces to 
d(z.STz') < rd(z.STz')<d(STz'.z ) 
yielding thereby STz'= z = Jz', but (ST,J) are weakly 
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compatible, 
STz = ST(Jz')=J(STz')=Jz. 
Now 
[l+pd(Ix2n,Jz)]d(ABx2n,STz) < p max{d(Ix2n,ABx2n)d(Jz,STz) 
d(lx2 n ,STz)d(Jz,ABx2>o(d(Ix2 n ,Jz), 
d(Ix2n,ABx2n),d(Jz,STz),dax2n,STz),d(Jz,ABx2n)), 
which on letting n —><x>,reduces to 
d(z,STz)< rd(z,STz) < d(STz,z) 
implying thereby STz=z. 
The point z therefore is in the range of ST and since 
ST(X)
 c I(X). there exists z" in X such that Iz" = z .Thus 
[l+pd(lz".Jz)]d(ABz".STz) < p max {d(Iz*',ABz")d(Jz,STz), 
d(Iz",STz)d(Jz,ABz")} + <D(d(Iz",Jz), 
d(Iz".ABz"),d(Jz,STz),d(Iz",STz),d(Jz,ABz")), 
d(ABz".z)< rd(ABz",z)<d(ABz",z). 
implying thereby ABz"=z. 
Also since (AB.I) are weakly compatible of type(P). 
therefore d(ABz,Iz)= d(AB(Iz"),I(ABz"))< d(Iz",ABz") = d(z,z)=0. 
which amounts to say that ABz = Iz. 
Thus we have proved that z is a common fixed point of AB,ST,I 
and J .If the mapping ST or J is continuous instead of AB or I 
then the proof that z is a common fixed point of AB,ST,I and J 
is similar. 
For the unicity of common fixed point let v be another 
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common fixed piont of AB,ST,I and J, then 
[l+pd(Iz,Jv)]d(ABz,STv) < p max{d(Iz,ABz)d(Jv,STv),d(lz,STv) 
(Jv,ABz)} + o (d(Iz,Jv),d(Iz,ABz), 
d(Jv,STv),d(Iz,STv),d(Jv,ABz)). 
d(z,v) < <D{d(z,v),0,0,d(z,v),d(v,z)} 
yielding thereby z = v. 
The rest of the proof can be completed on the lines of the 
proof of Theorem 3.2.1.(see Chapter III). 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.3.3. Let A,B,S,T,1 and J be self -mappings of a 
complete metr ic space (X,d) sa t i s fy ing the conditions 
( a )and(b ) (o r (a )and(b ' ) ) and contract ion condi t ion (c) is 
substituted by any one of the following: For all x ,yeX. 
(A) [l+pd(Ix,Jy)]d(ABx,STy) < p max{d(Ix,ABx)d(Jy,STy), 
d(Ix,STy)d(Jy,ABx)}+q max{d(Ix,Jy). 
d(Ix,ABx),d(Jy,STy),d(Ix,STy),d(Jy,ABx)}, 
where 0<q<land p> 0, 
(B) [l+pd(Ix.Jy)]d(ABx,STy) < p max {d(Ix,ABx)d(Jy,STy), 
d(Ix,STy)d(Jy,ABx)}+q max{ d(Ix,Jy),d(Ix,ABx), 
d(Jy,STy),l/2[d(Ix,STy)+d(Jy,ABx)]}, 
where 0<q<land p > 0. 
(C)[l+pd(IxJy)]d(ABx,STy)< p max{d(lx,ABx)d(Jy,STy), 
d(Ix,STy)d(Jy,ABx)}+ad(Ix,Jy)+p[d(Ix,ABx) 
+ d(Jy,STy)] + 5[d(Ix,STy)+d(Jy,ABx)] , 
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where ct,p\5 are non- negative real numbers with ct+2p+25<l 
(D)[l+pd(Ix,Jy)]d(ABx,STy)< p max{d(Ix,ABx)d(Jy,STy), 
d(Ix,STy)d(Jy,ABx)}+f( max{d(Ix,Jy), 
d(Ix,ABx),d(Jy,STy),l/2[d(lx,STy)+d(Jy,ABx)]}), 
where p>0 and f:R-»R~ is a function satisfying the conditions 
( i) , ( i i ) and f(t) < t for all t > 0. Then A,B,S,T,1 and J have a 
unique common fixed point in X. 
PROOF. If we define a mapping o:(R+)5->R+ by 
(A') o( t r t 2 , t , . t 4 , t 5 ) = qmax{t, , t2 , t3 , t4 , t5}, 
(B')
 0 ( t , , t 2 , t v t 4 , t 5 ) = q max{t,,t2 , t3 , l /2(t4+t5)}, 
( C ) o(t , , t2 , tv t4 , t5) = at , + P(t2+t3)+5(t4+t5), 
(D1) <j>(trt2,t3,t4,t5) = f(max{t,,t2,t3,l/2(t4+t5)}), 
respectively, where 0<q<l , ct,p\5 are non-negative real numbers 
with a + 2p> + 26<l and f :R->R + is a function satisfying the 
conditions (i), (ii) and f(t)< t for all t >0,then $ e vp . Hence, by 
Theorem 4.3.2 , this corollary follows. 
For p=0 in Corollary 4.3.3 we have the following: 
COROLLARY 4.3.4. Let A,B,S,T,I and J be mappings of a 
complete metric space (X,d) into itself satisfying the conditions 
either(a)and(b)(or(a)and(b')) and contraction condition (c) is 
substituted by any one of the following: For all x ,yeX, 
(A") d(ABx,STy) < q max (d(Ix,Jy),d(Ix,ABx),d(Jy,STy),d(Ix,STy), 
d(Jy,ABx)}, 
where 0<q<l. 
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(B") d(ABx,STy)< q max{d(Ix,Jy),d(Ix,ABx),d(Jy,STy), 
l/2[d(Ix,STy)+d(Jy.ABx)]}, 
where 0<q<l , 
(C") d(ABx,STy) < ad(Ix,Jy)+p[d(Ix,ABx)+d(Jy,STy)] 
+5[d(Ix,STy)+ d(Jy.ABx)], 
where a,P and 8 are non-negative real numbers with a+2(3+25<l 
(D") d(ABx,STy) < f(max{d(Ix,Jy), d(Ix,ABx)+d(Jy,STy), 
l/2[d(Ix,STy)+d(Jy.ABx)}], 
where f:R—»R+ is a function satisfying the conditions (i), (ii) 
and f(t)< t for all t >0. Then A,B,S,T,I and J have a unique 
common fixed point in X. 
REMARKS . 
1.Setting B = T = Ix and p = 0,in Theorem 4.3.2 and choosing 
o(t , . t : . t3 , t4 t5) = q max {t | , t„t3 , l/2(t4+t,)}we get Theorem 3.1 of 
Jungck [56]. 
2. By setting B = T = lx in Theorem 4.3.2 we get the theorem of 
Lal,Murthy and Cho [87]. 
3. Theorem 4.3.2 includes the corresponding result due to Sessa, 
Rhoades and Khan [121], Tas, Telci and Fisher [133], Khan and 
Imdad[76],Fisher [27,32], Fisher and Sessa [34] Pathak[96], Kang, 
Cho and Jungck [62] and others. 
4.4.CONVERGENCE OF SEQUENCES AND THEIR FIXED 
POINTS 
In this section we establish the results concerning the 
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convergence of sequences and their common fixed points for 
mappings satisfying (a),(b)and(c) (or(a)(b')and(c)).Our results are 
indeed generalizations of those due to Husain and Sehgal[45], 
Khan and Imdad[76], and Iseki[49].Throughout this section we 
follow the notations of Section 4.3. 
THEOREM 4.4.1.Let {(AB)n},{(ST)n},{In} and {Jn} be sequences 
of self-mappings on X converging uniformly to self-mappings 
AB.STJ and J on X. Suppose that for each n > l , xn is a common 
fixed point of ((AB)n,In)and y is a common fixed point of 
((ST) J ^ . Furthermore, let AB.STJ and J satisfy the conditions 
(a)(b)and(c)(or(a)(b')and (c)).If x() is a common fixed point of 
AB,ST,1 and J with sup d(xn,x())<oc and sup d(yn,x())<x then 
x n - > x « . a n d yn^x« • 
PROOF.Since I ->I and(AB) = A B ->AB uniformly, we have 
d(Ix , I x ) = d(Ix , x )->0, 
v
 n n n ' v n n ' 
d(ABxn,(AB)nxn) = d(ABxn,xn)-4 0. 
Now using inequalities 
d(Ix , xJ < d(Ix , I x ) + d(I x , xn) 
d(Ix , ABx ) < d(Ix , x ) + d(AB x , ABx ) 
d((AB)n,x0)< d(ABxn, AB,xn) +d(xn, x0) 
One can write 
[l + pd(Ixn,Jx())]d(ABxn,STx0) 
<p max{d(lxn, ABxn)d(Jx(), STxo),d(Ixn, STx0)d(Jx0, ABxp)| 
+ <D {d(Ixn. Jx()),d(Ixn, ABxn) ,d(Jx0, STx0) ,d(Ixn, STx0),d(Jx0.ABx„) 
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[l + pd(Ixn,x„)]d(ABxn,x0)<pmax{0,d(Ixn,x0)d(x0,ABxn)} 
+
 0 { d(Ixn,x()).d(Ixn, ABxn) ,0 ,d(Ixn, x0), d(x0, ABxn)} 
Let e = lim sup d(xn, x()), then the above inequality implies that 
e< o (e ,0 ,0 ,e ,e ) < r e < e, 
which amount to say that e = 0 and consequently, xn-»x().Similarly, one 
can show that y -»xn. 
J
 n 0 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM4.4.2.Let{An},{Bn},{Sn}.{Tn},{In}and{Jn}be sequences 
of self- mappings on X such that A .B ,S ,T ,1 and J satisfv the 
r r z? n n' n n n n 
conditions ((a)(b)and(c))(or(a)(b') and (c))for each n. If A,B.S.T.l 
and J be respectively, the uniform limits of A ,B ,S ,T .1 and J 
then A , B. S, T. I and J satisfy the conditions ((a)(b)and(c)) 
(or(a)(b')and(c)).Also the sequence {x } of unique common fixed 
points of A ,B ,S ,T ,1 and J converges to the unique common 
r
 n n n n n n o T 
fixed point x() of A,B,S,T,1 and J provided sup d(xn.x())<x and the 
pairs (A.B),(A,I),(B.I),(S,T),(S.J) and (T,J) commute at x„. 
PROOF. For arbitrary x ,y e X, using the inequalities 
d(lnx,Jny)< d(Inx.Ix) + d(Ix,Jy) + d(Jy,Jny) 
d((AB)nx,(ST)ny)<d((AB)nx,ABx)+ d(ABx,STy)+ d(STy.(ST)ny) 
d(Inx,(ST)ny)< d(Inx,Ix) + d(Ix,STy) + d(STy,(ST)ny) 
d(Jny,(AB)nx)<d(Jny,Jy) + d(Jy,ABx) + d(ABx.(AB)nx) 
from( 4.3.2.1),one can have 
[1+ pd(Inx, Jny)]d((AB)nx, (ST)ny)< p max{d(Inx. (AB)nx)d(Jny, (ST)ny). 
d(Inx. (ST)ny)d(Jny, (AB)nx)} + o I d(Inx. J,v). 
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d(Inx, (AB)nx) ,d(Jny, (ST)ny) ,d(IBx, (ST)ny), d(Jny, (AB) B X)}. 
Using uniform convergence of {An},{Bn},{Sn},{Tn},{In} and {Jn} and up-
per semi-continuity of $ , we find that A,B,S,T,I and J satisfy conditions 
of Theorem 4.3.2, x0 is a unique common fixed point of A,B,S,T,I and 
J.The convergence of {xn} to xo follows from Theorem 4.4.1. 
This completes the proof. 
THEOREM4.4.3 . Let{ A J , { B J ,{S n }, {Tn}, {In} and {J J be 
sequences of se l f -mappings on X sat isfying the 
conditions((a)(b)and(c))(or(a)(b')and(c))for each n, with xn being 
the unique common fixed point of (AB)n,(ST)n,In and Jn for each 
n. Let A,B,S,T,I and J be self-mappings on X such that 
(AB)n->AB,(ST)n->ST, In->I and Jn->J.If x0 is a cluster point of 
the sequence (x } then AxA = Bxn = Sx„ = Tx = Ixn = Jxn = x„ 
~
 l
 n' 0 0 0 o O 0 0 
provided pairs(A,B),(A,I),(B,I),(S,T),(S,J)and (T,J)commute at x(|. 
PROOF. There is a subsequence{x } of {xn} such that xn ->xQ.Since In are 
continuous for each i> l,x ->I xA which means that f o r e a c h i > l , x = 
— ' n, n, 0 — (i 
I Xn. 
n, 0 
Also the convergence of I to I implies that as i -> oo . 
d(x0,Ix0) = d(In x0, Ix0) -> 0, so that Ix0 = x0 
For each i > 1 using the inequality 
d(x„,>ABnx0)< d(xni,x0) + d(x0,ABx0) + d(ABx0,ABD.x0), 
d(xo'ABn,xo) < d(x0,ABx0) + d(x0, ABnx0). 
Using (4.2.2.1) ),one can write 
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[l+Pd(IniXo,Jnxni)]d(ABnx0,STnxni) 
<p max{d(Inx0, ABnx0)d(JniXn,STnxni),d(Inx0, ST^xn .)d(JA ,ABnx^} 
+ C(d(lnx0,Jnxn|),d(Inx0, ABnx0),d(Jnxn|, ST xn_), 
d(I xn, ST x )d(J x ,AB xn)), 
v
 n, 0' rij n / v n, n j ' n, O 7 - " 
which reduces to 
d(ABx(),x0)< o(0,d(x0,ABx0),0, 0,d(x0,ABx0)), 
implying thereby x0 = ABxo 
Since( AB)nc Jnthere exists a point u in X such that ABx0= Ju = x() 
[l+pd(Ix0,Ju)]d(ABx0,STu)<pmax{d(Ix0,ABx0)d(Ju,STu),d(Ix0,STu) 
d(Ju,ABxo)}+d,(d(Ix0,Ju),d(Ix(),ABx0). 
d(Ju,STu),d(Ix0,STu),d(Ju,ABxo)), 
which on letting n -> oo ,reduces to 
[l+0]d(x0,STu)< pmax {0,0} +$(0,0, d(x0,STu), d(x(),STu),0) 
implying thereby STu = x0 
But since (ST,J) are weakly compatible, therefore 
STx0 = ST(Ju) = J(STu) = Jx0. 
Now 
[l+Pd(Inxn,Jx0)]d(ABnxn|,STx0) 
< p max{d(Inxni,ABnxni)d(Jx0,STx0),d(Inxn_, STx0)d(Jx().ABnxni)} 
+ o(d(lniXn|,JxJ,d(Inxni,ABnxni),d(Jx0,STx0),d(Inxn|,STx0)d(Jx0ABn]Xn|)). 
[l+pd(xni,STxo)]d(xni,STxo)<pmax{0,d(xni,STx0)d(x(),STxo)} 
+ O (d(xni,STx0),0,0,d(xni,STx0)d(xo,xn|)), 
which on letting n -> oo ,reduces to 
d(x0,STx0) < o (d(xo,STx0),0,0,d(xo,STx()),0), 
yielding thereby STx0 = x0 = ABx0 = lx0 = Jx0. 
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Now on the lines of the proof of Theorem 4.3.2, one can show 
that xQ is also remains the unique common fixed point of A,B,S,T,1 and J-
REMARK. By choosing p,(AB)n, (ST)n, In, Jn, suitably one can deduce 
corresponding results of Khan and Imdad [76 ],Husain and Sehgal[45 ] and 
Iseki[49] from earlier theorems established in the present section. 
CHAPTER-V 
ON COINCIDENCE AND COMMON FIXED POINT OF 
NONLINEAR GENERALIZED HYBRID CONTRACTIONS 
CHAPTER V 
ON COINCIDENCE AND COMMON FIXED POINT OF 
NONLINEAR GENERALIZED HYBRID CONTRACTIONS 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Nadler [ 90 ] was the first mathematician who obtained a set -valued 
version of Banach contraction principle. Since then there is a multitude of 
metrical fixed point theorems for set- valued mappings which are indeed 
extensions of various single-valued metrical fixed point theorems.The work 
of Alsina- Massa-Roux[4], Ciric [19]. Bose and Mukherjee [9 ], Reich 
[ 107.108].Khan [71 ], Kaulkud and Pai[67] are of special mention in this con-
text. In most of them one uses Hausdorff metric and ordinary distance func-
tions between points and sets.The purpose of this chapter is to prove some 
coincidence point theorems for non-linear hybrid generalized contraction 
involving two pairs of single- valued and multi-valued mappings on complete 
metric spaces. Our results improve and generalize many results proved by 
many authors such as Kaneko [ 59,60]. Kaneko and Sessa [61 ]. Pathak [99] 
Nadler [90 ],Kubiak[86],Singh et al. [124 ] .Pathak et al. [103] and several 
others. In the end of the chapter we presents illustrative examples to discuss 
the validity of the forgoing results. 
5.2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS 
A nonempty subset S of a metric space ( X.d) is said to be proximinal if for 
each x
 e X there exists a point y e S such that d(x.y) = d(x.S). It is well 
A ^ \ known thafevery compact set is proximinal. We denote 
T- Q £ H 7 . VCB(X) = {S: S is closed bounded subset of X J. 
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PB(X) = {S: S is proximinal bounded subset of X}. 
C(X) = {S : S is a compact subset of X}. 
Since every proximinal set is closed ,we have C(X) ci PB(X) c CB(X). 
The Hausdorff metric H on CB(X) (resp. PB(X) or C( X)) induced by the 
metric d is defined as in (Chapter I in Section 1.5)-
LEMMA 5.2.1.([90]). Let A,B
 GCB(X) and k >1 .Then for each a e A. there 
exists a point b e B such that d(a,b) < kH(A,B)-
5.3.COINCIDENCE THEOREM AND FIXED POINT THEOREMS 
In this section we give some coincidence and fixed points theorems 
for non-linear hybrid generalized contractions using the notion of weak com-
patible mappings introduced by Pathak et al.[l 03]. 
THEOREM 5.3.1. Let S,T be two multi-valued continuous mappings of a 
complete metric space (X.d) in CB(X).whereas I, J be two continuous self-
mappings of X.Suppose that (S, I)and (T ,J) are weakly compatible mappings 
with S(X)
 c J(X), and T(X)CI(X) satisfying 
H(SxJy)< h[aL(IxJy) + (l-a)N(Ix,Jy)] (5.3.1.1) 
for all x,y inX, ( o< h< 1, 0< a< 1 ), where 
L(Ix ,Jy) = max {d(Ix ,Jy), d(Ix ,Sx),d( Jy ,Ty), 1\ 2 [ d(Ix,Ty) + d(Jy. Sx)]} 
and 
N(Ix Jy) = [ max {d:(Ix ,Jy), d(Ix ,Sx)d( Jy ,Ty), d(Ix,Ty) d(Jy, Sx), 
1\2 d(Ix,Sx)d(Jy,Sx),l\2 d(Ix,Ty) d(Jy,Ty)}jiy. 
Then there exists a point t
 e X such that It = Jt <= St f| Tt, i.e. the point t is 
a coincidence point of 1. J .S and T. 
PROOF. Assume k = l\^/~h. Let x0 e X and y, be an arbitrary point in Sx()-
Then there is x,
 e X such that Jx,= y, which is possible as S(X) c J(X).By 
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Lemma 5.2.1. we can find a y2 e Tx, such that d(y,,y2) < k^Sx^Tx^.Letus 
set y,= Ix2as T(X)cI(X).Thus in general one can choose y2n+2 = Ix2n+2 6 
Tx2„M andy2n+, = JX2„H e Sx^suchthat d(y2n+,,y2n+1)<kH(Sx2nTx2n+1)forn = 
1,2,3 If h = 0, the result is obvious,hence we consider the case when 
h * O.Now, for n > 1 ,we have. 
d (y2„ , . .y2„ + 2) = d ( J X 2n + , ' I X 2 n + 2) ^ ^ ( ^ n T X2„+ . ) 
<fh [aL(Ix2n.Jx2n+1) + (l-a)N(lx2n,Jx2nM)]. 
where 
L ( I X 2 „ - J X 2 n + , ) ^ m a X < d ( I X 2„< J X2n+.)< d ( I X 2 n « S X 2 n ) ' d ( J X 2 „ + , ' T X 2 n + 1 ) > 
l \2[d(Ix 7 ,Tx,J + d(Jx, ,,Sx7 )]}. 
L v
 2n 2n+\y v 2nH 2 n / J ' 
<max{d(y2n,y2n+]),d(y2n+ry2n+2)}, 
and 
d(Jx2ii+rSx2n),l\2d(Ix2n,Sx2n)d(Jx2n+1,Sx2ii), 
l\2d(Ix,,Tx, ,)d(Jx7 ,.Tx, ,)}]m 
v
 2n 2n+l / v 2n+l 2 n ^ l / ' J 
< [max{d-(y2n,y2n+]),d(y2n,y2nH)d(y2n+],y2nT2), 0,0, 
1 \ 2 ( ( d (y2„y2 , , 1 ) - + d (y 2 n + ry2„2) ) d (y 2 n + ry2„ + 2)}] n 2 -
<[max{d-(y2n,y2n+1),d(y2n,y2n+,)d(y2n+|,y2n+2),d2(y2n+|,y2n+2)!]12. 
Suppose on contrary that d(y2n^,y2n+7) > / " h d(y2n,y2n+1) for some n € N-
Then we have d (y2n+ry1n+2) < d (y2n+Py2n+-,) which is contradiction and so 
d(y2„+i^2)^>rhd(y2„+ry2n)- (5-3-1-2) 
Similarly one can show that 
d(y2n+1,y2n)<V~hd(y2n,y2n.,) 
which in general yields that 
d
 (yn+ryn) < \Th d(yn,yn j) for all n establishing that the sequence 
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{yn} described by 
{Ixn, Jx,, Ix,. Jx Jx, ,,Ix, . Jxw , } (5.3.1.3) 
' 0 ' 1 2 n 2n- l ' 2n 2n+l ' v 
is a Cauchy sequence and gets a limit tin X . Hence the sequences {Ix2n} and 
{Jx } which are subsequences of {yj also converge to the point t. Also 
by the fact that H(Sx,n.Tx?n|)< hd(Ix2n,Jx2n+1) together with (5.3.1.3), one can 
conclude that 
{Sx0,Tx,,Sx2,Tx2, Tx2nl,Sx2n,Tx2n+1 } 
is a Cauchy sequence in (CB(X), H).Hence the sequences {Sx2n} and {Tx2]H ]} 
converge to some M in CB(X). Now, one can have 
d(t,M)< d(Ux2n) + d(Ix;n,M) < d(t,Ix2ii) + H(Tx2nl,M) ->0as n-> x . 
establishing that t e M as M is closed. 
Now, by the weak compatibility of (S, I) (cf.Pathak [99 ] \one can write 
lim H(ISx2n,SIx2n) < lim H(SIx2n,Sx,n) 
n
^
 n
~>°° (5.3.1.4) 
lim d(ISx2n.Ix2n) < limH(SIx2n,Sx2n)-
n-> GO n ^ °° 
Using the above mentioned inequality, we obtain 
lim d(IIx2n,Ix2n) < lim d(IIx2n,ISx2n) + lim d(ISx2n, Ix2n) 
n->oc n->oc n->oo 
< limd(IIx2n,ISx2n)+ limH(SIx2n,Sx,n)- (5.3.1.5) 
n -> cxi n-> oo 
Since Sand I are continuous, making n-> cc in (5.3.1.4) and(5.3.1.5),weget 
H(I(M),St)<H(St,M) and d(It,t)< H(St,M). 
Similarly using the continuity and weak compatibility of the pair (T, i\ 
one can show that 
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H(J(M),Tt) < H(Tt,M) and d(Jt,t)< H(Tt,M). 
Now 
d(Jt.Tt)<d(Jt,JIx2n)+d(JIx2n,Tt) 
<d(Jt,JIx2n) + H(JTx2n.,,Tt) 
<d(Jt JIx2n) + H(JTx2n.rTJx2n.,) + d(TJx2n.,,Tt), 
which on letting n -> oc, reduces to 
d(Jt.Tt)< H(Tt,M). 
Now using (5.3.1.1). we have 
H(Sx2nTt)< h [aL(Ix2n.Jt) + (l-a)N(Ix2n,Jt)], 
where 
L(Ix2i Jt) < max{d(Ix,n.Jt),d(Ix2ii,Sx2n),d(Jt,Tt), 1\2 [d(lx2n,Tt)+d(Jt,Ix2n) 
+ddx2n,Sx2n)]}. 
which on letting n -^ cc, reduces to 
lim L(Ix2n,Jt)< max{H(Tt,M).O.H(Tt,M), 1\2 [H(Tt,M) +H(Tt,M) +0] | 
n—> x 
= H(M,Tt) (5.3.1.6) 
and 
N(Ix2nJt)<[max{d-(lx2nJt),d(Ix2n,Sx2n)d(JtJt),d(Ix2n,Tt)[d(Jt.Ix2n) + 
d(Ix2n Sx2n)]. 1 \2d(Ix2n,Sx2n)[d(Jt,Ix2n) + d(Ix2n,Sx2n)]. 
l\2d(Ix2n,Tt)d(Jt.Tt)}]^ 
which on letting n -> cc, reduces to 
limN(Ix2nJt)<[max{d2(Ut),d(t,M)d(Jt.Tt),d(tJt)[d(Jt,t) + d(t,M)]. 
" ^ ^ l\2d(t.M)[d(Ju) + d(t,M)],l\2d(t,Tt)d(Jt,Tt)}]'2 
<[max{H:(Tt.M).0,H(Tt,M)[H(Tt,M) + 0],0,l\2 H-(Tt.M)J]': 
<H(M,Tt). (5.3.1.7) 
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Thus 
H(M,Tt) = limH(Sx2n,Tt) 
n-> oo 
<h[a lim L(Ix2n,Jt) + (1 -a) lim N(Ix2n,Jt)], 
n -> oo n -> x 
< h[a H(M,Tt) + (1 -a)H(M,Tt)] = h H(M,Tt), 
which implies that H(M,Tt)= 0. Therefore d(Jt,Tt) = 0 which in turn yields 
Jt e Tt as Tt is closed. Similarly, one can also show that It e St. 
Now it remains to show that It = Jt. For this we consider 
d(It,Jt)<d(It,SIx2n) + H(SIx2n,TJx2n.,) + d(TJx2n.,,Jt) 
<d(It,SIx2n) + d(TJx2n.,,Jt) + h[a max d(I2x2n,J2x2n.,),d(I2x2ii,SIx2n). 
d(Px2n.rTJx2n,),l\2[d(I2x2n.Jt)+d(Jt.TJx2n|)+d(Px2n,,It)+d(ItSIx2n)] 
+(l-a)[max{d2(Px2n,J2x2n.|),d(Px2n,SIx2n)d(J2x2n.),TJx2n.|), 
[d(Fx2n,J2x2n_I)+d(J2x2n.rTJx2n.1)][d(J2x2n.IJ2x2n)+d(Fx2n,SIx2n)]. 
l\2d(I2x2n,SIx2n)d(J2x2n.,.SIx2n).l\2[d(I2x2,,J2x2n.,) 
+d(J2x2n.1,TJx2n.,)]d(J2x2ii.pTJx2n,)}]-, 
which on letting n -> x, reduces to 
d(It,Jt)<hd(IUt), 
yielding thereby It = Jt. 
Thus we have shown that It = Jt e St f| Tt establishing that t is a coinci-
dence point of I,J,S and T. 
This completes the proof. 
In order to obtain a fixed point result corresponding to Theorem 5.3.1. 
one requires additional hypotheses.In this regard the following lemma from 
Pathak et al. [103 ] is useful. 
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LEMMA 5.3.2.([ 103]) Let S,T: X ->CB(X)andI, J : X ->X be continu-
ous mappings if Iw = Jw
 e Tw f| Sw for some w eX and Theorem 5.3.1 holds 
for all x,y in X, then JTw = TJw, and ISw = SIw. 
PROOF. Let xn = w for all n eN . Hence if Iw = Jw e Tw f| Sw. then by weak 
compatibility of (S.l) and (T,J) one can have 
H(ISw,SIw)< H(Slw,Sw), ( 5.3.2.1) 
H(JTw,TJw)< H(TJw,Tw), 
d(Pw,Jw)< d(I2w,ISw) + d(ISw,lw) + d(Iw,Jw) < H(SIw,Sw), 
and similarly 
d(Iw,J2w)<H(SIw,Sw). 
Now 
H(SIw,-Sw) = H(SIw.Tw) 
<h[aL(Pw,Jw) + (l-a)N(Pw,Jw)] (5.3.2.2) 
where 
L(Fw.Jw) = max {d(Fw,Jw),d(Pw,SIw),d(Jw,Tw), 1 / 2[d(Pw,Tw)+d(Jw.SIw)]} 
< max {H(SIw,Sw),H(SIw.Sw),0,H(SIw,Sw) j , 
and 
N(PwJw) = [max {d2(I2w,Jw),da2w,SIw)d(Jw,Tw),d(I2w,Tw)d(Jw,SIw), 
1 \2d(Pw,SI w)d(Jw,SIw), 1 \2d(Pw,Tw)d(Jw,Tw)} ]' -
< [max{H2(SIw,Sw),0,H2(SIw,Sw), l\2H2(SIw,Sw),0}]'2 
= H(SIw,Sw), 
which in turn yields that 
H(SIw.Sw) = H(SIw,Tw) < h[a.H(SIw,Sw) + (1 -a)H(SIw,Sw)J 
= h H(SIw,Sw), 
which is a contradiction.Therefore,we have SIw= Sw .Hence from(5.3.2.1 ) 
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SIw = ISw. 
Similarly we can show that TJw = JTw. 
Now we formulate a fixed point theorem as follows: 
THEOREM 5.3.3. Let S, T, I and J satisfy all the conditions of 
Theorem 5.3.1. Assume that for each x eX either 
(I) Ix ^ Px => Ix g Sx (resp. Jx * Px => Jx g Tx ) 
(II) Ix
 eSx =>Px-»w for some w e X 
(resp. Jx
 eTx =z>Jnx-»w' for some w' g X), 
then S,T, I and J have a common fixed point in X. 
PROOF. By Theorem 5.3.1, there exists a point z in X such that Iz - Jz
 e 
Sz f]Tz. Since Iz
 e Sz,Lemma 5.3.2 yields ISz = SIz. If(l) holds, lz = Pz 
elSz = SIz. Thus w = Iz is the fixed point of I and S. 
If (11) holds, then it is clear that Iw = w as I is continuous. Now we 
assert that Pz eSP 'z for each n. To verify this, we consider Pz = IIz
 eISz = 
SIz .Using Lemma 5.3.2 (with w = Iz) we can have Pz = IPz <=I(ISz) = SPz. 
Thus inductively we get Pz = SI n lz and hence the continuity implies that 
d(w,Sw) <d(w,Pz) + d(Pz,Sw) 
<d(w,Pz) + d(SP'z,Sw) 
which tends to zero as n -» oo. Hence w = Iw
 e Sw as Sw is closed. 
Similarly one can show that w' = Jw' e Tw\ 
Now using contraction condtion (5.3.1.1 ), one obtains 
d(w,w') = d(Iw,Jw') 
= H(Sw,Tw') 
<h[a.d(Iw,Jw') + (l-a)d(lw,Jw')] 
<h d(w,w') 
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implying thereby w = w'. 
Thus we have proved that w = 1 w = Jw'
 e Sw fi Tw . Hence w is a com-
mon fixed point of S, T, I and J. 
REMARK. By restricting S,T, I and J suitably^one can derive relevant theo-
rems established in Kaneko and Sessa [61 ] and Pathak et al. [ 103]. 
In the next theorem we notice that if we replace ' weak compatibil-
ity'([61],[103]) byvweak commutativity'(duetoHadzic-Gajic[41]),thenthe 
continuity of S and T can be relaxed and no additional hypotheses are needed 
to ensure the existence of coincidence point which appears to be a noted im-
provement over Theorem 5.3.1. 
THEOREM 5.3.4. Let S,T,I,J, X and CB(X) be the same as in Theorem 
5.3.1. If we replace the 'weak compatibility' with 'weak commutativity' in Theo-
rem 5.3.1 with I and J continuous then there is a point t in X such that It = Jt
 e 
St flTt. 
PROOF. Proceeding as in Theorem 5.3.1,we can show that the 
subsequences{Ix2n},{Jx7n+]}converge to some t in X whereas the sequences 
{Sx2n}, {Tx2n+ j} converge to some M in CB (X). 
Since J is continuous •> sequence {JIx } converges to Jt. Now,using 
the weak commutativity of (T,J), we have lx2n eTx2n, and so 
d(Hx^TJx^1) = d(JTx^IJJx^1)^d(Jx2n.I,Tx:n.I)<d(Ix2iiJx2n.l) 
which on letting n -^ c©, reduces to 
d(Jt,TJx2ivl) ->0. 
Similarly, using the continuity of I and weak commutativity of (S,I), we 
can show that 
d(It,SIx2n)->0 as n-> co . 
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Now consider 
d(IUt) < d(It,SIx2n) + H(SIx2n,TJx2n,) + d(TJx2n_, ,Jt) 
<d(It,SIx2n) + d(Jt,TJx2n.,) + h{a m a x J d f P x ^ P x ^ X d a ^ S I x J . 
d(J^n.1TJX2iiJJ\2[d(l^nJt)+d(JtJJX2n.|)+d(J2X2i,1'lt)+d(It'S1X2n)]< 
+ ( l - a ) [ m a x { d 2 ( l X n J X , ) ' d ( l 2 X 2 n ' S I X 2 n ) d ( J 2 X 2 n - r T J X 2 n - , ) ' 
d(Fx2n,TJx2n,])d(J2x2n.pSIx2n),l\2d(Px2n,SIx2n)d(J2x2n,,SIx2n), 
l\2d(Px2,i,TJx2n.,)d(J2x2n.|,TJx2n.1)]^}, 
which on letting n -> oo, reduces to 
d(It,Jt)<hd(It,Jt), 
yielding thereby It = Jt. , 
Now 
d(JtSt) < d(Jt.TJx2n,) + H(TJx2n, ,St) 
^(hJTx^J + dOTx^JJx^J + HiStJix^J 
<d(Jt,JTx2u_1) + d(JTx2ii.!,TJx2n.1) + h{amax{d(It,Px2n_,),d(lt,St). 
d(Px2n,.TJx2n_,).l\2[d(It,TJx2n.,)+d(Px2n.rSt)]! 
+ (l-a)[max{d2(It,J2x2n.1),d(It,St)d(Px2n_1,TJx2n_])d(It,TJx2n_,)d(J2x2n.rSt). 
l\2d(It,St)d(J2x2ii,,St)J\2d(lt.TJx2n_1)d(J2x2n.rTJx2n.1)}]12}, 
which on letting n -> cc, reduces to 
d(Jt,St)<hd(Jt,St), 
yielding thereby Jt
 eSt, as St is closed. 
Similarly one can show that It eTt.Thus we have shown that It = Jt
 e St f| Tt. 
This completes the proof. 
REMARKS 
(a) If we replace CB(X) by PB(X)( with ISx.JTx
 ePB(X)) and choose L(x.y) 
= d(Ix,Jy).a = 1 in Theorem 5.3.1 then we get an improved version of Corol-
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lary 2.2 ofPathak et al. [103] as it involves four mappings instead of two. 
(b) If we choose a = 1, L(x,y) = d(Ix,Jy) (ISx = Six, and JTx = TJx),then again 
we get an improved form of Corollary 2.3 ofPathak et al .[103] as it involves 
two pairs instead of one. 
(c) If we set a=l in Theorem 5.3.1, then we get sharpend version of Theorem 
2 of [99 ] which in turn generalizes the main result of Kaneko and Sessa [61]. 
(d) By setting a = 0 in Theorem 5.3.1 ,we get an improved form of Corollary 
2.5 of Pathak et al.[ 103] as it involves two pairs of mappings instead of one. 
Next, we prove the following theorem for four single -valued mappings. 
5.4. RESULTS ON SINGLE-VALUED MAPPINGS 
THEOREM 5.4.1. Let (X, d)be a complete metric space and let 
S,T,I, J: X -» X be self-mappings such that (S,I) and (T,J) are weakly com-
patible with S(X)
 e J(X),T(X) <= I(X) and 
d(Sx,Ty) < h[aL(Ix,Jy)+(l-a)N(Ix,Jy)] (5.4.1.1) 
for all x,y in X, where o< h<l , o< a<l, 
L(Ix,Jy) - max {d(Ix,Jy),d(Ix,Sx),d(Jy,Ty),d(Ix,Ty) ,d(Jy,Sx)} 
and 
N(lx,Jy)= [max {d2(Ix,Jy),d(Ix,Sx)d(Jy,Ty),d(Ix,Ty)d(Jy,Sx), 
d(Ix,Sx)(Jy,Sx),d(Ix,Ty)d(Jy,Ty)}]ia. 
If one of S,T,I and J is continuous, then there exists a unique common fixed 
point z of S,T, I and J. 
PROOF. On the lines of Fisher [ 33], it can be verified that the 
9equences{y2n}= Sx2n = Jx2n+] and y2n+|= Tx2n+] = Ix2n+2are Cauchy sequences 
in X and gets a limit z in X as X is a complete metric space. Assume that S is 
continuous so 
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S2x -> Sz and Six, -> Szasn-> oo-By weak compatibility of (S,I) and 
2n 2r> 
(T,J), we have 
lim d(ISx2n, SIx2n) < lim d(SIx2n,Sx2n) 
n—> oc n—> oo 
lim d(lSx2n,Ix2n) < lim d(SIx2n,Sx2n) -I 
n -^ oc n ^  oo 
(5.4.1.2) 
and 
limd(JTx2n+],TJx2n+1) < limd(TJx2n+1,Tx2n+|)n 
n-»cc n->oo (5.4.1.3) 
limd(JTx2n+)Jx2n+1) < limd(TJx2n+1,Tx2n+1)_ 
n —> cc n —> oo 
Now,using (5.4.1.1), (5.4.1.2) and (5.4.1.3), we have 
d(S^x2n,Tx2nH) < h l a - U I S x ^ x ^ ^ + Cl-aJNaSx^Jx^,)] (5.4.1.4) 
with 
L(lSx2nJx2n+,)<max{d(ISx2n,Ix2n) + d(Ix2n,Jx2ni|),d(ISx2n,S^J + d (S I^ 
d(Jx2n+|.Tx2n+|), d(ISx2n,lx2n) + d(lx2n,Tx2n+I), d(Jx2ii+|,S2x2n)! 
which on letting n -> oo , reduces to 
lim L(ISx2n ,Jx2n+|)<max {d(Sz,z),d(Sz,z), 0,d(Sz,z),d(z,Sz)} 
n
^ ^ <d(Sz,z) (5.4.1.5) 
whereas 
NdSx2n,Jx2n+1)< 
[max{[d(ISx2n,Ix2n)+d(Ix2n,Jx2n + ,)]\[d(ISx2nJx2n)+d(Ix2n,S2x2n)]d(Jx2n+ pTx2nH ) 
[ d ( ISx 2 n , I x 2 n ) + d ( I x 2 n , T x 2 n + | ) ] d ( J x 2 ^ , , S 2 x 2 n ) , [ d ( I S x 2 n . S I x : n ) + 
d(SIx2n.S2x2n)]d(Jx2n+, ,S2x2n),d(ISx2n,Tx2n+, )d(Jx2n+, ,Tx2n+,)} ] • \ 
which on letting n -» cc .reduces to 
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limN(ISx2n,Jx2n+1) = [max{td(Sz,z)+d(z.z)]2,[d(Sz,z)+d(z.Sz)]d(z,z), 
"* °° [d(Sz,z)+d(z^)]d(z,Sz),[d(Sz,z)+d(Sz,Sz)]d(Sz,z), d(Sz,z).d(z,z)}f2 
<d(Sz,z). (5.4.1.6) 
Now making use of (5.4.1.4 ) (5.5.1.5) and (5.4.1.6). we get 
d(Sz,z)< h[ad(Sz,z) + (l-a)d(Sz,z)] <hd(Sz.z) 
yielding thereby Sz = z. 
Since S(X)
 c J(X),there exists a point z' in X such that Jz' = z. 
Now 
d(Sx2n.Tz') < h[aL(Ix2n,Jz') + (l-a)N(Ix2n,Jz')] (5.4.1.7) 
with 
L(IxvJz')= max {dax^Jz'J.dOx^.Sx.J.^Jz'.Tz^.^lx.^Tz'). d(Jz\Sx2n)!, 
which on letting n -» oc, reduces to 
lim L(Ix,n,Jz') = max {d(z,z),d(z,z),d(z,Tz').d(z,Tz').d(z.z)} 
n - > 3 C
 = d(z,Tz') (5.4.1.8) 
whereas 
N(Ix2n.Jz')=[max{d2(Ix2n,Jz,),d(lx2n,Sx2n)d(JzMz,),d(Ix2n.Tz,)d(Jz'.Sx2n). 
d(Ix2n.Sx2n)d(Jz,,Sx2n),d(Ix2n,Tz,)d(Jz,,Tz')}]1-. 
which on letting n -» oo, reduces to 
limN(Ix2n,Jz') = d(z,Tz'). (5.4.1.9) 
n-» x 
Now from (5.4.1.7),(5.4.1.8) and (5.4.1.9),one gets 
d(z.Tz') < h[ad(z,Tz')+(l-a)d(z,Tz')] < hd(z.Tz') 
yielding thereby Tz' = z. 
Now by Lemma 5.3.2, one can write 
d(TzJz) = d(TJz'JTz') = 0, 
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implying thereby Tz = Jz. 
Now 
d(Sx2n,Tz)< h[aL(Ix2n,Jz) + (l-a)N(Ix2n.Jz)] (5.4.1.10) 
with 
L(Ix2n.Jz) = max{d(Ix2n,Jz),d(Ix2n,Sx2n),d(Jz.Tz).d(Ix2n.Tz),d(Jz. Sx2n)} 
which on letting n —> cc , reduces to 
limL(Ix2n,Jz) = max {d(z,Jz),0,d(Jz,Tz),d(z,Tz),d(Jz.z)} = d(z,Tz)(5.4.1.11) 
n-> oc 
whereas 
N(ic2nJz)=[max{d2(Ix2n.Jz),d(Ix2n,Sx2n)d(Jz,Tz).d(Ix2n.Tz)d(Jz.Sx2n), 
d(Ix2n.Sx2n)d(Jz.Sx2n),d(Ix2n,Tz)d(Jz.Tz)}]1^ 
using Tz = Jz and letting n -> <x> , reduces to 
limN(IxvJz)=[max{d:(z,Tz),0,d(z,Tz)d(Tz,z),0.0}]' - = d(z,Tz) (5.4.1.12) 
n—> oc 
From (5.4.1.10),(5.4.1.11) and (5.4.1.12), one gets 
d(z,Tz) < h[ad(Tz,z) + (l-a)d(Tz,z)], 
yielding there by Tz = z = Jz. 
Since T(X)
 c I(X), there exists a point z" in X such that Iz" = z.Now 
d(Sz",Tz) < h[aL(IzM,Jz)+(l-a)N(lz".Jz)] (5.4.1.13) 
where 
L(Iz"Jz) = max {d(lz"Jz),d(Iz",Sz"),d(Jz,Tz).d(Iz".Tz),d(Jz,Sz")} 
= d(z,SzM). (5.4.1.14) 
Similarly, one can show that 
N(Iz"Jz) = d(z,Sz"). (5.4.1.15) 
Using (5.4.1.13).(5.4.1.14) and (5.4.1.15) one gets 
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d(Sz",z)< h[a.d(z,Sz")+(l-a)d(z,Sz")] < hd(Sz",z) 
which is a contradiction.Thus Sz" = Iz" = z. 
By weak compatibility of (S,I), one can have 
d(ISz",Iz") < d(SIz'\Sz") < d(Sz,z) = d(z,z) 
yielding thereby ISz" = Iz" or Iz = z. 
Thus we have shown that Sz = Tz = Iz = Jz = z. 
The proof is similar if we choose any one of I,J,or T continuous instead of 
S.Also the unicity of the common fixed point is an easy consequence of 
contraction condition (5.4.1.1). 
This completes the proof. 
REMARK. By choosing S,T„I and J suitably and setting a = 1. we can deduce 
relevant results proved by Ciric [18], Singh and Singh [125].Khan and Imdad 
[77] and several others. For a = 0, we also get similar results involving prod-
uct of mappings. 
As an application of Theorem 5.4.1 we derive a common fixed point 
theorem involving six mappings. 
THEOREM 5.4.2. Let A,B,S,T,I and J be self mappings of a complete met-
ric space (X,d) such that(ABJ) and (ST,J) are weak compatible mappings with 
AB(X)
 c J(X) and ST(X) c I(X) satisfying 
d(ABx,STy) < h[aL(Ix,Jy)+(l-a)N(Ix.Jy)] 
for all x.y in X. where o< h<l , o< a< 1, 
L(lxJy) = max {d(Ix.Jy),d(Ix,ABx),d(Jy,STy).d(Ix,STy) ,d(Jy.ABx)} 
and 
N (Ix.Jy) = [ max !d:(Ix.Jy),d(Ix.ABx)d(Jy.STy),d(Ix.STy) d(Jy.ABx). 
d(Ix.ABx)(Jy,ABx).d(Ix,STy)d(Jy .STy){•]' -. 
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If one of AB,ST,I and J is continuous then AB,ST, I and J have a unique com-
mon fixed point. Moreover, if the pairs(A,B) (A,I),(B,1),(S,T),(S,J), and (T,J) 
commute at the earlier common fixed point z, then z also remains the unique 
common fixed point of A, B, S, T, I and J. 
PROOF. We begin by noting that the continuity of AB(or ST) does not de-
mand the continuity of A or B or both (resp. S or T or both ) but all the 
conditions of Theorem 5.4.1, for mappings AB,ST,I and J are satisfied there-
fore by Theorem 5.4.1, we conclude the existence of common fixed point z 
i.e. ABz = STz:=Iz = Jz = z. 
Now on the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.2.1 (see Chapterlll) we can 
show that z also remains the unique common fixed point of A,B,S.T.I and J. 
This completes the proof. 
REMARK. Choosing A,B,S,T, I and J suitably,one can derive a multitude of 
known and unknown common fixed point theorems 
5.5. RELATED EXAMPLES 
Finally, we present examples to discuss the validity of the hypotheses 
of main results presented in this chapter. 
EXAMPLE 5.5.1. Let X = [0,cc) be endowed with the Euclidean metric 
d(x.y)= x-y.LetI(X) = (3\2)(x4+x2).J(X) = (3\2)(x2+x), T(X) = [0.x2+2], 
S(X) = [0.x4 +2] for each x > O.Then I,J.S,T are continuous and I(X) = J(X) = 
T(X) = S(X) .Since Sxn,Txn -> [0,3] and Ixn. Jxn -> 3 if xn -> 1. We observe by 
the verification that 
d(ISxn,Ixn)-> 0, H(ISxn.SIxn)->52, H(SIxn .Sxn)^80, 
d(JTxn .Jxn)->0. H(JTxn.TJxn)->7, and H(TJxn.Txn)->8. 
Therefore (S.I).and(T.J) are weak compatible but they are not compatible. 
9 3 
Also .since 
H(Sx.Ty)= 1 x^  - y21 
(x2 + y) 
x
2
 + y + 1 
2(x2 + y ) 3 
3 ( x 2 + y + l ) 2 
x- - y| |x- + y + ] 
x - y- + x~- y 
<2\3 d(lxjy) = h [aL(lxJy) + ( 1- a) N(Ix. Jy)] 
for all x .y
 £ X , where h e [2\3,1) and 0 < a < 1 . Thus all the conditions 
of Theorem 5.3.1 are satisfied and {0} is the unique common fixed of SXI 
and J. 
EXAMPLE 5.5.2. Let X= [0.«) with the usual metric and LJ.S.T : X _> X be 
mappings defined by Ix = 1\2 (x4+ x2), Jx = 1\2 (x2 + x), Tx = l\3(x2 +2), Sx 
= 1 \3(x4 +2 > for all x in X.Thus LJ.ST are continuous and I(X) = J(X) = T(X) 
= S(X)ifxn-> 1. 
Now 
lim d(SJx ,ISx ) = 0. and lim d(TJx JTx )= 0. 
n —> oc n —> oo 
which shows that the pairs (SJ) and (T,J) are compatible and hence weakly 
compatible.Since 
d(Sx,Ty) = l \ 3 | x 4 - y 2 | 
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2(x: + y) 
< {1\2 |x4-y2 + x 2 -y |} <2\3d(lx,Jy) 
3(x2 + y+l) 
< h[ad(Ix,Jy) + (l-a)[d2(Ix,Jy)]^] <h[aL(Ix,Jy) + (l-a)N(Ix,Jy)] 
for all x,y eX.Thus all the conditions of Theorem 5.4.1 are satisfied and '1' 
is the unique common fixed point of S,T,I and J. 
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CHAPTER VI 
FIXED POINT THEOREMS IN BANACH AND 
METRIC LINEAR SPACES 
6.1. INTRODUCTION 
Several authors have studied the existence of fixed points of nonexpansive 
maps defined on closed bounded convex subset of uniformly convex Banach 
spaces and in spaces with normal structure. The earliest results of this kind 
were proved simultaneously by Browder [14 ], Gohde [38] and Kirk [83]. Some 
more details can be found in Section 1.7(Chapter I ).It is natural to think whether 
these results can be extended to mappings with a nonexpansive iteration. The 
answer in general is negative (cf. Klee[84 ]). However, Goebel and Zlotkiewicz 
[37] have answered this problem in affirmative with some restrictions and thus 
generalizes a result of Browder [14]. In recent years this results has been gen-
eralized by several authors in various ways. For the work of this kind one can be 
referred to Iseki [48 ], Aqeel and Shakil [1], Khan and Imdad [75] and others. 
The main result in Section 6.2. presents yet another extension of a result due to 
Goebel and Zlotkiewicz [37] which generalizes related results due to Iseki [48], 
Aqueel and Shakil[ 1 ]. Khan and Imdad [75] and others.While proving our result 
we introduce and utilize the notion of composite involution and also furnish 
examples to justify the definition. 
Recently, Rao [106 ] generalized a fixed point theorem in normed linear 
spaces due to Khan. Imdad and Sessa [80] to metric linear spaces with ball con-
vexity. In Section 6.3 we present an extension of Theorem 2 due to Rao [ 106] by 
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improving underlying functional inequality and increasing number of mappings 
involved from three to five. In process results due to Khan [73], Khan .Imdad 
and Sessa [80], Rao [ 106] and others are generalized and improved. 
6.2. A FLXED POINT THEOREM FOR COMPOSITE INVOLUTIONS 
As an extension of Theorem 1 of Goebel and Zlotkiewicz [37 ]. Khan-
Imdad [Cor 2.2,75] proved the following fixed point theorem for involutions 
in Banach spaces. 
THEOREM 6.2.1. Let S be a self-mapping of a Banach space X satisfying 
( l ) S - I 
(11)| Sx-Sy] <oc| x-yjj +p(j; x-Sxjj + | y - S y | ) + y(|( x - Sy | + 
1 y - Sx J ) (6.2.1.1) 
for every x,y e X where a. p\ y > 0 and 0 < a + 4p"+4y<2, then S has at least 
one fixed point. 
REMARK. If we set y = 0 in Theorem 6.2.1 we get the result of Iseki [48] 
whereas for P = y = 0 the same reduces to Theorem 1 of Goebel and 
Zlotkiewicz[37 ]. 
In this section as an application of Theorem 6.2. ltwe prove a theorem on 
coincidence point of four mappings which satisfy a condition analogous to 
(6.2.1.1) which generalizes some earlier known results due to Browder [13 J. 
Goebel and Zlotkiewicz [37], Iseki [48]. Khan and Imdad [75 ] Aqeel and Shakil 
[ 1] and others. While proving our result we employ the notion of composite 
involutions which is defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 6. 2.2. A composition of self- mappings F and G on a set X is 
said to be composite involution if their composition is an involution. 
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One may note that the notion of composite involution coincides with usual 
involution if both the component maps are identical. 
If pair of maps (F.G) is a composite involution then the component maps 
need not be involutions as is evident from the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 6.2.3. Consider X = {x,y.z.w} .Define F, G : X -> X as 
Fx = y, Fy = z, Fz = w, Fw = x, 
Gy = x. Gz = y, Gw = z, Gx = w, 
so that 
FGx = x. FGy = y, FGz = z, FGw = w, 
F2x = z, F2y = w, F2z = x. F2w = y, 
and G:x = z. G:y = w. G2z = x, G2w = y. 
Thus alsoF2 * I. G2 * I but (FG)2 = I = FG. 
EXAM PLE 6.2.4 Define F.G : R -> R as 
-3x if x > 0. 2x if x > 0, 
Fx = { Gx = { 
-x/2 ifx <0 • x/3 i fx<0-
so that 
-6x ifx > 0. 
FGx = { 
-x/6 i f x < 0 -
Note that F2 * I, G2 ^ I but (FG)2 = I. 
It is straight forward to note that if two maps are involutions and commut-
ing then their composition is also an involution. One may note that this notion 
produces the fixed point of those maps which are not essentially involutions 
( see Example 6.2.7 in the end). 
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Now we state and prove the following. 
THEOREM 6.2.5. Let F,G,S and T be self-mappings of a Banach space X sat-
isfying 
(I) The pair (ST, FG) commute, 
(II) The pairs (S,T) and (F,G) are composite involutions, 
(111)|| STx-STy| < a | FGx-FGy| +P( | FGx-STx | +|| FGy-STy|| ) + 
y (|| FGx-STy]| + || FGy-STx| ) (6.2.5.1) 
for every x,y
 e X where 0 < a + 4(3 + 4y < 2 , then FG and ST have a coinci-
dence point x0 i.e. FGx() = STx(|. Moreover if a +2y < 1 and the pairs (S.T). 
(ST,F), (ST,G), (F,G),(FG,S) and (FG,T) commute at the foregoing fixed point 
x(), then x(| also remains the unique common fixed point of S,T, F and G. 
PROOF. From (1) and (11 ),it follows that ( STFG):= I. Now using (6.2.5.1 ),we 
have 
1 STFGFx-STFGFy|| < a | (FG)2Fx-(FG)2Fy|| +p(J| (FG)2Fx-
(STFG)Fx|| +|| (FG)2Fy-(STFG)Fy|| ) 
+ y (! (FG)2Fx-(STFG)Fyj 
+ || (FG)2Fy-(STFG)Fx|| )• 
If we set Fx = z and Fy = w, then we get 
I STFGz-STFGw|j < a|| z-wj: + (3(|| z-STFGwj: + j| w-STFGwj: ) 
+ y(|| z-STFGw| + || w-STFGz| ). 
Since the map STFG is an involution and a + 4(3 + 4y < 2, therefore by 
Theorem 6.2.1 ( due to Khan- Imdad[ 75 ]),STFG has at least one fixed point say 
x0 in X i.e. STFGx() = x(). Now using (ST)2 = I. we get FGx() = STx(| i.e. x( is a 
coincidence point of ST and FG. 
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Now 
|| STx0-xJ| =|| STx()-ST(FGx0)| 
< a | FGx0-FG(STx())|| +p( | FGx„-STx0| +|| FG(STx(i)-ST(STx())|| ) 
+y(| FGx0-ST(STx0)|| +|| FG(STx())-STx()|| ) 
< (a +2y)| STx()-x0| 
yielding thereby STxo - x() = 0 or STx()= x() i.e. x() is a fixed point of ST and hence 
ofFG. 
To prove the uniqueness of common fixed point x(), let y0be another com-
mon fixed point of ST and FG, then 
I V > 0 | = I STx(1-STyJ 
<a| j FGx„-FGy0|| +P( | FGx0-STx0)| +|| FGy„- STyJ: ) 
+ y(|| F G V S T y J + || FGy0-STx0|| ) 
< (a +2y)| x ( l-yj | 
giving thereby x0 - y() ~ 0 or x() = y() i.e. x0 is the unique common fixed point of 
STandFG. 
Now using the commutativity of the pairs (F,G),(S.T),(FG,S),(FG,T).(ST.F) 
and d(ST.G) at x(). one can write 
Sx0 - S(TSx„) = ST(Sx0), Fx() = F(GFx0) = FG(Fx„), 
Tx0 = T(TSx„) = S T \ = ST(Tx0), Gxo = G(GFx()) = FG(Gx()). 
Sx0 = S(FGx11) = FG(Sx0), Fx(, = F(STxo)= =ST(Fx„). 
Tx0 = T(FGx„) = FG(Tx0), Gxo = G(STx()) = ST(Gx„) 
which shows that Fx(l.Gx(),Sx(l and Tx() is a common fixed point of the pair (ST.FG) 
which due to the uniqueness of the common fixed point of the pair (ST.FG) 
yields 
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This completes the the proof. 
COROLLARY 6.2.6. Theorem 6.3.1 remains true if one replaces condition 
(6.2.5.1) by any one of the following: For any x,y
 e X 
(A) |j STx-STy| < a || FGx-FGy| , 0 < a < 2 
(B) (J STx-STy|| < a | FGx-FGy|| + p(|| FGx-STx|| +|| FGy-STy|i ) 
0<a + 4(5<2 
(C) j| STx-STy|l < a | FGx-FGy| +y(| FGx-STy| +|| FGy-STx| ) 
0 <a+4y<2 
(D) || STx-STy|| < p ( | FGx-STx| + | FGy-STy|j ) 
+ y(|| FGx-STy|| + | FGy- STxjj ) 0<p + y<l /2 
(E) I STx-STy!| < p(|j FGx - STx || + | FGy - STy || ), 0<p<l /2 
(F) I STx-STy || < y(|| FGx-STy|| + | FGy - STx | ). 0 < y < l / 2 
REMARK. Theorem 6.2.5 can be regarded as a fixed point theorem for Hardy-
Rogers [42] type mappings in Banach spaces involving composite involutions. 
Corollary 6.3.2 corresponding to various conditions (A - F) generalizes several 
known results due to Goebel and Zlotkiewicz [37],Iseki [48 ]. Kannan [64,65 J. 
Khan and Imdad [74,75 ],Aqeel and Shakil [ 1 ] and others.Apart from these 
deductions Theorem 6.2.5 is also of interest due to an improvement in control 
constants namely 0 < a + 4p+ 4y<2, because 0 < a + 2p + 2y<l in Hardy and 
Rogers ( [ 42 ]) case implies that 0 < 2a + 4p + 4y < 2 . Obviously 
2a + 4p + 4y < 2 >^ a + 4p + 4y < 2, but not conversely which also entitles a 
to take values greater than 1. 
Finally we furnish an example to demonstrate the validity of the hypoth-
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eses of Theorem 6.2.5. 
EXAMPLE 6.2.7. Let R be the set of reals equipped with usual norm. Define 
S,T,F,G:R->Ras 
-x ifx > 0, 3x ifx > 0, 
Sx = { Tx= { 
-x/3 i fx<0 x i fx<0 
-x ifx > 0, 4x ifx > 0, 
Fx = { Gx= { 
-x/4 i fx<0 x i fx<0 
so that 
-3x ifx > 0, -4x ifx > 0i 
STx = { and FGx={ 
-x/3 i fx<0 -x/4 ifx<0-
Note that (ST) 2 = (FG)2 = L 
Now we distinguish following cases: 
(a) For x > 0, y > 0,we have 
|| STx - STy I = 3 | x - y | < 7/8 ( 8 | x - y | ) = 14/ 8 (4 | x - y | ) 
= 1 4 / 8 | FGx-FGy] 
(b)For x < 0, y < 0, one can write 
I STx-STy 1 = l / 3 | x - y | < 7/16 | x -y | = 14/8 || FGx-FGyjj 
(c) Next, for x > 0 and y < 0 ,we write a sequence of implications in the follow-
ing way: 
y < 0< x =>y <(192 /5) x => y < (48/ 5) 4x => (5/ 48) y < 4x 
=> 7 /16y- l / 3 y < 7 x - 3 x => 3x - 1/3 y < 7x - 7/16y = 14/8 4x - y/4 
which in turn implies that 
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| STx-STy|| = | 3 x - y / 3 | < 14/8 | 4x-y/4| = 14/8 || FGx-FGy| . 
Thus all the conditions of Theorem 6.2.5 are satisfied if we choose a = 14 /8, 
P = y = 0. Here x = 0 is the only coincidence point of ST and FG. 
However,0 also remains the unique common fixed point of F, G , S and T 
6.3. A FIXED POINT THEOREM IN METRIC LINEAR SPACES 
In this section, we generalize a common fixed point theorem in metric lin-
ear spaces due to Rao [106 ] by improving underlying functional inequality and 
increasing the number of mapping from three to five which in turn generalizes 
related results due to Khan [73], Khan, Imdad and Sessa [80] and others. 
Let (X,d) be a metric linear space. It is said to have ball convexity of r
 e R . 
x,y
 €
 X with d(x,0) = d(y,0) = r => d( (x+y)/2 ,0) < r 
The following lemma appears in Rao [ 106 ]. 
LEMMA 6.3.1 ([ 106]) Let (X,d) be a metric linear space equipped with ball con-
vexity, { x } a sequence in X and { aj c [0,1 ] such that otn is bounded away from 
zero. If {x an} converges to zero then {xn} also converges to zero. 
Now we prove the following. 
THEOREM 6.3.2. Let (X,d) be a metric linear space equipped with ball convex-
ity and K be a nonempty convex subset of X. If AJB,S,T and h be self mappings of 
X satisfying 
d(ABx,STy) < o(d(hx,hy),(d(hx,ABx).d(hy,STy))U2, 
(d(hx,STy).d(hy,ABx)),/2,(d(hx,ABx).d(hx,STy))l/2, 
(d(hy,STy).d(hy,ABx))I/2) (6.3.2.1) 
for all x,y
 e K where $ : (R+)5 _>R+ is upper semi- continuous and non-de-
creasing in each co- ordinate such that $ (0,t,t,t,t) < t, $> (t,0,2t,t,t) < t for t > 0. 
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Suppose there exists a sequence {cj
 c [O.l] which is bounded away from 
zero. Also for x e K, there exists a sequence {xn} such that 
hx, = (l-c )hx, + c ABx,, 
2n+l x n ' 2n n 2n 
hx, , = (l-c)hx, , + c STx, ., 
2n-f 2 v n 2 m I n 2 m I 
forn >0 with (AB.h) or (ST.h) are compatible on K. If {hxj converges to z in K 
and h is continuous at z. then z is the unique common fixed point of AB.ST and h. 
Moreover, if (AB),(S,T).(A.h).(B.h).(S.h) and (T,h) commute at z. then z remains 
the unique common fixed point of A.B.S.T and h. 
PROOF. Obviously hx, , - hx, = c (ABx, - hx, ) whereas in view of 
-' 2 m I 2n n x 2n 2m 
Lemma 6.3.1, ABx, -hx, -+ 0 as n-> xand hence ABx, -» zasn-> x . Simi-
' 2n 2n 2n 
larly. STx -> z as n -» x .Suppose AB and h are compatible on K. then 
d(ABhx, ,hABx, )-> O a s n ^ x . 
v
 2n 2n 
Since h is continuous at z. we have hABx2n -> hz as n -> x and hence 
ABhx, —>• hz. Now 
2n 
d(ABhx,, STx, ,) < o ( d(h:x, . hx, , ),(d(h2x,, ABhx, ).d(hx, ,,STx, ,)) ' : . 
v
 2n 2 m 1 ' — ^ v 2n 2 m I ' v x 2n 2 n ' v 2 n - I 2 m I ' 
(d(h-x2n, STx^1).d(hx,nH.ABhx2n))1 :.(d(lrx2|i. ABhx,n).d(lrx2n.STx;n.,))':. 
(d(hx, _ STx, ,).d(hx, ,.ABhx, ,))•'-) 
v
 2n+l 2 m l v 2 m \ 2 m l " ' 
which on letting n -> x .reduces to 
d(hz.z)< (j) (d(hz,z).O.d(hz,z),0,0) 
yielding thereby hz = z. 
Similarly, if (ST.h) are compatible then using the inequality(6.3.2.1). one 
can prove that hz = z. 
Now 
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d(ABz. STx2n+]) < <j>( d(hz, hx2nM),(d(hz, ABz).d(hx2inl.STx2n,, ))1/2, 
(d(hz. STx2n^).d(hx2nt|.ABz))1?,(d(hz. ABz).d(hz,STx;ii.,))'2. 
(d(hx2n4l,STx2n+|).d(hx2|iH,ABz))"2). 
which on letting n -> co ,reduces to 
d(ABz,z)< (0,0,0,0). 
giving thereby ABz = z. 
Thus we have shown that z is a common fixed point of AB.ST and h. The 
uniqueness of the common fixed point z is an easy consequence of the functional 
inequality(6.3.2.1). 
The rest of the proof is identical to that of Theorem 2.2.2 (see Chapter II). 
hence it is omitted. 
This concludes the proof. 
REMARK. It appears that Theorem 2 of Rao [ 106 ] also requires the nondecreasing 
property of $ which enters through 'fhx,n -> hz'. 
COROLLARY 6.3.3. Theorem 6.3.2 remains true if one replaces functional in-
equality (6.3.2.1) by 
d(ABx.STy)< <j>(d(hx.hy),d(hx.ABx) + d(hy.STy).d(hx.STy) + d(hy.ABx). 
d(hx,ABx) + d(hx,STy),d(hy.STy) + d(hy,ABx)). 
retaining all the hypotheses. 
PROOF. The proof is straight forward in view of the following observation 
( ab)"2 < 2(ab)"2 < a + b 
foralla.be R^ U {0}. 
REMARK.By setting B = T = Ix in Theorem 6.3.2 one gets a sharpend version of 
Theorem 2 of Rao [106] whereas choosing B= T= Ix in Corollary 6.3.3 .one gets 
Theorem 2 of Rao [ 106]. By choosing A,B,S,T.h and o suitably one can deduce 
related results contained in Khan [73] Khan, Imdad and Sessa [80]. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SOME COMMON FIXED POINT THEOREMS FOR 
FOUR NON-SELF MAPPINGS 
7.1. INTRODUCTION 
There already exists an extensive literature on fixed point theorems for self 
-mappings but in many applications, the involved map •• not essentially self-map-
pings, so it is always of interest to prove fixed point theorems for non-self map-
pings. By now there is already a considerable progress in this direction and for the 
works of this kind one can be referred to Assad [6 ]. Assad and Kirk [5 ]. Assad and 
Sessa [ 7 ],Khan [ 69 ],Rhaodes[109]. and others. In all results of this kind the 
boundary points of a closed subset of a metrically convex complete metric space 
are mapped back into closed subset. 
In this chapter, we prove common fixed point theorems for four single-val-
ued nonself-mappings in complete metrically convex metric space by employing 
the product of mappings involved. Section 7.2 is devoted to fixed point theorems 
for four non-self mappings by altering distances between the points which 
generalize(partially or completely) earlier results due to Assad [6 ]. Kannan [63]. 
Khan, Swaleh and Sessa [79] and others. In Section 7.3 using the weak condition of 
commutativity (cf.[l20]) we prove two common fixed point theorems for four 
non-self mappings which are somewhat ofRhoades (cf.[109 ])type but not com-
pletely comparable. Beside these results a related application is also discussed. 
In the last section . we furnish examples demonstrating the validity of the h\ poth-
eses and degree of generality of our main results proved in earlier sections. 
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7.2. FIXED POINT THEOREMS BY ALTERING DISTANCES 
In the present section we prove common fixed point theorems for non-sell 
single-valued mappings by altering distances between the points where we employ 
the product of two mappings to increase the number of mappings involved .In the 
process results due to Assad [6], Kannan [63], Rakotch [105].Khan-Swaleh and 
Sessa[79] and others are (partially or comletely) generalized and improved. 
Motivatedi.-IW^we adapt the definitions of compatibity of type (A)(c.f.[ 57J) 
and compatibility oftype( P) (cf.[101]) for non-self mappings. 
DEFINITION 7.2.1. Let K be a non empty subset of a metric space (X.d) and 
F.T: K->X.Then the pair (F,T) is said to be compatible of type (A), if 
lim _ d(TFx .FFx ) = 0, and lim ^ ^ d(FTx .TTx ) = 0. 
n —> GO v n n n — > CO v 11 n 
whenever{x } is a sequence in K for which {Fxn},{Txn} c K and Fx .Txn-» tfor 
some teK. 
One may also note that for K = X, this definition reduces to that ofJungckfc t 
4l([57]). 
DEFINITION 7.2.2. Let K be a nonempty subset of a metric space (X.d) and F.T: 
K -» X.Then the pair (F,T) is said to be compatible of type (P)if 
lim ^ _ d(TTx .FFx ) = 0, 
n —> 00 v n n ' ' 
whenever{xn} is a sequence in K for which {Fx },{Tx }c KandFx .Tx -> tfor 
some teK. 
One may also note that for K = X. this definition reduces to that of Pathak et 
Ql.([101]). 
DEFINITION 7.2.3. Let X be a metric space and K a nonempty closed subset of 
X.Let G.T :K->X . F : Kfl G(K)->X and S : T( K)QK->X be four mappings. If 
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F.G.S and T satisfying the condition 
0(d(FGx.FGy))< b[ <D(d(STx.FGx))+ <j)(d(STy.FGy))] 
+ cmin{<D(d(STx,FGy)),<D(d(STy.FGx))} (7.2.3.1) 
for all x.y e K with x * y, c > 0. 2b + c < 1 and <j> : R + -> R' be an increasing 
continuous function enjoying the property 
(D(t) = 0,ifandonlyif t = 0 (7.2.3.2) 
We call functions (F,G) satisfying the conditions (7.2.3.1) and (7.2.3.2) as 
generalized o-(S.T)-contractive. 
While proving our results we need the following lemma from Assad and Kirk[5]. 
LEMMA 7.2.4. ([5]) Let K be a non empty closed subset of a convex metric 
space(X.d). If x eK and y gK, then there exists a point z £ f K ( the boundary of K) 
such that 
d(x.z) + d(z,y) = d(x,y). 
Inspired by Assad [6]. we prove the following: 
THEOREM 7.2.5. Let (X.d) be a complete metrically convex metric space and 
K be a nonempty closed subset of X .Let G,T : K -> X . F :G( K) f) K -> X and 
S :T( K)nK-»X be four mappings so that FG and STbe mappings from K to X.If 
(F.G) be generalized c£-(S,T) -contractive mappings on X satisfying the condi-
tions 
(l)rKcST(K).KriFG(K)cST(K), 
( i i )STx e ^K=>FGx e K. 
(iii) The pair (FG.ST) is weakly commuting, 
(iv) ST is continuous on K. 
+ t 
Ifcjj : R-^. R be an increasing continuous function enjoying(7.2.3.1). then 
there exists a unique common fixed point z in K such that z = STz = FGz. 
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Moreover, if (F.G).(S.T),(FG,S),(FG,T),(ST,F) and (ST,G) commute at the fixed 
point z. then z remains the unique common fixed point of F.G.S and T. 
PROOF. Let x e r K. then there exists a point x() in K such that x = STx() as f K c 
ST(K).Due to STx(i e r K and the implication STx e r K => FGx eK. we conclude 
that FGx(l eKfl FG(K)C ST(K).Let x, e K be such that y, = STx, = FGx, e K. Let 
us write y,= FGx . Suppose y,
 G K then y, eK.p|FG(K)c ST(K) which implies 
that there exists a point x, eK such that y, = STx,. Suppose that y, gK then there 
exists a point p <= f K ( due to Lemma 7.2.4) such that 
d(STxrp) + d(p.y2) = d(STx |.y:). 
Since p e r K
 c ST(K) there exists a point x, eK such that p = STx, so that 
d(STxrSTx2) + d(STx2.y:) = d(STxry2). 
Let us put y, = FGx,. By continuing foregoing arguments repeatedly one can 
obtain two sequences {x } and {y } such that 
( l)y =FGx . 
(ll)yne K=>yn = STxr or 
( l l l )v g K ^ S T x
 e cK and 
d(STxn.,,STxn) + d(STxn.yn) = d(STxn_, .y,,). 
Let us write 
P={STx,
 €
{STxn}:STx=yi}, 
Q={STxe{STxn}:STx*y i}, 
Obviously two consecutive terms of { STxJ can not lie in Q. 
Let us denote dn = d (STxn,STxn+1).We distinguish the following cases: 
Case 1.If STx .STx ,eP,then 
n n~l -^
(D(dn)= o(d(STxn.STxn<1))= <fc(d(FGxn.rFGxn)) 
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<b[0(d(STx ivl.FGxnl)) + cp(d(STxn.FGxn))] 
+ cmin { o(d(STxn rFGxn),(D(d(STxn.FGxn,))}, 
= b [o (d , , )+$(d n ) ] 
and hence 
b 
<D(dn )<( ) cD(dn.,) 
1-b 
Case 11. If STx
 eP. STx +) 6 Q, then 
n n+1 x 
d(STxn.STVl) + d(STxn.ryn.1) = d(STxn.yn.1) 
ord(STxn.STx|t+,)<d(STxn,yni,) = d(yn,yii,1) 
therefore 
«D(dn)= o(d(STx,,STxnH)) <<D(d(yn,yn + I)) 
= o(d(FGxn.I,FGxn)) 
< b[<D(d(STxn.1,FGxn.1)) + <D(d(STxi,FGxn))] 
+ cmin{<D(d(STxn.1,FGxn)).<i,(d(STxn,FGxn.1))}. 
and thus 
b 
0(dn) < ( ) o(dn.,) 
1-b 
Caselll. If STxn6Q- STxnil eP,and thus STxn, eP. Since STxJsa 
linear combination of STx and y it follows that 
d(STxn.STxn.,)< max {d( STxn,.STxn+1),d(yn,STxnTl)}. 
If d(STxn.,.STxn.1)<d(yn.STxii.1).then 
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d( STx ,STx ,) < d(y ,STx ,) and hence 
<D(dn) = o(d(STxn,STxn.,)) <o(d(y„,STxn+|)) 
= 0(d(yn.yn„))=o(d(FGxn,,FGxn)) 
< b[o(d(STxn.1,FGxn.1)) + <D(d(STxn,FGxn))] 
+ cmin ! (D(d(STxn.|,FGxn)),o(d(STxn,FGxn.|))}, 
and thus 
(l-b)o(dn) <bcD(d(STxn.ryn))+ c<j>(d(STxn,yn)). 
Since d(STxn_,.yn) > d(STxn,yn) (as STxn e Q ) 
and hence 
<D(d(STxn.yn))< <D(d(STxn.,.yn)). 
which implies that 
b+c 
d>(dn) < ( ) o(d,„) 
1-b 
Since STx
 { eP and ST xn e Q, therefore proceeding as in case 11. we obtain 
b 
o(dn ,) < ( ) d)(dn,). 
1-b 
From(*).ifd(y ,STx ,)<d(STx „STx ,),then 
v
 '
 V i /
 n n * l ' — v n-1 n + 1 7 7 
d(STx .STx , )< d(STx ,,STx ,) 
n n-1 ' — v n - 1 ' n + 1 7 
and thus 
o(dn)= 0(d(STxn,STxn.,)) <o(d(STxMrSTxnH)) 
= ^(dCFGx^FGxJ) 
< b [0(d(STxn:. FGxn.J)+0(d(STxn.FGxn)) ] 
+ cmin !(D(d(STxn.rFGxn).(D(d(STxn,FGxn.2)); (**) 
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< b[o(dn . :)+o(dn)] +Cd,(dH) 
which in view of o(dn_,)< <&(dn.J( by case 1 l).onecan conclude that 
b+c 
<D(dn) < ( )<D(dnJ. 
1-b 
Thus it all the cases 
b+c / b + c ^ 
«>(<U= — — o(dn . , )< ( — — j d)(d,,) 1-b 1-b 
which inductively yields that 
b+c 
<p(d„) <( Y <D(d0). 
1 -b 
which on letting n -» x , we get o> (dn) -» 0. which in view; of the property of ct> 
gets us that 
d = d(STx . STx ,)->0 as n - > x , 
n v n n - l ' ' 
so that J STxn J is a Cauchy sequence and hence converges to a point z in K. 
Now there exists a subsequences {STxn} of{STx } such that {STxn} is con-
tained in P . For convenience we write {STx } = {STx },since ST is continuous 
1
 Hi n 
therefore {(ST):xn{ converges to STz. 
For establishing that FG(STxn)^STz. we use the weak commutativity of 
the pair (FG. ST) as 
d((ST);xn.FG(STxn.,)) = d(ST(FGxn|).FG(STxn_1)) 
< d(FGx ,.STx ,)-d(STx,STx ,). 
which on letting n -> x , reduces to d(STz, FG(STxp_1)) ->. 0, yielding thereby 
FG(STxn,)-> STz .so that o(d(STz.FG(STx ))->0(whenn->x )aso is con-
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tinuous. 
Now consider 
od(FG(STxn|),FGz) < b[cD(d(ST(STxn ,).FG(STxn |)) + (J)(d(STz.FGz))] 
+ c min { o(d(ST(STxn ,).FGz),(j)(d(STz,FG(STxn,))}. 
which on letting n -» x . reduces to 
0) (d( STz,FGz)) < b ( o (d(STz,FGz)), 
a contradiction yielding thereby <t> (d(STz,FGz)) = 0 so that d(STz, FGz) = 0 
or STz = FGz.. 
To prove that STz = z, we consider 
0(d( STxn.STz))< o(d(FGx]v|.FGz)) 
< b[0(d(STxn|).FGxn,)) +0(d(STz.FGz))] 
+ cmin {<D(d(STxn.l),FGz),o(d(STz,FGxn.l))}. 
which on letting n -» cc. reduces to 
0(d(z.STz))< (a+c) 0(d(z.STz)), 
yielding thereby d)(d(z.STz)) =0. so that STz = z. 
Thus we have shown that FGz = STz = z. To establish the uniqueness of the 
common fixed point z, let w be another fixed point of FG and ST, then 
<t, (d(z.w••)) < d> (d(FGw,FGz)) 
< b [
 0(d(STw.FGw)) + o (d(STz,FGz))] 
+ c min {(d(STw JGz), <j> (d(STz.FGw)) \, 
= (a+c)o(d(z,w)) 
a contradiction yielding thereby o (d(z,w)) = 0, or d (z.w) = 0. Thus z = w. 
Moreover, if the pairs (F,G),(S,T),(FG.S).(FG.T).(ST.F) and (ST.G) commute 
at the foregoing fixed point z. then 
Fz = F(FGz) = F(GFz) = FG(Fz). 
1 13 
Gz - G(FGz) = GF(Gz) = FG(Gz). 
Sz = S(STz) = S(TSz) = ST(Sz), 
Tz = T(STz) = TS(Tz) = ST(Tz), 
Fz = F(STz) = ST(Fz), 
Gz = G(STz) = ST(Gz), 
Sz=S(FGz) = FG(Sz), 
Tz = T(FGz) = FG(Tz), 
which shows that Fz. Gz. Sz and Tz are the other common fixed points of FG and 
ST. Now using the uniqueness of the common fixed point of FG and ST we get 
z^Fz = Gz = Sz = Tz. 
which proves that z also remains the common fixed point of F,G,S and T« 
REMARK. In order to formulate a natural extension to a theorem of Khan-
Swaleh and Sessa [79] we got a stuck at (**) due to the nonavailability of 
OU, + *-.)< o(t |) + <J>(t->) needed for the first term namely d(STx.STy). There-
fore it is of interest to know whether Theorem 7.2.5 can be proved with foregoing 
first term . However.this ambiguity- could obviously be remove by sniping the 
first term . 
COROLLARY 7.2.6.By choosing F, S,G and T suitably and modifying the remain-
ing hypotheses accordingly, the derived conclusions of Theorem 7.2.5 remains 
true if we replace contraction condition(7.2.3.1) by any one of the following: 
(A) d,(d(FGx,FGy)) < b[fl,(d((Sx,FGx))+<j,(d(Sy,FGy))] 
+ c min{(d((Sx,FGy),o(d(Sy,FGx)) 
(derived by setting T = Ix ) 
(B) o(d(Fx.Fy)) < b[o(d((STx,Fx))+o(d(STy.Fy))] 
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+ c min{(d((STx,Fy),,D(<i(STy,Fx))} 
(derived by setting G = lx) 
(C) o(d(FGx,FGy)) < b[o(d(x,FGx))+(t(d(y,FGy))] 
+ c min{(d(x,FGy),<j>(d(y,FGx))} 
(derived by setting S = T = lx) 
(D) o(d(FGx,FGy)) < b[o(d((STx,FGx))+<j>(d(STy,FGy))] 
(derived by setting c =0) 
(E) cfc(d(FGx,FGy)) < b[o(d((STx,FGx))+0(d(STy.FGy))] 
+ c min {(d((FGx,STy), <j>(d(FGy,STx))}. 
(derived by setting a = 0) 
REMARK. As discussed in the earlier corollary we deduce contraction condition 
which are still seeming new . We are not aware of any such result dealing with 
some of contraction conditions described in the above corollary. 
However Theorem 7.2.5. is partially more general and extends Theorem 3.1. 
of \ssad[6] for four mappings.Also if we choose <j>(t) = t, then results thus 
obtained partially extends a theorem of Khan- Swalleh -Sessa[79] for four nonself 
-mappings.Also if we set c - 0, b < 1\2. <j>(t) = t, then the results thus obtained 
extends a theorem of Kannan [63] for four non-self mappings. Several others such 
deduction can also be made. 
Now we indicate that weak commutativity conditions in Theorem 7.2.5 can 
further be improved. 
THEOREM 7.2.7. Theorem 7.2.5 remains true if we replace condition of "weak 
commutativity"by any one of the following: 
(a) Compatibility 
(b) Compatibility of type (A) 
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(C) Compatibility of type (P). 
PROOF(a). Proceeding on the lines of Theorem 7.2.5 one can show that the se-
quence {STx } converges to a point z in K. Again we assume that there exists a 
subsequence {STxn } contained in P and for convenience as {STxn } = {STxJ. 
Since STx = FGx , and STx ,
 eKandd(FGx „STx ,) = d(STx .STx ,)-^ 0 
n n-1 n-1 ^ v n-1' n-l' v n n - l ' 
as n -> oo, Now from the compatibility of FG and ST, one gets 
lim
 n ^ ^ d( FG(STxn),ST(FGxn)) = 0, 
which in turn yields that FG(STxn) -» STz as n -»oo .(due to continuity of ST) 
Now arguing on the lines of the proof of Theorem 7.2.5, the rest of proof 
can be completed hence it is omitted . 
The proof for (b) and (c) is almost identical hence it is also omitted. 
7.3. RESULTS ON FOUR NON-SELF MAPPINGS 
In this section using some weak conditions of commutativity( cf.[ 120 ]) we prove 
two common fixed point theorems for four non-self mappings which are 
somewhat of Rhoades(cf.[109 ]) type but not completely comparable.Our results 
proved in this section are situationally useful as exhibited by suitable examples 
presecuted in the end. Beside these results a related application is also dis-
cussed . 
We introduce the following definition: 
.DEFINITION 7.3.1. Let( X,d) be a metric space and K a nonempty closed subset 
ofX.LetG,T:K->X,F:KnG(K)->Xand S:T(K)flK->X be four mappings. 
If F,G,S and T satisfy the condition 
d(FGx,FGy) < h max { 1\ 2d(STx,STy), d(STx,FGx), d(STy,FGy). 
l\q[d(STx,FGy)+d(STy,FGx)]}, (7.3.1.1) 
for all x,y
 e K, 0<h<l and q > l+2h, (F,G) is called generalized (S,T)- contrac-
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tive mappings K in to X. If we also allow h = 1, then we call (F.G) a generalized 
(S,T)- nonexpansive mapping of K into X. 
Motivated by Rhoades [ 109 ] we prove the following: 
THEOREM 7.3.2. Let (X,d) be a complete metrically convex metric space and 
K a nonempty closed subset of X .Let G,T :K^X , F :G( K)P|K->X and 
S :T( K) f| K -»X be four mappings so that FG and ST be mappings from K to X.If 
(F,G) be a generalized (S.T) contractive mappings of X satisfsing the conditions 
( i ) r K c ST(K),KflFG(K)c ST(K), 
(ii)STx
€
rJK=>FGxeK, 
(iii) The pair (FG.ST) is weakly commuting, 
(iv) ST is continuous on K. 
Then there exists a unique common fixed point z in K such that z = STz = 
FGz. Moreover if the pairs (F.G),(S.T),(FG,S),(FG,T),(ST,F) and (ST.G) commute 
at the foregoing fixed point z, then z remains the unique common fixed point of 
F.G.S and T. 
PROOF. On the lines of thtproof of Theorem 7.2.5 one can construct sequences 
{x } and {yn} such that 
( l)y =FGx. 
(11)v
 eK=>y =STx or 
v
 ' • n c ^ ii n 
( l l l )v gKr=>STx
 e r K and 
d(STxii.rSTxn) + d(STxn,yn) = d(STxn.1,yn). 
We denote 
P={STx
 6{STxn}:STx=y.}. 
Q={STx e{STxnJ:STx^y i}. 
Obviously two consecutive terms cannot lie in Q. 
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Now we distinguish three cases: 
Case 1. If STx.STx
 | €P.then 
d(STxn,STVl)) - dCy^v.) = d(FGxn.,. FGxn) 
<hmax{d(STx ,.STx ).d(STx ,.STx ),d(STx ,STx ,). 
— '
 v
 n-l n' v n-l n ' v n n -1 ' 
l/qldSTx^STx^+dfSTx^STx,,)]}, 
< hd(STx ,.STx ). 
—
 v
 n-l \v 
Casell. If STx
 eP. STx , € G\then 
n • n*1 ^ 
d(STx,STx ,)<d(STx,STx ,) + d(STx
 41,y+I) 
x
 n n - l ' — v n m l ' v n ^ l - ' n + l ' 
= d(STx ,y ,) = d(FGx „FGx )< h d(STx „STx ) 
v
 n ' ^ n - l ' v n - l ' n ' — v n-l n 
in view of case 1. 
Caselll. If STx
 eQ- STx e P. then STx eP. Since STxn is a convex linear 
combination of STxiv| and yn. it follows that 
d(STxn,STxnM)< max {d( STxn.rSTxnJ]).d(yn,STxn+1)} 
Now if d(STxn].STxnH) < d(yn.STxnH),then 
d( STx .STx J < d(y ,STx
 +l) = d( FGxn FGxJ 
v
 n n ^ l ' — v - " n n + l ' v n-l l v 
<hmax{d(STxn.rSTxn)/2.d(STxn.,,yn).d(STxn,STxiM). 
I/q[d(STxn.1.STxn+1)+d(STxn,yn)]}. 
Now by observing that 
d( STxn.,,STxnM) + d(STxn.yn)< d( STx^^STxJ + ^STx^STx^.J + cKSTx^) 
= d(STx ,.y ) + d(STx,STx ,). 
we conclude that 
d(STxn$Tx^)< hd(STxn.,,yn)< h2d( S T x ^ S T x J 
in view of the case (ii). 
Otherwise if d(yn.STxn_,)< d( STxn_rSTxnTl).then 
d( STxn.STxn+1) < d(STxn.I.STxn.,) = d( FGx^FGx,,) 
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<hmax{d(STx „STx )/2 . d(STx ,.STx ,),d(STx.STx ,). 
— '
 v
 n-2 n' v n-2 n - l ' v n n-l 
1 /q[d( STxn.r STxn+, )+d( STxn, STxn.,)]}. 
In view of the fact 
1/2 d( STxn2,STxn)<l/2[d(STxn_rSTxn ,)+d(STxn ,,STxn)] 
<max{d(STxn.rSTxnl)+d(STxn|,STxn)}, 
if the maximum right hand side is 1/q [d(STxn_1,STxn+1) + d(,STxn. STx )].then 
using the fact 1 + k < q +k and 
d(STx „STx)<d(STx ,.><)< kd(STx „STx ,), 
v
 n-l n ' — v n-l - / n / — v n-2 n - l ' 
one can write 
d(STxnl. STxnH) < k[d(STxn.2,STxn.,) + d(STxn.,.STxn4,) + 1/q dfSTx^STx,.,)]. 
which reduces to 
kd+kl d(STx „STx ,)< 1 d(STx ,. STx .) 
v
 n - l 1 n + 1 ' — v n-2 n - l ' 
q-k 
<kd(STxn2.STxnl) 
Thus in all the cases 
d(STxn,STxnJ < kmaxfdCSTx^STx.J + dtSTx^STx,,)]. 
Now following the proceedure of Assad and Kirk [6 ] it can be shown (by 
induction) that for n >1 
d(STx .STx ,) < kn-8,where 
v
 n n * 1 ' — 
5 =(k)-12max {d( STx^STx^dCSTx^STxJJ. 
Thus for m, n > N 
d(STxm,STxn)< d(STxSTx^) < 8 X (k)''-. 
i =n 
Now we wish to show that STz = FGz. Now using the weak commutativity of 
(FG.ST)we have STx = FGx ,,STx ,
 e K , so that 
v
 ' n n-l n-l 
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d(ST(STxn).FG(STxn.1))^d(FGxn.l,STxn.|) 
= d(STx,STx ,) 
which on letting n -> oc, reduces to 
d(ST(STz),FGSTxn.,)->0, 
yielding thereby FG(STxn_,)-» STz. 
Now consider 
d(FG(STxn ,).FGz)< hmax{d(ST(STxn, ),STz)/2,d(ST(STxn.1 ),FG(STxn,)). 
d(STz.FGz)l/q[d(ST(STxn_, ).FGz) + d(STz. FG(STxn_, ))] |. 
which on letting n -> cc, reduces to 
d(STz.FGz)< hmax {o,o.d(STz,FGz), l/qd(STz.FGz)!, 
yielding thereby STz = FGz. 
Next, consider 
d(FGxn.rFGz) = d(STxn.FGz) 
< h max Jd(STxn_, ,STz)/2, d(STxn.,, FGxn., ),d(STz.FGz) 
l/q[d(STxn_, ,FGz) + d(STz, FGxn., )]}. 
which on letting n -^ cc , reduces to 
d(z. FGz) < h max { 1/2 d(z,FGz), 0.0,2/q d(z,FGz)}, 
yielding thereby z = FGz. 
Thus z = FGz = STz which show that z is a common fixed point of FG and ST. 
The uniqueness of the common fixed point is an easy consequence of the contrac-
tion condition. 
Now on the lines of the proof of Theorem 7.2.5 on can show that F.G.S and T 
have a unique common fixed point. 
THEOREM 7.3.3'Theorem 7.3.2 remains true if we replace 'weakcommutativitv' 
by 'compatibility' provided FG is also continuous on K (in addition to the continu-
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ityofSTonK). 
PROOF. On the lines of the proof of Theorem 7.3.2 one can show that (STx ) 
converges to a point z in K and as earlier assume that the subsequences J STx J is 
contained in P. Again for convenience we write STx as STx .Since STx = 
FGx , and STx
 e K one can have 
n-l n ^ 
d(STx ,,FGx ,)= d(STx ,,STx )-> Oas n-> a? . 
x
 n-l ' n-l ' v n-l \v 
From the compatibility of the pair (FG,ST), it follows that 
K _ > oo d(ST(STxn), FG(STxn,)) = 0, 
which due to the continuities of FG and ST gives STz = FGz. 
Now. consider 
d(STxn+1.STz) = d( FGxn, FGz) 
< h max{ l/2d(STxn ,STz). d(STxn, STxn., ).d(STz.FGz) 
l/q[d(STxn ),STz) + d(STz,STxn,, )]J, 
which on letting n -» x , reduces to 
d(z.STz)<hd(z,STz), 
implying thereby STz = z. 
The rest of the proof can be completed on the lines of the proof of Theorem 
7.3.2, hence it is omitted. 
REMARK. The foregoing theorems can only be regarded as the theorem of 
Rhoades [109] type but the theorem due to Rhoades[ 109 ] can not be deduced 
from the results proved herein by setting ST = lx, because FG(K)c I(K) = K. 
which contradicts the hypotheses that FG is a mapping from K. to X. So our re-
sults are some what different in this direction. 
Finally as an application of Theorem 7.3.2. we derive a common fixed point 
for generalized nonexpansive mappings as follows. 
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THEOREM 7.3.4. Let K be a nonempty weakly compact starshaped subset of a 
Banach space X and (F.G) a generalized (ST)- nonexpansive mappings of K into X 
enjoying conditions (1)- (IV) of Theorem 7.3.2. If (1-FG) is demiclosed. then FG 
and ST have a common fixed point z in K.Moreover if this common fixed point z is 
unique and the pairs (F,G),(S,T),(FG,S).(FG.T).(ST.F) and (ST.G) commute at z. 
then z remains the unique common fixed point of F,G,S and T. 
PROOF. Let us choose p
 e K such that ( 1 -t)p + tx eK for all x e K and all 
t
 e (0.1 ).Let us put kn = 1- 1/n (n = 2,3 ) and define (FG)n: K -> X by (FG)nx 
= (1 -tn )p + knFGx for all x <=K.It is easy to verify that (FG)xn is a generalized ST-
contractive mapping of K into X and(FG)n satisfy the conditions (I)- (1V) of 
Theorem 7.3.2. Since weak topology is Hausdorff and K is weakly compact one 
can conclude that K is weakly closed and hence strongly closed. Thus by 
Theorem 7.3.2. for each n > 2. ( FG)n and ST have a unique common fixed point 
say z
 eK. Now it follows that {zj has weakly convergent subsequence and one 
can assume that {zj itself converges to z eK weakly. 
Since weakly convergent sequences are bounded, we conclude that [z J is 
bounded which means that one can find a constant M > 0 such that z < M for all 
n 
n> 2.Thus for each n> 2 we have 
(I-FG)zn= zn.k-'n[(FG)nzn-(l-kn)p] 
= <l-k- 'n)zn+(l-k- 'n)p 
and hence 
( I -FG)z n <( l -k - ' n ) ( M+ p ). 
Since k -> 1 as n ->
 x .one concludes that (I- FG) z -> 0 6 K Also z -> z 
and (I-FG) is demiclosed it follows that (I-FG)z = 0. implying thereby FGz = z. 
Since for each n > 0. STz = z and ST is continuous, taking the limit as n -> x .one 
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obtains that STz = z. Thus we have shown that z = STz = FGz. 
The rest of the proof is identical to that of Theorem 7.3.2, hence it is omitted. 
7.4. RELATED EXAMPLES 
Lastly , we furnish examples demonstrating the validity of the hypotheses 
and degree of generality of our main results proved earlier .Our first example 
demonstrates the validity of the hypothecs of Theorem 7.2.5. 
EXAMPLE 7.4.1. Let X be the set of reals equipped with Euclidean metric and 
K = l-3|U[0J].DefineG.T:K^X.F:KnG(K)->Xand S:T(K)flK->X as 
2x x e [0 , l ] , -3x/2 x e[0.1]. 
Tx - { Sx= { 
-3 x = -3 1 x = -3 
-x/16 x e [0 .1] , 2x x e [0 , l ) . 
Fx = { Gx= { 
o x = o , x 0 x = -3.x=l 
-3x xe[0.1]. -x/8 XeiO.l). 
so that STx = 1 and FGx = { 
1
 x = -3 0 x = -3. x = l 
Obviously r K = {-3,0,1} c [-3,0] U { U = ST(K). 
Furthermore 
ST(l) = -3e^K=>FG(-3) = 0
 eK, 
ST(0) = 0 e r K => FG(0) = 0
 eK, 
ST(-3)= 1 e r K => FG(l) = 0 eK 
By an easy calculation one can verify that the pair (FG. ST) is weakly 
commuting.For verifying that (F.G) is a <j>-(S,T) contraction for .cj)(t) = t: .we 
argue as follows. 
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Firstly if x.y
 e {-3,1}, then d(FGx,FGy) = 0, hence contraction condition 
(7.2.1.1) is obviously satisfied. Secondlyif x,y
 e [0,1) and x > y then. 
j x / 8 - y / 8 | 2 = <D (d(FGx.FGy)) 
= (1/64) (x-y)2 = (1/128) (x-y)2 + (1/ 128) (x-y)2 
< (1/128) (x-y)2 + ( 1/128) (x2 + y2) as( x-y)2 < x2 + y2) 
= (1 / 128) (3x-3y)2 /9 + (l /128)[ (23x)2 + ( 23y)2] / 232 
< 1/1152 (3x-3y)2+ 1/77712 [(23x)2 + ( 23y)2] 
1 / 7712 {(3x - y/3)2 ,(3y -x/3)2> 
= 1/1152 o (d(STx.STy))2+1/77712 [ d)(d(STx,FGx))2+o (d(STy,FGy))2] 
+ 1/7712 min« <j> (d(STx,FGy))2 + o (d(STy.FGx))} 
which shows that contraction condition(7.2.3.1) is satisfied with a = 1 /1152. b = 
c = 1/7712 and 0 is the unique common fixed point of F,G,S,and T. Also note that 
all the hypotheses of Theorem 7.2.5 are satisfied. 
Our next example exhibits that Theorem 7.2.7 is genuinely different to 
Theorem 7.25 as it produces an instance where the involved pair is compatible but 
not weakly commuting. 
EXAMPLE 7.4.2. Let X = [ 1, «>) equipped with Euclidean metric d with K = [ 1.3] 
c X. DefineG.T : K->X ,F : Kf]G(K)^X and S :T( K)f]K->X as 
Sx = 2 x - 1 . Tx = x4 
x l<x<2 
Fx = x2 Gx = J 
-x 2<x<3 
Note
 r-K = [l,3].FG(K) = [1.9], ST(K)= [1,16] and ST is continuous. For any 
sequence {xn} in K such that {FGxn}, {STx | c Kwe have that 
d(FG(STxn). ST(FGxn)) - 2 (x/ - 1 ) 2 ^ 0 . 
if xn -» 1 .iff space FGxn -+ 1 and STx -> 1 so that FG and ST are compatible on K 
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Also ,?K= {1.3}
 £ [1.16] = ST(K). 
FG(K) = [ l ,9 ]c [1,16] = ST(K), 
S T ( l ) = l 6 r ? K = > F G ( l ) = l e K , 
and ST(3)= 161
 e K. 
Now for x.y in X . we can write 
d(FGx.FGy)= x : -y : < l\2(x :+y :) [2 (x: +y:)(x~ + y : ) ] = ad(STx.STy) for 
all x.y eK, such that FGx * FGy. Thus all the hypotheses of Theorem 7.2.7 are 
satisfied and 1 is the unique common fixed point of F.G, S and T 
However one can note that Theorem 7.2.5 will not be applicable because FG 
and ST are not weakly commutative on K. Indeed for y = 2 "4, we have 
d ( FG(STy). ST(FGy)) = 2 > 3 - 2 ' : = d( FGy.STy). 
The idea of this example appears in Kaneko and Sessa [61 ]. 
Our next example demonstrates the validity of the hypothr •' and degree of 
generality of Theorem 7.3.1. 
EXAM PLE 7.4.3. To discuss the validity of the hypotheses of Theorem 7.3.1. we 
utilize Example 7.4.1. 
As earlier one can verify that the pair (FG, ST) is weakly commuting.For 
verifying that (F.G) is (S.T)- contraction we argue as follows: 
Firstly if x.y ej-3.1}, then d(FGx.FGy) = 0, hence contraction condition 
(7.3.1.1) is obviously satisfied .Secondly if x.y
 e [0,1) andx >y then. 
j x / 8 - y / 8 | = d(FGx.FGy) 
= l/8(x-y)= 1 /12(3x-3y)/2 
< (1 /ll)[d(STx.STy)]/2 
= 1/11 max { d(STx,STy)/2.d(STx,FGx),d(STy.FGy). l/q[d(STx.FGy) + 
d(STy.FGx)]) 
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which shows that contraction condition! 7.3.1.1) is satisfied with h = 1 /l1 . and 
0 is the unique common fixed point of F.G.S and T. Also note that all the hypdheses 
of Theorem 7. 3. 1 are satisfied. 
Our next example exhibits that Theorem 7.3.3 is genuinely different to Theo-
rem 7.3.2 as it produces an instance where the involved pair is compatible but not 
weakly commuting. 
EXAMPLE 7.4.4. To establish the genuiness of Theorem 7.3.3 over Theorem 
7.3.2. we utilize Example 7.4.2. 
Now for x.y in X , we can write 
d(FGx.FGy)- x : -y : < 1\2 (x :+y :) [2 ( x:+y2)(x2 + y2)] = ad(STx.STy)for 
all x.y
 €
K such that FGx * FGy. Thus all the hypotheses of Theorem 7.3.3 are 
satisfied and 1 is the unique common fixed point of F.G.S and T. 
However one can note that Theorem 7.3.3 will not be applicable because FG 
and ST are not weakly commutative on K... Indeed for y = 2 ' 4 . we have 
d(FG(STy).ST(FGy)) = 2 > 3 - 2 ' : =d( FGy.STy). 
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As soon as your article will be typeset, a galley proof of the 
same will be sent to you for corrections, if any. An order 
form for extra reprints will also accompany the galley proof. 
Any change in your address may kindly be communicated to us. 
Thank you for your interest in our IJM. 
* 
Y o u r s s i n c e r e l y , 
p ComifilTt/tee f o r P u b l i c a t i o n s 
(Scmrtiiltce Jor I'uviiiutions 
P r o f e s s o r M.Imdad 
D e p a r t m e n t of M a t h e m a t i c s 
A l i g a r h Musl im U n i v e r s i t y 
ALIGARH U . P . 202 002 
e-mail: pramila®nde.vsnl.net.in; Fax : 0091 532 623221; Phone : 0091 532 623553 
Publications : • Indian Journal of Mathematics • Bulletin of the Allahabad Mathematical Society 
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To:rehman 100@mailcity.com 
Dear Prof. ''.•_. H. Khan, 
I t i s my p l ea su re t o inform you t h a t your manuscr ipt e n t i t l e d "Six mappings 
s a t i s f y i n g a r a t i o n a l i n e q u a l i t y " co-au thored wi th Prof. M. Imdad has been 
accented for p u b l i c a t i o n in our j o u r n a l kadovi Matemat icki . 
i 
Your paper will appear in the issue Vol.9 No.2 (2000). 
Thanking you for your cooperation, I remain with kind regards 
Sincerely, 
N a z a T a n ov ic-Hi 11e r 
E d i t o r ' in Chief 
Get. /our P r i v a t e , Vr.no h'mai.l n t by. yjy: [j.. WVA^.U^^L iiuvl 1 
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The Aligarh Bulletin of Mathematics 
Department of Mathematics 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh-202 002, India 
Dated: 
Dr. M. Imdad 
Reader > 
Department of Mathematics, 
Aligarh Muslim University, 
Aligarh. 
Reference: Paper No. /y"- Dated: ^ 
Title of the paper 'A GENERAL COMMON FIXED POINT THEOREM FOR 
„ _ SIX MAPPINGS' 
Name of the miihor/s M« Imriad and Q . H . Khan 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
LI Received with thanks the above mentioned paper No 
Further information will follow in due course. Please quote your above paper No. in future 
communication. 
I ] Please send the duplicate copy of the paper and the diagrams (duly liaced by n 
draughtsman) in Chinese in! '•' ','iey are not already sent. 
LI The above paper is with the referee. You will be informed of the position as soon as 
the comments of the referee will be received. 
LwKThe above paper has been formally accepted for publication and will appear In the 
Bulletin in due course. 
D The above paper has not been recommended by our referee for publication in our 
Bulletin. It is returned with the referee's comments. 
C The paper in the present form has not been recommended by the referee for 
publication in the Bulletin. The paper is returned with the referee's comments. If you agree with 
the comments, please modify the above paper in the light of these comments and send the 
modified/revised paper in duplicate, with a copy of the previous version of your paper, for further 
consideration. 
Thanking you for your interest in our Bulletin, 
Yours sincerely, 
X.U. J$U^> 
Editor 
